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Abstract

In the past decade, cooperative wireless networks have emerged as a promising tech-

nology that allows wireless devices to take advantage of diversity and link adaptation.

In this thesis, we focus on the design and analysis of the medium access control (MAC)

layer for the cooperative wireless networks, aiming at two main issues in this field:

relay selection under mobility and incentive-based allocation for relaying packets.

Specifically, we proposed and analysed 1) an intelligent cooperative MAC protocol

to select stable helpers to provide better throughput; 2) two coordination schemes

for multiple helpers to tradeoff the diversity advantage and transmission delay; 3) a

moneyless incentive scheme which can stimulate the agreement of cooperation; and

4) three monetary incentive allocation mechanisms to stimulate cooperative relaying

while maintaining the desired properties.

Firstly, our proposed cooperative MAC protocol, referred as PTCoopMAC, can make

use of the out-of-date information from the overheard signals to select the optimal

stable helper to improve the system throughput. Secondly, we analysed the un-

conditional relaying success probability for a wireless diversity system with multiple

random moving helpers. One Aloha-based and one timer-based coordination schemes

were designed to balance the success probability and transmission delay. Thirdly, the

moneyless incentive scheme for one cooperative pair transmission can tune up and

down the channel access probability of the helper and the source as the reward and
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payment, respectively. We further provided the conditions on how to select the tun-

ing factors to reach the cooperation agreement. Finally, we proposed three monetary

incentive allocation mechanisms towards different design goals. The Vickrey-Clarke-

Groves (VCG)-based mechanism aims at efficiency in social welfare; the probabilistic

entrance auction (PEA) mechanism targets at lowering the computational effort; and

the randomized (RND) mechanism attempts to strike a balance between the two

mechanisms.

All the proposed solutions were extensively evaluated by simulations. The results

demonstrated that our solutions successfully addressed the challenges posed by user

mobility and incentive for the cooperative wireless networks. The quality of service

(QoS) can be significantly improved by properly incorporating cooperation among

user devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To satisfy the rapidly growing demands for modern communications, numerous tech-

nologies are applied to the wireless networks to support larger bandwidth, lower delay,

higher guaranteed quality of service (QoS). Among these technologies, wireless coop-

erative networks offer a most promising and attractive paradigm. In this chapter, we

first go through the technical motivations of wireless cooperative networks, especially

at the physical layer and the medium access control (MAC) layer. Then, we present

challenges posted by involving cooperation in wireless networks. After that, we high-

light the research challenges, the research objectives and corresponding contributions

of this thesis. Finally, we outline the organization of this thesis.

1.1 Evolutions

Wireless communications and networks have been booming in both the academic

society and the industrial community for almost half a century, which can be experi-

enced from the following three aspects. Firstly, wireless network standards are rapidly

evolving. For wireless local area networks (WLANs), the IEEE 802.11 protocol family
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is growing fast to support increasingly higher peak data rates: from 2 Mbit/s of IEEE

802.11-1997 protocol in 1997 to around 800 Mbit/s of IEEE 802.11ac in 2013 [1]. For

wireless wide area networks (WWANs), the fourth generation (4G) cellular networks

represented by Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Long Term Evolution-Advanced

(LTE-A) [2] are being widely deployed. The research on the fifth generation (5G)

cellular networks has already begun, and 5G networks are expected to be deployed

by 2020 [3]. Besides, the appearance of IEEE 802.16 family, also known as World-

wide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), has blurred the boundary of

WWAN and WLAN [4].

Secondly, various new applications are emerging as the wireless networks offer a higher

bandwidth. For example, traditional voice service based on circuit switching is up-

graded to packet based networks, which means both the quality and quantity of

supported voice calls are improved [5]. Video streaming and conferencing [6] are no

longer a science fiction but a reality in daily life, supported by applications such as

Skype, WeChat on personal mobile devices.

Thirdly, novel new paradigms of wireless networks are also being investigated, where

typical examples include vehicular ad hoc networks and heterogeneous wireless net-

works. Vehicular ad hoc networks aim to install wireless devices on vehicles so that

the vehicles can form self-organised networks to provide traffic related services, such

as traffic congestion report and real time navigation. Heterogeneous wireless networks

are introduced to integrate different access technologies. A typical application exam-

ple is the WiFi offloading which attempts to alleviate the traffic of cellular networks

by diverting some of the packets through nearby WLAN access points. What serves

as the foundations of such prosperity is the blooming research of new techniques.

Regardless of IEEE 802.11ac or LTE-A, the supporting techniques share some com-

mon technical trends. Two popular techniques are the multiple-input-multiple-output
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(MIMO), which aims to introduce the diversity advantage, and link adaptation (LA)

that can apply adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) to support multiple data

rates.

1.1.1 Diversity and MIMO

Diversity and MIMO can bring many benefits to the wireless system including: 1)

increase of effective coverage, which means that if an access point or base station with

MIMO uses the same transmitting power as the traditional non-MIMO system, the

coverage range will be much larger; 2) increase of capacity which allows to accommo-

date more users in the system; and 3) link quality improvement and decrease of the

multipath delay dispersion which can enable higher data rates.

Diversity is the design philosophy behind the MIMO system. In general, the princi-

ple of diversity is to ensure that the same information reaches the receiver through

multiple statistically independent channels. In other words, multiple copies of the

same data are transmitted and received through multiple independent channels. The

key to diversity is the independence of the channels. Thus, to provide sufficient inde-

pendence, the channels must be “separated” in some manner. Depending on the way

that channels are separated, there are five typical diversity methods [7]:

• Spatial diversity : Antennas are separated in space so that they are apart

enough to achieve independent channels.

• Temporal (time) diversity : Data are transmitted at different times when

the channels at independent and uncorrelated.

• Frequency diversity : Data are transmitted on different frequency channels.

• Angular diversity : Multiple antennas (with or without spatial separation)

with different antenna patterns are used.
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of the MIMO system.

• Polarization diversity : Multiple antennas with different polarizations (e.g., ver-

tical and horizontal) are used.

MIMO is the enabling technology that explores diversity to improve the received

signal quality and increase the data transmission rate by using digital signal processing

techniques. As shown in Fig. 1.1, multiple transmitting and receiving antennas are

used to create multiple wireless paths. The transmitted signals from these paths are

shaped and combined. Depending on the total number of antennas at the transmitter

(Nt) and that at the receiver (Nr), the system can be further categorized into: SIMO

(single-input-multiple-output), where Nt = 1 and Nr > 1; MISO (multiple-input-

single-output), where Nt > 1 and Nr = 1; and MIMO (multiple-input-multiple-

output), where Nt > 1 and Nr > 1.

Each transmitting and receiving antenna pair forms a channel. By deploying mul-

tiple antennas on the transmitter and/or the receiver, multiple channels between a

transmitter and a receiver can be established. The more pairs there are, the more

channels MIMO can establish. Intuitively, although wireless channels may experience

adverse effects (e.g., fading and path loss), as long as one of these channels is good
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enough, the receiver should be able to receive the correct information. If the number

of transmitting and receiving antenna pairs were large enough, there would always

be a good channel available.

1.1.2 Link adaptation and AMC

One advantage of the wireless channel is the ability to provide untethered connec-

tivity and mobile access. However, the quality of wireless channel suffers from more

randomness and less stability compared with the wired network, due to its unique

features such as multipath fading, shadowing and path loss. Traditional designs of

wireless systems usually consider the worst-case channel conditions and require a

fixed margin to maintain acceptable performance when facing the occurrence of the

poor channel quality. It is intuitive that if the system parameters can be adaptively

adjusted according to the channel conditions, the overall system performance can be

enhanced. This motivates the concept of link adaptation (LA) and its underlying en-

abling technique, adaptive modulation and coding (AMC). LA and AMC can increase

the average system throughput or individual throughput, reduce power consumption

and reduce average bit error rate (BER) by adaptively changing system parameters

according to different feedback conditions.

An illustrative diagram of AMC is shown in Fig. 1.2. At the transmitter, the sys-

tem parameters are adjusted according to the channel conditions fed back from the

receiver through a feedback channel. The transmitted data go through the wireless

channel and experience attenuation, noise, and interference until finally reaching the

receiver. At the receiver, the received data are used for channel estimation, and the

estimation result is further used in demodulation and decoding and also fed back to

the transmitter for the purpose of adaptive adjustment.

There are two basic aspects that a link adaptation system needs to address: 1)
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Figure 1.2: An illustrative diagram for AMC.

what parameters that the transmitter needs to adjust, and 2) what kinds of feedback

should be considered. In the first aspect, the following choices are often used in the

literature [8]:

• Rate adjustment . This is the most popular option nowadays. To adjust

the data rate, there are two ways. One is to increase the symbol rate and

keep the constellation size of the modulation scheme, while the other is to

keep the symbol rate unchanged and use the modulation scheme with higher

constellation size. Apparently, the latter one is easier to implement for less

hardware requirements.

• Power adjustment . By adapting the transmit power, the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) loss due to fading or path loss can be compensated, so that the received

SNR can be kept at a relatively constant level. Since the BER is directly related

to the received SNR, it is equivalent to say that BER is kept at a constant level.

• Error adjustment . By adjusting multiple system parameters, such as the

transmit power or the constellation size of the modulation scheme, the BER at

the receiver is maintained at a relatively constant level. This is in a sense the

combination of rate adjustment and power adjustment.

• Coding adjustment . Different channel coding schemes are adaptively used
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to guarantee the quality of the received data. Coding adjustment can also be

implemented in two ways. One is to switch among channel coding schemes, for

example, by using convolutional coding when the channel quality is high, while

using turbo coding when the channel quality is low. The other way is to adjust

the channel coding parameters for a fixed scheme, which is equivalent to adjust

the code rate.

In the second aspect on the feedback, some common approaches are listed as follows

[9–14]:

• SNR based . In this approach, some pilot packets, such as the RTS/CTS in

IEEE 802.11 protocols, are used to estimate the SNR. Since low SNR means low

channel quality, the transmitter may lower the data rate or use more powerful

error correction coding scheme. It is vice versa when the estimated SNR is

high. Typical examples include Receiver Based Auto Rate (RBAR) [11] and

Full Auto Rate (FAR) [12].

• Frame loss based . Based on the acknowledgement (ACK) feedback from the

receiver, the transmitter obtains the knowledge of frame loss and tunes up or

down the data rate accordingly. The frame loss may be caused by channel atten-

uation or collision. Depending on whether the transmitter is able to distinguish

the cause of frame loss or not, there are Loss Differentiating Auto Rate Fallback

(LD-ARF) [13] and Adaptive Auto Rate Fallback (AARF) [14].

• BER/PER based . In orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)

based wireless systems, the pilot sequence is often sent along with actual user

data. The pilot sequence is the data that are known a priori by both the

transmitter and the receiver, which can be used for various purposes one of

which is to estimate BER or packet error rate (PER). Then, the receiver can
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feedback such error rate estimation and the transmitter can adapt the rate

accordingly [10].

1.2 Motivations

As reviewed in Section 1.1, MIMO and AMC are two techniques that can be used

to increase the capacity of wireless systems. However, both techniques are subject

to non-negligible implementation overhead and constraints. These motivate studies

on cooperative wireless networks, which can inherit the benefit of MIMO and AMC

while effectively relaxing certain obstacles.

1.2.1 From diversity and MIMO

From the discussion in Section 1.1.1, we can see that MIMO and diversity are powerful

tools to mitigate the negative effects of wireless channels. In practice, the MIMO

technology has been widely used. However, these MIMO facilities are usually not at

the user end but at the access point or the base station. A purely MIMO-enabled

user equipment (e.g., a MIMO cell phone) is rarely seen. This is mainly because of

the size and power constraints of a mobile terminal [15].

• Size constraint. From the introduction of MIMO in Section 1.1.1, we know

that the effectiveness of diversity requires that channels should be independent,

which can be achieved by implementing separated antennas, mainly in a spatial

way due to its simplicity. The next questions are how to gauge independency and

how much the antennas should be separated. The correlation coefficient is de-

fined to measure the dependency between the signals of two diversity branches.

Generally speaking, the smaller the correlation coefficient, the less dependency

or correlation of the two signals. To satisfy spatial diversity, the correlation
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coefficient must be smaller than a threshold (e.g., 0.5 or 0.1), so that the two

signals in two diversity branches can be seen as independent. If the threshold

0.5 is considered, the antenna separation should be around λwav/4, where λwav

is the wavelength [8]. For a mobile terminal, the typical separation is between

half to one carrier wavelength [16]. A typical 802.11 mobile terminal works at

2.4 GHz (i.e., λwav = 12.5 cm), so the separation of two antennas should be

around 6 cm ∼ 12 cm in theory. When it comes to engineering, the separation

should be even larger. This is obviously not feasible for modern palm-sized

mobile terminals.

• Power constraint. The antenna of a mobile device is integrated on the wire-

less interface card, which forms a radio transceiver. In [17], it is shown that,

during the idle mode (i.e., when LCD and backlight are turned off), approx-

imately 70% of the total power is consumed by the wireless interface. It is

not hard to imagine if multiple wireless interfaces are integrated in one mobile

device, the power consumption should be several times larger.

A power consumption test is conducted in [18] for the IEEE 802.11n network

interface card (NIC). Some of the test data are shown in Table 1.1. It can be

seen that:

– In idle mode, the power consumption of 3 antennas is increased by 78%

compared with the case of one antenna;

– In receiving mode, the power consumption of 3 antennas is increased by

70%;

– In transmitting mode, the power consumption of 3 antennas is increased

by 64%.
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Table 1.1: Power consumption of 802.11n NIC [18].
Mode Power consumption (Watt)

1 antenna, idle mode 0.82
2 antennas, idle mode 1.13
3 antennas, idle mode 1.45
1-input-1-output, receiving mode 0.94
2-input-2-output, receiving mode 1.27
3-input-3-output, receiving mode 1.6
1-input-1-output, transmitting mode 1.28
2-input-2-output, transmitting mode 1.99
3-input-3-output, transmitting mode 2.10

From the above observations, we can see that the high power consumption

may make it unaffordable to integrate multiple antennas into a battery-powered

mobile terminal, such as a cell phone.

Now the question is how the palm-sized and battery-powered mobile terminals can

take advantage of MIMO and diversity. Inspired by cooperative behavior in the

natural world, the idea that other terminals are involved acting as helpers of the

source terminal appears. Thus, the source and its helpers form a virtual distributed

antenna system. In this way, the advanced features of MIMO and diversity can be

achieved by palm-sized and battery-powered mobile terminals through the cooperative

communications and networks, which is the motivation from the diversity and MIMO

side.

1.2.2 From link adaptation and AMC

On the other hand, whether link adaption can work well is heavily constrained by the

channel quality:

• Feedback channel constraint. For link adaption to work well, a feedback

path between the transmitter and receiver is needed, which may not be feasible
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especially when the distance between the transmitter and receiver is large.

• Delay constraint. Adaptive techniques may fail to perform well, if the channel

quality is fast changing and cannot be timely estimated and fed back to the

transmitter.

• Timescale constraint. The path loss and shadowing effect change more

slowly and are highly related to distance. Supposing a stationary wireless device

is in a deep fade situation, adaptive techniques would be of little help unless

the wireless device changes its location far enough to experience independent

channel attenuation. However, moving to a new location may be out of the

option especially for an indoor wireless system.

As seen, the feedback channel constraint and delay constraint can be addressed by

providing a stable and reliable feedback channel, while the timescale constraint can

be relaxed by choosing an independent channel efficiently. This motivates involving

other terminals as helpers to relay signals. The relaying channel may be much more

stable and reliable because a helper often lies between the source terminal and its

destination and the signal can be enhanced at the helper just like the repeater in the

Ethernet. On the other hand, the relaying channel can present independent channel

characteristics because of the diverse choice of the helper. This motivates the study of

cooperative communications and networks from the link adaptation and AMC side.

1.3 Challenges

1.3.1 Mobility challenge for cooperative networks

Although mobility support is an attractive feature of wireless networks, it may lead to

high channel variation. In such a dynamic environment, it is challenging to guarantee
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an accurate and up-to-date decision on initiating cooperation and/or selecting the

optimal helper(s). In non-diversity scenario (details introduced in Section 3.1), the

out-of-date information is a most pronounced problem brought by mobility. Beyond

that, the mobility of nodes can increase the correlation (mainly spatial correlation)

between the channel coefficients of the cooperating entities, which reduces diversity

gain [19] and is particularly detrimental to the diversity scenario.

To ensure a high success chance of cooperation, one possible solution is to apply

advanced cooperation criteria which can involve the history profile of helpers as in

our work [20], where unstable helpers can be excluded from cooperation candidates

by analysing the history data. In addition, the distributed cooperative networks

enable cooperation in a purely decentralized manner, which can also be a promising

approach to address node mobility. Furthermore, the impact of node mobility on the

performance of cooperative networks may vary with the specific mobility patterns.

Good surveys on mobility models can be found in [21]. The widely used mobility

models include the random direction model and the random way point model which

we further discuss in Section 3.2.

1.3.2 Cooperative diversity and multiple helpers

As motivated by diversity and MIMO, cooperative relay links and the direct link

can be used to transmit the same packet to achieve diversity. There are the single-

helper diversity scenario and the multiple-helper diversity scenario as introduced in

Section 3.1. In the latter case, orthogonal distributed space-time coding can be

applied to enable that multiple helpers transmit over the same channel [22]. In the

diversity scenario, the source and the helpers form a virtual antenna array system.

The helpers become the virtual external antennas of the source. The study of the

physical-layer capacity of such system can be found in [23].
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However, many issues remain unsolved. One is how to choose a good criterion to

start cooperation. Cross-layer techniques can be employed to dynamically estimate

the channel condition, so that cooperative diversity transmission is initiated to sat-

isfy certain QoS requirements [24] if a transmission failure is very likely to happen

with a poor direct link condition. Whether the source should always enable diversity

transmission or only activate it on demand depends on factors such as the energy

consumption and availability of helpers. Another essential question to exploit diver-

sity gain is the selection of a single optimal helper or multiple uncorrelated helpers

with limited interference and power consumption. From the physical-layer stand-

point, multiple helpers can improve diversity to achieve a higher SNR and better

performance. However, from the link layer’s point of view, multiple relays may not

perform better than a single best relay, because of the overhead to coordinate multiple

relays and manage transmissions. Intuitively, the more helpers, the more complex the

coordination. Besides, multiple helpers may increase possibilities of energy consump-

tion and collisions (e.g., due to the hidden terminal and exposed terminal problems).

On the other hand, a single best relay requires less complex coordination and can

achieve the full diversity order (selection diversity) [25]. Nonetheless, it is challenging

to identify a single best relay in real time since the information available to the source

may be out-of-date quickly when nodes are moving fast. As a result, it is necessary

to balance a tradeoff between the performance gain and coordination overhead when

we decide to choose multiple helpers or a single best helper [19,26]. This is a slightly

different view from that of the physical layer, where more relays can provide better

performance.
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1.3.3 Incentive design: a perspective from the helpers

One fundamental assumption for cooperative transmission in most existing works is

that an optimal helper that is successfully identified is always ready to help. This

may not be true in reality. Any successful cooperation needs an agreement on both

the source side and the helper side. Even when a cooperation request is proposed to

an optimal helper, the helper may decline the request to save power and bandwidth

resources. The helper may only care about its own short-term benefit and reject

cooperation requests which may benefit it in the long run. Thus, how to stimulate

cooperation is still an open issue in implementing cooperative transmission in practice.

Taking stimulation into consideration, cooperative networks should not just make a

cooperation proposal and select the helper(s) in a pure resource-based fashion, but

include incentive design as an essential component. Detailed related works are further

explored in Section 2.2.2. Although there has been some theoretical analysis, few

practical protocols are proposed to involve an incentive mechanism. For example,

nodes that help others can be granted some kind of reward or payment, such as

priority to access channel, or virtual currency to trade with resources which can be

kept for future use. Moreover, advanced features can be added to price different

resources and prevent cheaters.

1.4 Objectives and contributions

This thesis aims to design a robust medium access control (MAC) layer for the co-

operative networks with mobile helpers and incorporate incentive into the design of

cooperative MAC protocols. Considering the challenges introduced in Section 1.3

with specific scenarios, we target at the following objectives.

• Objective I . For the single helper non-diversity scenario, we aim to design
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a more intelligent cooperative MAC protocol with advanced data processing

techniques, such as data mining, so that the protocol can choose the most

stable helper to alleviate the impact of mobility.

• Objective II . For the multiple helper diversity scenario, we aim to investigate

and understand what performance the system could achieve under mobile helper

assumption and how to tradeoff and compromise when the goals of the physical

layer and MAC layer contradict.

• Objective III . We aim to incorporate incentive design and analysis into coop-

erative MAC protocols under both the single helper scenario and the multiple

helper scenario. Moreover, we would like to investigate different incentive forms

to broaden the options of stimulation.

To achieve the objectives mentioned above, we propose several solutions and analyt-

ical work in this thesis. For objective I, we propose an enhanced cooperative MAC

protocol, referred as PTCoopMAC, to alleviate the negative impact of node mobility

on throughput [20]. We employ a data mining technique known as perceptron train-

ing to examine the history data of the helper candidates and distinguish the ones

of low mobility from highly mobile nodes so that the out-of-date information can be

utilized instead of being wasted.

For objective II, we analyse a multiple helper diversity system with random helper

mobility [27]. Specifically, considering the spatial random locations, we derive the ex-

act form and approximation forms of the probability distribution of the upper bound

of the total combined SNR. We further obtain the unconditional success probability

of the multi-helper cooperation. Moreover, we consider two MAC schemes to coor-

dinate multiple helpers, i.e., an Aloha-like scheme and a timer-based random backoff

scheme, to evaluate the tradeoff between the success probability and the coordination
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delay.

For objective III, we examine a priority based incentive mechanism [28, 29] and a

money-based incentive mechanism [30]. For the priority-based mechanism, we analyse

the cooperative relay pair where the system rewards the helper by tuning up its access

probability and charges the requester by tuning down its access probability. Using

Markov-based analysis, we can decide how to tune the access probability so that

cooperation can be agreed on both sides as a Nash equilibrium. For the money-based

incentive, we analyse a multiple helper non-diversity relaying system using one-sided

auction where the source node is modeled as the seller and the helpers are modeled as

the buyers. We design three different mechanisms: the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG)-

based mechanism to achieve social welfare efficiency, the probabilistic entrance auction

(PEA) mechanism to achieve computational efficiency, and the randomized (RND)

mechanism that involves randomization over the above two mechanisms to satisfy

certain requirement for social welfare while minimizing the computational time.

1.5 Outline of the thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the

background and related works on lower layer cooperative communications. Firstly,

the basic schemes and typical works regarding the cooperative physical layer are

introduced and summarized. After that, we conduct a literature survey on the two

challenging aspects of cooperative MAC layer, i.e., relay selection and incentive design.

In Chapter 3, we briefly introduce the general system topology for our study of the

cooperative MAC, from which the cooperation scenarios are classified into four cate-

gories, namely, non-diversity, diversity, single helper, and multiple helpers. Moreover,

two incentive forms are introduced, i.e., the moneyless form and the monetary form.
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In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we focus on relay selection with mobile helpers. Specif-

ically, a non-diversity single helper scenario is considered in Chapter 4, where we use

perceptron training to select the optimal helper and thereby enhance the cooperative

MAC. In Chapter 5, a diversity multiple-helper scenario is considered with random

mobile helpers. We analyse the system from a cross-layer point of view to see how to

trade-off between reducing the coordination delay for multiple helpers and improving

the success probability.

Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 investigate the incentive design aspect of the cooperative

MAC protocols. Specifically, the moneyless incentive is modeled in Chapter 6 where

we use the Bayesian game theory to model the interaction between two cooperating

peers. We derive the conditions on how to adjust channel access probability so that the

cooperation decision can reach a Nash equilibrium. On the other hand, the monetary

incentive is investigated in Chapter 7, where different helper allocation mechanisms

are designed and compared so that desirable economic properties and computation

efficiency can be balanced. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and provides some future

research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter, we introduce the background information and the related work of

this thesis. Although the focus of this thesis is the MAC layer of cooperative wireless

networks, cooperation can be involved for both the physical layer and MAC layer.

Cross-layer design has also been considered in the literature. Hence, we start with

the introduction of cooperation on the lowest physical layer. After that, we focus on

the main issue of this thesis: cooperative MAC protocols. Specifically, we discuss two

main topics on the cooperative MAC protocols: relay selection and incentive design.

2.1 Physical layer of cooperative wireless networks

Given the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, data transmission from a source

terminal can be overheard by other terminals. As a result, it is possible for the source

to cooperate with these overhearing terminals to form a virtual MIMO system [31,32].

Cooperation on physical layer is often considered as the foundation of cooperative

MAC protocols because of the following reasons:

• The main purpose of a cooperative MAC protocol is to fulfill the cooperation
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agreement. After the agreement, cooperative physical layer protocols are often

used to implement the actual non-diversity or diversity packet relaying.

• In the design of a cooperative MAC protocol, cross-layer technique is often used;

the exact boundary of layers becomes vague.

Most cooperative transmission schemes at the physical layer involve two phases of

transmission [33]: phase I and phase II, also known as the coordination phase and

the cooperation phase, respectively. In phase I, the nodes exchange their own data

and control messages with each other and/or the destination. In phase II, the nodes

cooperatively retransmit the overheard data from others to the destination. Among

all the physical cooperative strategies, the most well-known ones are: decode-and-

forward (DF) and amplify-and-forward (AF) [34]. Besides DF and AF, there are

other protocols, such as coded-cooperation (CC) [35–37] and compress-and-forward

(CF) [38].

• Decode-and-forward (DF). Originally proposed in [34], the basic idea of DF

is as follows: during phase I, the source node transmits its signal to both the

relay node and the destination node; during Phase II, if the relay can decode the

overheard signal, it will regenerate and transmit it to the destination node. It is

possible that the overall received signal is just the relayed version from the relay

node which is a non-diversity relaying scenario as introduced in Section 3.1. The

works on this scenario often focus on how to select an optimal helper, which

ultimately becomes a cross-layer relay selection problem. We will discuss this

in more details in Section 2.2.

On the other hand, if diversity is used, which is called the diversity relaying

scenario as in Section 3.1, the signals from both the source node and the re-

lay node will be considered. The maximal ratio combiner (MRC) or selective
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combiner (SC) can be employed to produce the overall received SNR. Works

in this direction often assume that helpers are pre-selected and focus on the

signal processing and analysis [39–42]. In [39,40], the outage probability of DF

is analysed for the Rayleigh fading channel and Nakagami-m fading channel re-

spectively. A multi-helper DF cooperative diversity protocol is analysed in [41]

from a power allocation point of view. An optimal power allocation scheme is

proposed to minimize the outage probability while the total power consumption

is guaranteed to be within a certain constraint. In [42], the diversity order is

analysed when cooperative MRC (C-MRC) is used to combine the DF relayed

signals. It is shown that C-MRC achieves the full diversity order.

• Amplify-and-forward (AF). The basic idea of AF is similar to that of DF

but in a simpler way [34]: during phase I, the source node transmits its signal

to both the relay and the destination node; during phase II, instead of decoding

and regenerating the message, the relay just amplifies the overheard signal (thus

noise is boosted as well) and forwards it to the destination. AF can work

in either a non-diversity way or a diversity way. Like DF, the works on the

non-diversity scenario often focus on how to select an optimal helper, while

the essential problem to the diversity scenario is how to process the received

signals [43–46]

In [43], a multiple amplifying relay diversity system is analysed and the exact

average symbol error rate is derived for the Rayleigh-fading channel. Tight

bounds on the probability of error show that the cooperative system in [43]

achieves full diversity order. A power allocation scheme is proposed in [44]

to minimize the outage probability of an AF system and it further proposes

a scheme to choose several best relays to achieve good performance instead of
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choosing all relays. In [45], the authors extend [44] by providing an asymptotic

analysis of the symbol error rates of the AF system. A more systematic work

to examine AF can be found in [46], which jointly considers a burst traffic

at the application layer, an auto repeated request (ARQ)-based error recovery

mechanism at the link layer and an AF cooperation scheme at the physical layer.

By Markov analysis, [46] derives a sufficient condition which ensures improved

packet delivery by adjusting of the physical-layer, ARQ and traffic parameters.

• Coded-cooperation (CC). Coded cooperation is proposed in the serial works

of [35–37] where cooperation is achieved through channel coding methods in-

stead of a direct relay or repetition as in AF and DF. Specifically, CC assumes

each user has Kcc information bits per block, and Ncc coded bits per block, so

that the code rate is Rcc = Kcc/Ncc. Ncc coded bits are expanded into two suc-

cessive time segments with length Ncc1 and Ncc2, where Ncc1+Ncc2 = Ncc. Then

a sub-codeword of rate Rcc1 = Kcc/Ncc1 is broadcast by the source. Each node

will thus receive a noisy version of the coded message. If a node can correctly

decode the message by the cyclic redundancy check (CRC), it will compute and

transmit the Ncc2 bits for the source. Otherwise, Ncc2 additional parity bits for

the users’ own data will be transmitted. There is not a clear-cut boundary in

CC for the non-diversity scenario and the diversity scenario, because it really

depends on if the relay can decode the overheard codeword subset.

Some extension works on CC can be found in [47, 48]. In [47], the authors

analyse the outage performance and BER of CC. It provides the general outage

expressions for arbitrary SNR and reveals that CC benefits from diversity in

the order of the number of cooperating partners. Two extensions are provided

in [48] to the CC framework. Firstly, it increases the diversity of CC in the fast-
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fading scenario. Secondly, turbo code is applied to the CC framework. Bounds

for the BER and block-error rates are also developed.

• Compress-and-forward (CF). CF is originally proposed in [49] and also

called estimate-and-forward, observe-and-forward [22] or quantize-and-forward

[50]. The general idea is that a relay transmits a quantized and compressed

version of its overheard signal to the destination, and the destination decodes

by combining with the signal from the source. It is obvious that CF can only be

used in the diversity scenario and the relays use Wyner-Ziv source coding to ex-

ploit side information at the destination [51]. In [52], the authors investigate the

achievable diversity-multiplexing tradeoff of CF when the relay is constrained

to make use of non-Wyner-Ziv source coding. In [53], a discrete memoryless

state-dependent relay channel with non-causal channel state information (CSI)

is considered where perfect channel states can be known only to the source,

only to the relay or both. The channel capacity is investigated for these three

cases. In [54], CF is analysed with a cooperative time division duplex (TDD)

relaying in the multiple-antenna case with full CSI. It provides an analytical ex-

pression for the optimum Wyner-Ziv coding rates and also proposes an iterative

procedure to perform this optimization.

2.2 Medium access layer of cooperative wireless

networks

To make analysis traceable, physical-layer relaying is usually based on the following

assumptions:

• A1: The source always knows the helpers to cooperate with.
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• A2: Only one dedicated helper is involved.

• A3: Helpers are always ready and willing to help.

To enable cooperation at the MAC layer, these assumptions should be relaxed. For

backward compatibility, the cooperative MAC protocol can extend the coordination

function of a regular MAC protocol, which is to coordinate multiple nodes sharing the

wireless medium and alleviate the effect of hidden and exposed terminals. In addition,

the cooperative MAC protocol should address several fundamental problems [19,55]:

• When to cooperate? (Q1) The nature of this question is to find the con-

ditions when cooperation can be enabled, or the regions where cooperation is

beneficial.

• Whom to cooperate with? (Q2) To answer this question, the cooperative

MAC protocol should determine who are the available helpers and who is (are)

the optimal helper(s) that the source is going to cooperate with.

• How to stimulate cooperation? (Q3) In reality, wireless devices often

belong to different individuals. Practical cooperative MAC protocols need to

stimulate individuals to take the advantage of cooperation benefits.

2.2.1 Relay selection

Apparently, addressing Q1 and Q2 aims to relax assumptions A1 and A2. More

generally, we call Q1 and Q2 together as the matter of relay selection . Specifically,

Q1 is to find the conditions when cooperation can be enabled. These conditions to

trigger cooperation can be straightforward, e.g., less transmission time [56–59], or as

complex as the cooperative region [60].
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Table 2.1: Categories of cooperative MAC protocols.

Category
Q1 is Q2 A typical

addressed
by

(a) is
addressed by

(b) is
addressed by

example

I Source Source Source CoopMAC [57]
II Source Participants Source rDCF [61]
III Source Candidates Candidates Shan-MAC [60]

To answer Q2, there are two aspects to address: a) potential relay contention, in which

available potential relay nodes compete to become a helper candidate in the helper

candidate list of the source; and b) helper selection, in which the optimal helpers are

selected according to certain criteria and decision mechanism from the candidates. It

is worth noting that some cooperative MAC protocols address Q2(a) and Q2(b) in

one process, such as CoopMAC [57] and Shan-MAC [60]. Nonetheless, some protocols

indeed handle them in different processes by different entities, such as rDCF [61].

While apparently Q2(a) should be addressed before Q2(b), there is no predetermined

order of addressing Q1 and Q2. In Shan-MAC [60], Q1 is answered before Q2, while

rDCF [61] deals with Q2(a) first, followed by Q1 and Q2(b). According to which

entity addresses Q1 and/or Q2, we propose the categorization of contention-based

cooperative MAC protocols in Table 2.1 [62].

Category-I

For the cooperative MAC protocols of Category-I, the source addresses both Q1 and

Q2. Typical examples include Ahmed-MAC [63], CoopMAC [57], ADC-MAC [64].

These protocols generally follow a common procedure as follows:

• The source acquires the knowledge of other nodes such as the transmission rate

and transmission time. Such information is usually obtained by overhearing,

e.g., in CoopMAC [57], or periodical broadcast indicator packets, e.g., in ADC-
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MAC [64]. The collected information of the candidates is generally maintained

in a table, known as CoopTable in CoopMAC and ADC-MAC.

• Based on the information of candidates, the source needs to answer the questions

Q1 and Q2. For this category of cooperative MAC protocols, some address

Q1 first while others address Q2 first. The source checks if the cooperation

conditions are met and selects a best helper among the candidates. It is worth

emphasizing that the source makes the selection decision and the best helper is

not elected with competition.

• Once the source decides to initiate cooperation with the selected helper, it sends

a cooperation request to the helper and starts the cooperative transmission

based on the feedback from the helper.

We list in Table 2.2 some typical Category-I MAC protocols and will briefly introduce

them in the following. The cooperative proposal in [63] is referred to as Ahmed-

MAC in this thesis for reference convenience. Ahmed-MAC addresses Q2 firstly and

Q1 secondly. Since the source has the knowledge of all available potential relays, it

chooses an optimal one according to a modified harmonic mean function β. The helper

with the maximum β is selected. Whether to initiate cooperative transmission or not

depends on the ratio βs,d/βmax, where βs,d is the modified harmonic mean function of

the channel between the source and the destination, and βmax is that of the optimal

helper. If the ratio falls below a threshold, the source only uses direct transmission.

Otherwise, cooperative transmission is involved. Nonetheless, Ahmed-MAC does not

specify the handshake procedure or how the source obtains the knowledge of the

potential relays.

CoopMAC proposed in [56,57] further addresses these problems. The source acquires

the overall knowledge of potential relays by overhearing their transmission. This is
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feasible for reciprocal channels between the source and the helper. The source main-

tains the information of the helpers obtained from overheard packets in CoopTable.

CoopMAC addresses Q1 first by comparing the transmission time of the direct link

and the indirect link, which is calculated by the transmission rate and handshake

time. Cooperation is only enabled when the indirect transmission time is shorter.

To answer Q2, the source looks up the CoopTable and selects the helper with the

highest indirect transmission rate. If multiple helpers have the same highest indirect

transmission rate, the source chooses the one with the most recent update and the

least number of failures. Compared with Ahmed-MAC, CoopMAC is a more complete

solution. It proposes the triangle handshake to reserve an optimal helper and uses

the triangle transmission to relay data. However, the reciprocal channel assumption

to enable overhearing may not hold when the channel is fast time-varying or differ-

ent frequencies are used for the uplink and downlink. Also, there must be sufficient

packets overheard, so that the source can obtain accurate and up-to-date information

for the CoopTable. Moreover, the triangle handshake and transmission procedures

are still dependent on the direct link. As a result, CoopMAC cannot deal with the

circumstances where the direct link is unavailable.

The adaptive distributed cooperative MAC protocol (ADC-MAC) in [64] collects the

information of the helpers in a way different from that of CoopMAC. In CoopMAC,

the source overhears the packet transmission of a potential relay and infers its infor-

mation accordingly. In ADC-MAC, a potential relays periodically broadcasts a heart-

beat frame, which contains not only the received signal strength indication (RSSI)

but also the information about its neighbors. As such, the source maintains a global

knowledge of the network in a CoopTable. Based on the CoopTable, ADC-MAC

addresses Q2 first by applying a shortest path routing algorithm (e.g., the Dijkstra’s

algorithm) to determine the most appropriate indirect path. The optimal helper is
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Table 2.2: Category-I cooperative MAC protocols.

Protocol
Knowledge
collection

Solving
order

Cooperation condition

Ahmed-MAC [63] — Q2, Q1
βs,d

βmax
> threshold

CoopMAC [56,57] Overhearing Q1, Q2 Less transmission time
ADC-MAC [64] Broadcasting Q2, Q1 SNR meets requirement
C-MAC [65] Broadcasting Q2, Q1 Lower transmit power
CD-MAC [66] Overhearing Q2, Q1 Once a transmission fails

Protocol Helper selection Scenario

Ahmed-MAC [63] Highest β function value Diversity
CoopMAC [56,57] Highest transmission rate Non-diversity
ADC-MAC [64] Highest transmission rate Non-diversity
C-MAC [65] Lowest transmitting power Diversity
CD-MAC [66] Highest SINR Diversity

then selected. The MAC address of this selected helper is included in the RTS frame

to reserve the channel. If this helper is available, it acknowledges with an accep-

tance packet indicating its availability. After the source confirms the eligibility of the

helper, cooperative transmission is initiated. Different from CoopMAC, ADC-MAC

designs a pure two-hop transmission to avoid using the direct path. This mode is

more feasible than CoopMAC when the direct path is not available.

Because the source has complete knowledge of all other nodes in the network, it

is possible for it to a) decide whether cooperation is necessary and then selects a

helper (Q1-Q2); or b) predetermine a helper and then decide whether to initiate

cooperation or not based on the feedback of this helper (Q2-Q1). Which addressing

sequence performs better depends on the networking scenario to apply the cooperation

protocol. For example, a Category-I protocol in a Q2-Q1 sequence can perform better

in a mobile network, in that the cooperation decision can be further confirmed by

the helper feedback to ensure an up-to-date decision, such as ADC-MAC in [64]. On

the other hand, the Category-I solutions in a Q1-Q2 sequence may have an easier

implementation by means of extending current 802.11-based protocols and better fit
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a more static network topology. Such solutions do not require complicated decision

algorithms or handshake control packets to guarantee a timely cooperation decision.

Category-II

In this category of cooperative MAC protocols, the source addresses Q1 and Q2(b),

which means the source proposes to cooperate and selects an optimal helper from

a candidate list. The candidate list is first obtained via contention in a distributed

manner when Q2(a) is being addressed. The number of helper candidate to consider

can be reduced when Q2(a) is answered. The addressing sequence of Q1 and Q2(b) can

be the same as the Q1-Q2 sequence and the Q2-Q1 sequence discussed in Category-I.

The Category-II of cooperative MAC protocols shares the following common features:

• First, all potential relays compete with each other and the winners are qualified

for the candidate list of the source. In one way, the nodes are aware of each

other before competing through certain mechanism. For all the existing work

surveyed in this section, broadcast is used to accomplish this task. Another is

a pure distributed approach, which allows potential relays not aware of each

other. The distributed timer algorithm in [67] is a good option.

• Although cooperative transmission is still initiated by the source, the source

only has partial knowledge of the network, which is different from Category-I.

The helper candidate list obtained by the source is only the result of contention.

In the following, we present and compare a few typical Category-II protocols in Ta-

ble 2.3, such as rDCF in [61], ErDCF in [68, 69], RAMA in [58], and EMR in [70].

rDCF [61] is one of the earliest classic cooperative MAC protocols. It creates innova-

tive concepts such as CoopTable and broadcast information frame. The fundamental

cooperation questions are addressed in the order of Q2(a), Q1 and Q2(b). A node
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decides whether it can help a pair of source and destination nodes by checking the

overheard RTS and CTS between them. If it is able to improve their transmission

by cooperating, it adds this pair into its willing list and broadcasts its willing list

periodically. To content with other potential relays and answer Q2(a), each node

keeps listening to others’ willing lists and checking the source and destination pairs

contained in their willing lists. If the number of the overheard willing lists that

contain the same pair exceeds a certain threshold, the node stops advertising itself.

Through this contention, the source maintains its CoopTable. If the transmission

time via cooperation is shorter, the source sends a cooperation request to the helper

who provides the shortest cooperative transmission time.

The relay-aided medium access (RAMA) control protocol [58] has a similar idea.

The difference is that RAMA broadcasts the information frame in a random manner

rather than periodically. If a node succeeds in accessing the channel first, it starts

to broadcast its frame while others stop broadcasting and keep silent. Although

RAMA [58] and rDCF [61] can be easily extended from an 802.11-based protocol, the

competition among the nodes cannot guarantee that the most capable nodes appear

in the short-list of helper candidates of the source. In RAMA, nodes compete via

random backoff so that those whose backoff timers run out earlier become winners and

qualified helper candidates. Similarly, in rDCF, a node stops broadcasting its willing

list if the same source and destination pair has appeared in more than a threshold.

As a consequence, it is likely that a more capable node may not be even considered

as a helper candidate, if it broadcasts its willing list less frequently than other less

capable nodes.

The efficient multi-rate relaying (EMR) MAC protocol [70] addresses this problem

with a simple but reasonable solution. It defines the effective throughput as the cri-

terion to evaluate a node. A priority number is assigned to each node according to
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Table 2.3: Category-II cooperative MAC protocols.

Protocol Solving order
Helper

contention
Cooperation
condition

rDCF [61] Q2(a), Q1, Q2(b)
Broadcast to
overhear M peers

Non-empty
CoopTable

ErDCF [68,69] Q2(a), Q1, Q2(b)
Broadcast to
overhear M peers

Non-empty
CoopTable

RAMA [58] Q2(a), Q1, Q2(b)
Random backoff
contention

Less transmission
time

EMR [70] Q2(a), Q1, Q2(b)
Priority-based
contention

Higher effective
throughput

Protocol Helper selection Scenario

rDCF [61] Random by source Non-diversity
ErDCF [68,69] Random by source Non-diversity
RAMA [58] Highest rate Non-diversity
EMR [70] Highest throughput Non-diversity

the effective throughput and broadcast in its indicator frame. Any other who over-

hears this frame compares the priority number with its own and stops broadcasting

if the overheard priority number is greater. Although the broadcast frame is a simple

solution to helper contention, excessive overhead traffic is brought into the network.

Category-III

In Category-III, all the potential relays are helper candidates and Q2, including both

Q2(a) and Q(b), is addressed by the same entity as in Category-I. The difference is

that Q2 is addressed by helper candidates in a distributed manner rather than by the

source in a centralized manner in Category-I. In this category, the source only handles

the question Q1 and does not know who are the helper candidates to select. Once the

source determines that cooperative transmission is beneficial, the source can propose

cooperation to its overhearing neighbors. Then, it is up to the neighbors to make the

ultimate cooperation decision. Different from Category-I and Category-II, we believe

that Q2 cannot be addressed ahead of Q1 in Category-III. For one thing, the helper
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entity must have received a cooperation proposal signal to start the helper contention

and selection procedure. On the other hand, if Q2 were addressed before Q1, it would

be unnecessary to re-evaluate the cooperation timing since the distributed contention

and selection procedure could provide an up-to-date helper.

Although there are few protocols that fall into this category, Table 2.4 shows three

examples, i.e., the Feeney-MAC [59], OR [67,71] and Shan-MAC [60]. Feeney-MAC is

a very simple and naive MAC. If there is a possibility that the transmission time over

an indirect path is shorter, the source initiates cooperative transmission assuming that

certain node may help. If there indeed exist some nodes that are able to help, the one

that captures the channel first after random access contention will relay packets for

the source. The other nodes will cancel their competition. However, in the absence of

proper handshake, Feeney-MAC simply assumes the existence of a helper candidate

and cannot guarantee successful cooperation. The channel access can neither ensure

that the optimal helper is selected.

In [67,71], an opportunistic relaying (OR) protocol is proposed. All the helpers esti-

mate the “instantaneous channel conditions” based on RTS and CTS frames and set

a corresponding timer based on the channel condition. Two policies to set the timer

are evaluated in [71]. Basically, the better the channel condition, the shorter the

timer. As a result, the optimal helper will time out first and transmit a flag packet to

claim itself. After receiving the packet from both the source and the helper, the des-

tination uses maximal ratio combining to decode the message. Strictly speaking, OR

is not a complete Category-III solution, since it assumes implicitly that cooperation

starts once a helper is selected. That is, the question Q1 is not explicitly addressed.

Important factors such as energy and security also need to be considered to evaluate

if cooperation is really beneficial.

The distributed MAC proposed in [60] is a mature solution, which is referred to as
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Table 2.4: Category-III cooperative MAC.

Protocol
Solving
order

Helper contention
Cooperation
condition

Feeney-MAC [59] Q1, Q2 Random backoff Less transmission time
OR [67,71] — Timer-based —

Shan-MAC [60] Q1, Q2
Distributed grouping,
timer-based

Cooperation region exists

Protocol Helper selection Scenario

Feeney-MAC [59] Highest rate Non-diversity
OR [67,71] Highest SNR Diversity
Shan-MAC [60] Highest rate Non-diversity

Shan-MAC in this thesis for easy reference. To answer Q1, a new metric called coop-

eration region (CR) is defined in Shan-MAC and the acquisition of CR is formulated

as an optimization problem. By solving the optimization problem, the source starts

cooperation if CR exists and uses direct transmission otherwise. To answer Q2, a

distributed timer-based selection scheme is specified in Shan-MAC. The key idea is

similar to the timer algorithm in [67], in which a better candidate is indicated by less

channel access time. Thus, the first responding helper is expected to be the optimal

one. Hence, no information broadcast is required for the candidates to be aware of

other competitors, which alleviates the network from broadcast traffic. To enable the

timer-based selection scheme, appropriate synchronization is necessary among the

helpers.

2.2.2 Incentive design

As solutions regarding relay selection become more extensively investigated in the

literature, the need to address Q3 and relax assumption A3 has drawn increasing

attention in the past decade [72]. Incentive design needs to investigate deeper into

the interaction among the wireless network entities. Therefore, traditional methods
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used in relay selection, such as optimization and probability theory, are not enough.

Researchers tend to resort to economics related theories, such as game theory [73] and

mechanism theory [74], because some basic settings in these theories fit the incentive

design requirements in cooperative communications quite well. For example, in game

theory, the players are assumed selfish and aim to maximize their own benefits, which

is similar to the case that wireless nodes share the spectrum resource and aim to make

the best use of the spectrum for their own transmissions. In mechanism theory, the

players follow the rules designed by the mechanism to reach an all-win situation,

which is similar to the case that a base station uses a MAC protocol to regulate

wireless users to share the spectrum.

Game theory

Game theory is one of the foundations for modern economics and has a tremendous

effect on business management and international political policy. Aimed at modeling

the mutual decision making process, game theory is also a suitable tool to analyse

and design computer networks, especially the wireless networks. A survey on how

traditional game theory is applied on different layers of wireless networking design

can be found in [75]. The earliest works using game theory to analyse slotted Aloha

include [76, 77], where a game is modelled among the users contending the channel.

The carrier sensing multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol in

wireless networks is also analysed in a game-theoretic approach in [78]. The appli-

cation of game theory in cooperative communications was reviewed in [72], which

classifies cooperation incentive mechanisms into three categories, namely, resource

exchange-based, pricing-based and reputation-based.

In resource exchange-based and pricing-based schemes, the focus is to decide how to

allocate resources assuming that cooperation is beneficial. Specifically, the resource
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exchange-based scheme in [79] aims to determine how much power each node should

contribute to transmitting others’ data so that optimal benefit is reached. On the

other hand, pricing-based schemes often use auction models to decide which relay a

source should choose given the relays’ price list [80,81], or which source a relay should

serve given the sources’ bid list [82, 83]. Different from above, the reputation-based

mechanism in [84] aims to find out whether cooperation is beneficial, which shares

a similar objective as our work is Chapter 6. Besides, non-traditional games like

evolutionary coalitional games also begin to be applied in wireless network analysis,

such as in [85,86].

Mechanism theory

Mechanism theory also roots in game theory. Its focus, however, is quite different. In

game theory, it is often assumed that the rules of a game are given and the key is to

find an equilibrium strategy. In mechanism theory, the goal is to design the rules so

that the equilibrium approached by these rules could hold certain desired properties.

Mechanism theory includes many branches, such as auction theory [87] that focuses

on designing auction rules, contract theory [88] that focuses on designing an take-or-

go offer for market bargaining. While there are some works on using contract theory

in the design of wireless networks [89–91], the auction theory has been the most

popular in the state-of-the-art literature, especially in the related areas of cooperative

communications.

Auction is actively used in packet relaying as well as resource allocation. Works on

packet relaying often use double auction [92–95]. In [92], a truthful auction scheme for

cooperative communications (TASC) is designed, where the sources are buyers who

bid relay services from the helpers and the base station acts as the auctioneer that

administers the auction process to yield a one-to-one mapping between the subsets
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of the sources and helpers. Similar auction setup is also considered in [93, 94] where

the non-truthful strategy of the avaricious agents is emphasised to maximize total ca-

pacity, cooperation pairs and social welfare. In [95], network coding channel capacity

is related to the private value of wireless nodes which are divided into groups. Each

group uses an agent to present the group to bid for relays. A one-to-one mapping

between the groups and the relay nodes is decided by the double auction to maximize

the channel capacity.

One-sided auction is considered in [96, 97] that address packet relaying. In [96],

the source bids to buy power allocation from a relay. Two auction mechanisms are

proposed: power auction and SNR auction. Without considering private value setup,

the existence and uniqueness conditions of the equilibrium bidding strategy is derived.

While the power auction achieves efficient allocation, and the SNR auction offers

flexible tradeoff between fairness and efficiency. In [97], non-overlapping bundles of

relays are sold by the auction administrator to the sources to achieve diversity. A

suboptimal auction is proposed to trade system revenue for lower time complexity.

On the other hand, for resource allocation, [98–100] use sequential second price auc-

tion or reverse iterative combinational auction to optimally allocate spectrum among

cellular users and cooperative users based on device-to-device (D2D) communications.

In [98], spectrum is equally divided into several units. Cooperative D2D users bid to

share these units with cellular users and aim to maximize their payoff sum according

to the second price auction. In [99, 100], links are modelled as goods to be sold and

cellular users are players who bid to share the spectrum resources to optimize the

social welfare.
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Chapter 3

General System Model

To determine an appropriate model of a wireless cooperative network with mobility

consideration and incentive design, many questions need to be answered beforehand,

such as how many helpers are involved, whether there is a diversity link or not, what

kind of mobility patterns that the nodes follow, and what form of incentive is used.

Although the details of the system models may vary with specific works, it is possible

and helpful to extract some common basics of these system models. In this chapter,

we first present a general cooperative relaying topology and discuss possible scenarios

derived from the topology. After that, we briefly introduce the random mobility

models and their statistical properties. Finally, we discuss the possible incentive

forms that can be utilized in the incentive design.

3.1 General cooperative network topology

In traditional wireless networks, the primary task of the MAC layer is to coordinate

multiple nodes sharing the wireless medium. Channel allocation is a typical approach

to share the wireless medium, which partitions the wireless channel resource in a cer-
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tain dimension, e.g., time, frequency, or spreading code. Correspondingly, there are

time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA),

code division multiple access (CDMA) and orthogonal frequency-division multiple

access (OFDMA). Another large family of MAC protocols are contention-based ran-

dom access, such as Aloha and carrier sensing multiple access with collision avoidance

(CSMA/CA) used in IEEE 802.11. In CSMA/CA, the transmitting node senses the

channel before sending a packet to avoid collision. Due to the hidden terminal and

expose terminal problems, even when the channel is sensed idle from the transmitting

node side, a collision may still occur. A virtual carrier sensing approach can be used

by including a handshake before the actual data transmission. The key idea is to have

the sender broadcast a request-to-send (RTS) frame to reserve the channel and have

the receiver respond a clear-to-send (CTS) frame to confirm the reservation. The

other terminals who overhear the RTS and/or CTS should defer their transmission

for a period of time indicated by the network allocation vector (NAV).

Both the contention-based random access and channel allocation-based MAC can

be extended to a cooperative scenario. For example, cooperative Aloha is analysed

theoretically in [101–103]. There is also interesting research on cooperative MAC

based on TDMA [104, 105] and CDMA [106]. Due to the complexity concern with

channel management, channel allocation-based cooperative MAC is not as popular as

contention-based MAC. In this thesis, we focus on the contention-based MAC, which

has attracted most research attention.

A typical cooperation topology is shown in Fig. 3.1, in which there are multiple

nodes within the coverage of a destination node which can be an access point (AP) in

WLAN or a base station (BS) in WWAN. If a node decides to cooperate with others

for its data transmission, there are several communication entities involved in this

cooperation:
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Figure 3.1: A general cooperation topology.

• Source . The source s is the node who has a data packet to be transmitted

through cooperative relaying as shown in Fig. 3.1. The source s is also the node

who initiates the cooperation request.

• Destination . The destination d is the receiver for the data packet from s and

it can be an AP, a BS, or just a peer wireless node in ad-hoc networks.

• Helper . The wireless node who is selected to relay the data packet of s is called

a helper. All the selected helpers form the helper set H with size H, which are

labelled by h1 and h2 in Fig. 3.1. Helpers are the winners of helper selection

and take part in the final cooperative transmission.

• Candidate . Helper candidates, shortened as candidates, are the wireless nodes

from which the helpers are selected. Candidates are potential helpers who know

that they are qualified helpers and are ready to relay once selected and provided

with incentive. Candidates form set Q with size Q. Fig. 3.1 shows several

example candidates, including q1, q2, q3 and q4.

• Participant . The wireless nodes who can overhear the transmission of the
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Figure 3.2: Typical cooperation scenarios.

ongoing data packet is called a participant. Participants are potential candi-

dates. If a participant reveals itself to s as in Category-I cooperative MAC or

reveals itself to other wireless nodes to take part in candidate competition as

in Category-II cooperative MAC, it becomes a candidate. All the participants

form set P. In Fig. 3.1, we show a few participants, u1, u2, ..., u8. The rela-

tion between H, Q and P is: H ⊆ Q ⊆ P. In the literature, Q and P are the

same in many works, but some Category-II cooperative MAC protocols indeed

differentiate them.

Accordingly, two types of links can be formed in this topology among the above

entities: 1) the direct link between s and d, which is used for data transmission if no

cooperation is activated; and 2) the indirect link involving the helpers. More than
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one indirect link can be involved in cooperative transmission. As shown in Fig. 3.1,

two helpers are selected to form two indirect links over two hops. A multiple-hop

indirect link is also possible. Depending on how the direct link and the indirect link

contribute to the data transmission, two typical cooperation scenarios are shown in

Fig. 3.2.

• Non-diversity scenario. In this case, only the better link, either the direct

link or the indirect link, is selected to transmit a packet. As seen in Fig. 3.2(a),

in time slot 1, the indirect link is chosen to first send packet x1 to h and then

h forwards x1 to d. In time slot 2, the direct link is selected to transmit packet

x2.

• Diversity scenario. In this case, both the direct link and the indirect link are

involved in each packet transmission. Thus, diversity gain can be achieved with

spatial diversity. As shown in Fig. 3.2(b), in time slot 1, two independently

faded replicas of packet x1 are received by both h and d in the first subslot

and d keeps this packet for future processing. In the second subslot, h relays

another copy of x1 to d. At the end of time slot 1, d can choose a strategy such as

maximal ratio combining (MRC) [101,107] or selective combining (SC) [108,109]

to process the two copies of x1 for the best receiving performance.

According to the number of helpers that the source actually choose from the candi-

dates, two scenarios can be developed from Fig. 3.1:

• Single helper scenario. In this case, the handshake procedure is straight-

forward since the source already chooses its partner and the partner just has

to decide to accept the cooperation request or not based on its own judgement,

e.g., incentive that the source offers. There is no need to consider a coordination
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scheme and this scenario, and it is often jointly used with non-diversity because

of its simplicity.

• Multiple-helper scenario. This case is more complicated than the single

helper scenario because coordination among the chosen helpers needs to be

considered. It is often jointly used with diversity because multiple helpers can

take advantage of spatial diversity. Thus, a careful choice is required to deter-

mine the number of helpers, because the more chosen helpers, the higher spatial

diversity, and the more complicated the coordination.

3.2 Random mobility model

When investigating cooperative networks, various mobility models can be used to

characterize node mobility patterns, such as Markov mobility model, random direction

(RD) model and random way point (RWP) model. However, not all of these mobility

models are tractable for mathematical analysis. For example, in the Markov mobility

model, the next moving velocity and direction are based on the velocity and direction

at the current moment. As a result, the statistical description of this model can be

very complex. To enable tractable analysis for cooperation with mobility, we mainly

consider RD and RWP models:

• Random direction model . For the RD mobility model [110], a mobile node

is uniformly placed initially and then it chooses a direction and a speed that

are uniformly distributed at the following time instant. A wrapping around

assumption is used when it hits the boundary. According to [110], at any

following time instant, the position of the node preserves a uniform distribution.

Let (roz, θz) denote the random location z of a node a polar coordination system.

If we assume that the node is moving in a circle area with center at the origin o
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and radius Ro, we have the probability density function (PDF) of roz and θz as

fRD
roz (r) =

2r

R2
o

, 0 ≤ r ≤ Ro (3.1)

fRD
θz (θ) =

1

2π
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. (3.2)

• Random way point model . In the RWP mobility model [111], a mobile node

is also uniformly placed at the initial time as in RD, but it randomly chooses

a speed and a destination within a given area in the following time instant.

Similarly, letting (roz, θz) denote the random the location z of the node, we

have the PDF of roz and θz as [111]

fRWP
roz (r) =

4r

R2
o

− 4r3

R4
o

, 0 ≤ r ≤ Ro (3.3)

fRWP
θz (θ) =

1

2π
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. (3.4)

3.3 Incentive formulation

In the cooperation networking topology introduced in Section 3.1, the chosen helpers

need to consume their own time and energy to relay packets for other nodes. If these

wireless devices belong to one individual, for example, an iPhone and an iPad that

belong to one person, the cooperation may be reasonable. However, in practice, these

wireless devices often belong to different organizations that compete to access the

wireless resources. Therefore, incentive is necessary to stimulate selfish devices that

belong to different organizations to cooperate. In this thesis, we consider two forms

of incentives:

• Moneyless incentive . In the contention-based cooperative MAC protocol,
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one possible moneyless incentive is the priority to use the wireless resource. For

example, if Aloha MAC is used, such priority can be implemented as the chance

to access wireless medium. Then, the source decreases its chance as payment,

while the helper increases its chance as reward. If an IEEE 802.11 MAC is

used, such priority can be offered through the backoff timer interval. The source

increases its interval as payment, while the helper shortens its interval as reward.

This form of incentive is more appropriate for distributive implementation, since

no central controller is needed. An apparent disadvantage is that it may be

difficult to be used in heterogeneous networks, because the prioritized access to

the wireless resources varies with different networks.

• Monetary incentive . There is a universal incentive form, even for the het-

erogeneous networks, i.e., money. This form of incentive is straightforward: the

source provides money as payment, while the helpers collect money as reward.

However, the actual implementation can be subtle. Firstly, there can be various

payment settlement. The source can pay the helpers in advance or the helpers

need to pay a reserve price first and claim payment after successful relaying.

Which form is better depends on the specific problems. Secondly, a centralized

controller is needed to settle the payment and keep the credit records of each

device, which can be implemented in the base station.
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Chapter 4

Non-diversity Relaying with

Mobile Relays

Among various cooperative MAC strategies introduced in the previous chapters, the

centralized ones are the most popular. This is because that they are very similar to

802.11 MAC. Hence, it is easier to revise 802.11 MAC to support relaying links. Most

of such existing protocols focus on the scenarios with static relay nodes. However,

when the relays are moving around, the source node may choose a leaving helper

with out-of-date information, which could cause performance deterioration. In [57]

and [61], the proposed protocols, CoopMAC and rDCF, are examined under mobile

scenarios. It is found that their throughput degrades at a higher mobility level.

However, how to address the node mobility remains unsolved.

Under mobile circumstances, an optimal helper should not only support a high data

rate but also have low mobility. It can be a challenging problem to distinguish such

optimal helper when there are moving relays of various mobility parameters. In this

chapter, we extend the CoopMAC protocol in [57] by means of perceptron training,

and refer the extended protocol as PTCoopMAC. Making use of the handshaking mes-
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Figure 4.1: The relaying topology.

sages in the original CoopMAC protocol, PTCoopMAC collects the history data on

the signal strength of overheard packets. Then, PTCoopMAC applies the perceptron

training technique to obtain a weight vector to examine the stability of the helper

candidates. Extending the CoopTable, PTCoopMAC selects the optimal helper de-

pending on the achievable data rate as well as the prediction on whether a helper

is reliable. The simulation results well demonstrate the throughput improvement of

PTCoopMAC and its robustness to the high mobility of helper nodes.

4.1 System model

4.1.1 Topology

Consider a non-diversity relaying cooperation scenario in Fig. 4.1 for 802.11 WLAN.

Suppose that multiple data rates are supported. Letting Υin denote the effective data

rate over the indirect link, we have

Υin , 1

Υ−1
sh +Υ−1

hd

(4.1)
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where Υsh is the transmission rate between the source s and the helper h, and Υhd is

the transmission rate between the helper h and the access point d. Given a fixed trans-

mit power, the transmission rate decreases with a longer transmitter-receiver distance.

Hence, it is reasonable to select the indirect link if the feasible transmission data rate

of the direct link (denoted by Υdir) is less than the effective data rate of the indirect

link, i.e., Υdir < Υin. For example, when Υsh = Υhd = 11 Mbit/s and Υdir = 1Mbit/s,

the indirect link is preferred since Υin = (11−1 + 11−1)−1 = 5.5 > Υdir = 1.

Assume that a data rate is achievable within a certain signal coverage radius. Then,

several cooperation zones are formed as shown in Fig. 4.2 depending on the coverage

regions of the transmitter (s) and the receiver (d) where different rates are supported

[57]. For example, if h is in Z1 with its relative distance to s and d, a data rate

of 11 Mbit/s is feasible for the source s and the helper h. According to (4.1), the

effective data rate of the indirect link with a helper in Z1 is 5.5 Mbit/s. For helpers

in other cooperative zones, the effective rates of the indirect link can be found in

Table 4.1. The classical path loss channel model is considered where the received
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Table 4.1: Indirect data rates within different cooperation zones.

Zone Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5

Υin (Mbit/s) 5.5 3.67 1.69 2.75 1.47

signal power decreases exponentially with the transmission distance [8].

4.1.2 CoopMAC procedures

Based on the above topology, CoopMAC [57] specifies the following procedure to

accomplish a cooperation transmission:

• Overhearing and CoopTable Updating. When s is not using the channel,

it keeps overhearing the transmission between a candidate q and d.

– By overhearing RTS from q to d, Υsq is estimated.

– By overhearing CTS from d to q, Υqd is estimated.

– When s reserves the channel using RTS, the direct data rate (Υdir) between

s and d is obtained by extracting the information from the CTS of d.

Then, Υsq, Υqd, and Υdir are used to update the source’s CoopTable as shown in

Table 4.2, where Time is when the last packet is heard from a helper and Failures

is the count of sequential transmission failures. Whenever the source has a

packet to transmit, it checks whether there exists a better indirect link than the

direct one. If Υin > Υdir, cooperation is started with Triangle Handshaking (to

be discussed in the following). Otherwise, normal 802.11 transmission is used.

• Triangle Handshaking. As shown in Fig. 4.3, once a candidate q is selected

and becomes a helper h, the cooperative transmission through an indirect link

is stared with a modified RTS to h and overheard by d. If h can help, it
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Table 4.2: CoopTable structure.

Helper candidate address Time (s) Υdir (Mbit/s) Υin (Mbit/s) Failures

q1 address 0.1 5 1.69 5

q2 address 0.2 5 5.5 0

... ... ... ... ...

ds

h

HTS

RTS

1

HTS

2

CTS/RCTS 3

DATA

4

DATA

5

ACK 6

RTS

Figure 4.3: Handshaking and data transmission procedures in CoopMAC.

sends a Helper-ready-To-Send (HTS) to d. On receiving both RTS and HTS,

d issues a Relay-Clear-To-Send (RCTS) to s and Data Transmission begins.

Otherwise, a regular CTS is sent which indicates cooperation fails and normal

802.11 transmission is used instead.

• Data Transmission. On receiving RCTS, s sends its packet to h and h relays

the packet to d to achieve a higher rate over the indirect link. On receiving the

packet, an ACK is fed back directly to s.

4.1.3 Impact of helper mobility

To evaluate the impact of moving relays on system performance, we conduct simu-

lations for the following mobility scenario. Assume that a candidate node stays in a

cooperation zone with a probability Psta. That is, it moves away from the current
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Figure 4.4: Impact of moving helpers on CoopMAC throughput.

zone with a probability 1−Psta and enters another zone with an equal chance. Hence,

the larger the parameter Psta, the lower the mobility level. Fig. 4.4 shows the sim-

ulation results on the system throughput when there is one static candidate in zone

Z1 and four moving candidates that move around in all the five zones with the same

probability 1−Psta. Apparently, the static one is the optimal helper, since it provides

the highest transmission rate over the indirect link. An intelligent cooperative MAC

protocol should be able to distinguish the static one from the other moving ones and

always choose this optimal candidate as the helper. However, we find some interesting

observations in Fig. 4.4 about CoopMAC:

• When there exist moving candidates and even these candidates have a very

high probability of staying at a cooperation zone (e.g., Psta = 0.9), the system

throughput degrades in comparison to the static scenario.

• The more frequently that helper candidates are moving (i.e., the lower the prob-

ability Psta), the more significant their impact on the throughput performance.

• The moving candidates act like noise and interfere with CoopMAC on making
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the right decision about the relay selection.

These observations agree with the results in [57], where the mobility is evaluated in

terms of pause time. The reason for the performance degradation with mobility is the

out-of-date information in CoopTable. That is, when the source s chooses a helper

to cooperate with, this helper may be no longer helpful because it has moved away

from its original location. Intuitively, the more frequently the helpers are moving, the

more cooperation failures s may experience and the worse the system performance is.

4.2 Enhanced CoopMAC with perceptron training

To alleviate the negative impact of mobility, we enhance the CoopMAC protocol

with perceptron training, which is referred to as PTCoopMAC. In particular, the

CoopTable is extended with the statistics of each candidate’s history data obtained

from overheard packets. By using a data mining technique known as perceptron

training (PT), PTCoopMAC is able to distinguish and select a reliable helper of low

mobility as the optimal one. In this section, the perceptron training technique is

briefly introduced, followed by the details of PTCoopMAC.

4.2.1 Perceptron training

Perceptron training (PT) is an artificial neural network to learn information from

history data [112]. It is usually applied to make decisions when the data are con-

tinuous and linear separable. Considering the continuous data extracted from over-

heard packets and the implementation simplicity, we apply the PT technique to aug-

ment the CoopMAC protocol. Specifically, perceptron is defined as (4.2), where

w⃗ = [w1, ..., wi, ...] is a weight vector, y⃗ = [y1, ..., yi, ...]
T (T for transpose) is a real-
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valued input vector of training data, and the function sgn(·) is given by (4.3).

Op(y⃗) , sgn(w⃗ · y⃗) (4.2)

sgn(x) =


1, if x > 0

−1, otherwise.

(4.3)

The main task of perceptron training is to obtain a good weight vector w⃗ by processing

the history data. For each input vector y⃗, a training output Op(y⃗) can be obtained

from (4.2), while a target output Tp(y⃗) is also known. Then, a gradient descent

stochastic approximation algorithm [112] can be applied to determine the weight

vector w⃗.

4.2.2 PTCoopMAC design

To deal with system performance deterioration caused by moving candidates, PT-

CoopMAC employs handshaking messages of CoopMAC to capture history data of

other nodes, so that perceptron training can be performed. Each sample of the history

data has the following format [
σ2, γ̄,Od

]
(4.4)

where σ2 and γ̄ are the variance and mean of SNR of overheard packets, respectively,

and Od is the cooperation result. If an RCTS is received, which indicates a successful

cooperation, Od takes the value 1. Otherwise, Od is set to −1 if a regular CTS

message is received. The first and the second elements in (4.4) comprise the input

vector in (4.2), that is

y⃗ , [σ2, γ̄]T . (4.5)
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Table 4.3: Extended CoopTable: ExCoopTable.
Helper

candidate
address

Time (s)
Υdir

(Mbit/s)
Υin

(Mbit/s)
Failures

SNR
variance
σ2

SNR
mean γ̄

q1 address 0.1 5 1.69 5 1.3029 -0.3727

q2 address 0.2 5 5.5 0 1.1254 -0.1144

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

For each RTS message, a training sample as (4.4) is stored in an extended CoopTable

of the source node, which is given in Table 4.3. When sufficient history data are

collected, the perceptron training algorithm is applied to update the weight vector

w⃗. The optimal helper can then be selected according to the procedures given in

Algorithm 4.1.

Algorithm 4.1 PTHelperSelection(ExCoopTable)

Input: ExCoopTable as in Table 4.3
Output: h
1: if a packet is ready to transmit then
2: Helper set H← ∅
3: Optimal helper h← ∅
4: if CoopTable is empty then
5: Transmit using 802.11 MAC
6: else
7: for each helper candidate qi recorded in ExCoopTable do
8: y⃗ ← {σ2, γ̄}
9: if Op(y⃗) == 1 then
10: H← H ∪ qi
11: end if
12: end for
13: h ← helper(s) in H with highest Υin

14: if size(h) > 1 then
15: h ← the one with latest update time
16: end if
17: end if
18: Return h
19: end if

The extended helper selection algorithm works as follows:
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Table 4.4: Main simulation parameters.
Parameters Values

PHY header 128 bits
MAC header 272 bits
RTS, HTS 160 bits + PHY header
CTS, RCTS, ACK 112 bits + PHY header
Packet payload 8184 bits
Path loss exponent 3
Propagation delay 1 µs
Radius of rate 1 Mbit/s 48.2 meters
Radius of rate 2 Mbit/s 67.1 meters
Radius of rate 5.5 Mbit/s 74.7 meters
Radius of rate 11 Mbit/s 100 meters

• Whenever the source s has a packet to transmit, it first checks the CoopTable.

If the CoopTable is empty (i.e., no candidate satisfies Υin > Υdir), the regular

802.11 MAC will be applied. Otherwise, for each candidate in the CoopTable,

s selects the fields of the signal strength variance and mean (i.e., σ2 and γ̄) to

form an input vector y⃗ as in (4.5).

• Each candidate is evaluated by using the perceptron function defined in (4.2)

with the weight vector w⃗ obtained above. If the output of the perceptron

function satisfies Op(y⃗) = 1, s adds the helper to the helper set H. Otherwise,

s just ignores it.

• After iterating over all available candidates, s selects among the candidate set

Q the one with the highest achievable data rate Υin. If multiple helpers provide

the highest data rate, s should choose the one with the latest update time.
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4.3 Simulation results

Following the topology in Fig. 4.2, we conduct simulations to evaluate the perfor-

mance of PTCoopMAC under different scenarios. The main simulation parameters

are selected according to IEEE 802.11b. In this section, the system throughput of

PTCoopMAC is compared to that of 802.11 MAC and original CoopMAC with differ-

ent packet arrival rates and mobility levels for the helpers. We also show the impact

of training data amount on the performance of PTCoopMAC.

4.3.1 Throughput improvement with different arrival rates

Consider 8 candidates available to relay packets for the source s to the destination

d. There are 4 of them moving within all the five zones, 3 of them moving in Z1, Z2,

and Z3, and one in Z1. Fig. 4.5 shows the throughput achievable with PTCoopMAC,

CoopMAC, and regular 802.11 MAC without relaying. According to the topology

in Fig. 4.2, a data rate of 1 Mbit/s is feasible for direct transmission between s and

d with 802.11 MAC. Excluding signaling overhead for RTS, CTS and ACK, the ac-

tual throughput is slightly below 1 Mbit/s. As seen in Fig. 4.5(a), CoopMAC and

PTCoopMAC achieve a much higher throughput than 802.11 MAC without relay-

ing. Given Psta = 0.9, when the packet arrival rate is below 200 packets/s, the

throughput of PTCoopMAC is similar to that of CoopMAC. However, when the ar-

rival rate is above 200 packets/s, PTCoopMAC consistently outperforms CoopMAC.

The saturated throughput of CoopMAC is around 2.7 Mbit/s, while the throughput

of PTCoopMAC is around 3.5 Mbit/s. As the arrival rate goes up, PTCoopMAC can

make effective use of history data to select a stable optimal helper. Similar observa-

tion is found in Fig. 4.5(b) for Psta = 0.1. In this case, when the arrival rate exceeds

110 packets/s, PTCoopMAC starts to outperform CoopMAC.
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Figure 4.5: Throughput with different arrival rates.
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4.3.2 Effectiveness to address helper mobility

Comparing the saturated throughput of CoopMAC and PTCoopMAC in Fig. 4.5(a)

and Fig. 4.5(b), we can see that the throughput degrades with a lower value of Psta.

That is, when the helpers move around more frequently, the out-of-date problem

of CoopTable becomes severer, which causes throughput deterioration. To further

demonstrate the robustness of PTCoopMAC to helper mobility, Fig. 4.6 shows the

performance of CoopMAC and PTCoopMAC with different Psta. Here, we consider

7 candidates moving within all zones from Z1 to Z5 and one within Z1. The arrival

rate is set to 300 packets/s, so that the saturated throughput can be achieved. As

seen, the throughput of PTCoopMAC slowly drops from 3.4 Mbit/s to 3 Mbit/s when

Psta < 0.5 and remains at around 3 Mbit/s when Psta ≥ 0.5. In contrast, when the

candidates have a higher mobility with a smaller Psta, the throughput of CoopMAC

decreases fast from 3 Mbit/s to 1.8 Mbit/s. In other words, when Psta decreases

from 0.9 to 0.1, the throughput of CoopMAC drops by 40%, while the throughput

of PTCoopMAC only drops by 11.8%. Taking advantage of history data of helpers,
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PTCoopMAC can effectively address the mobility of relays.

4.3.3 Impact of training data

To further investigate the impact of perceptron training on the performance of PT-

CoopMAC, we consider the simulation scenario in Section 4.3.2 with different amounts

of history data. Given Psta = 0.5, Fig. 4.7(a) shows the throughput performance

of CoopMAC and PTCoopMAC. Since CoopMAC is irrelevant to training data, the

throughput is constant at around 2.1 Mbit/s. As seen, when the training data amount

goes up from 500 to 1300, the throughput of PTCoopMAC increases fast and becomes

much higher than that of CoopMAC. This is because an accurate weight vector w⃗

can be obtained with sufficient training data, which increases the chance of locating

an optimal helper. Finally, when the training data amount goes beyond 2000, the

throughput of PTCoopMAC is stabilized at around 3.4 Mbit/s.

Fig. 4.7(b) for Psta = 0.1 illustrates a similar trend as Fig. 4.7(a). A difference is that

the throughput of PTCoopMAC becomes stabilized when the training data amount

reaches 1300 rather than 2000 as in Fig. 4.7(a). When Psta goes lower, the patterns

hidden in the history data of higher-mobility helpers become more distinguishable

and more linear separable from those of optimal helpers. According to the properties

of perceptron training, the more linear separable the data are, the faster the weight

vector w⃗ converges. As a result, an accurate estimate of the weight vector w⃗ can

be obtained with less training data with a smaller value of Psta. Fig. 4.7 clearly

demonstrates the effectiveness of PTCoopMAC especially when the helpers exhibit a

high mobility.
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Figure 4.7: Throughput with different training data amount.
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4.4 Conclusion

Non-diversity cooperative relaying at the MAC layer provides a good approach to

make use of the multi-rate capability of 802.11 WLANs. As a popular coopera-

tive MAC protocol, CoopMAC can improve the throughput performance by involv-

ing relaying. Nonetheless, CoopMAC suffers from the throughput degradation with

mobility. Especially when the helper candidates exhibit different mobility patterns,

CoopMAC cannot identify the optimal helper with a lower mobility and higher achiev-

able data rate. To address various mobility behaviors of candidates, we extend the

CoopMAC protocol with perceptron training and propose PTCoopMAC. By collect-

ing history data on the SNR of overheard packets, PTCoopMAC can obtain a weight

vector to examine the stability of the candidates. Extending the CoopTable, PT-

CoopMAC selects the optimal helper depending on the achievable data rate as well

as the prediction on whether a helper is reliable. Simulation results demonstrate the

significant throughput improvement and high tolerance to helper mobility.
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Chapter 5

Diversity Relaying with Random

Helpers

In Chapter 4, we explored the case when single helper is selected to relay packets

for the source node. In practice, it would be more beneficial if multiple helpers are

involved in the relaying scenario. The advantages of multiple-helper cooperation are

obvious as spatial diversity can be exploited to enhance the QoS over the wireless

channel. Meanwhile, some new challenges arise, such as how to select a group of

good helpers out of many candidates, how to coordinate the transmission among

the selected helpers and how to trade off between the QoS gain and delay overhead.

Moreover, in previous studies on wireless cooperative diversity, it is often assumed

that the number of helpers and their locations are deterministic or known a priori. In

this chapter, we relax these assumptions and investigate a multi-helper cooperative

diversity system with distributed cooperation and spatially random helpers subject

to random direction (RD) mobility.

Specifically, to enable opportunistic relaying with multiple helpers, we consider an

Aloha-like MAC scheme and a timer-based random backoff scheme for multi-helper
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coordination. Particularly, we analyse the upper bound of combined SNR and uncon-

ditional success probability with multi-helper cooperation. We also provide numerical

approximations for the delay of the two MAC schemes. To characterize the tradeoff

between the success probability and delay, we further define a success/delay ratio,

which can be maximized by adapting the intensity in helper selection threshold. The

numerical and simulation results validate the analysis accuracy and demonstrate in-

sightful observations.

5.1 System model

5.1.1 Topology and channel model

We consider a two-dimensional circle Borel area O(o,Ro) as shown in Fig. 5.1 with an

origin o and radius R0. The source node s(−R, 0) and the destination node d(0, R)

are fixed, where R < R0.

We assume each node is aware of its own location either through some localization

techniques or the GPS system. A Rayleigh fading channel is considered between

any data transmitter x and receiver y. The received instantaneous SNR, γxy, can be

modelled by an exponential distribution [8] with a PDF conditional on the average

SNR γxy, given by

fγxy(γ|γxy) =
1

γxy
e
− γ

γxy , γ ≥ 0. (5.1)

Here, the PDF characteristic γxy depends on log-distance path loss, given by

γxy = K0∥x− y∥−α (5.2)

where ∥ · ∥ is the Euclidean distance operator, α is the path-loss exponent, and

K0 = P0/N0 is the ratio of transmit power to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
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Figure 5.1: System topology. Black nodes represent eligible helpers while gray ones
are not.

power. Specifically, when α = 2, γsd = K0

4R2 . It should be noticed that, in a system

with randomly distributed mobile helpers, γxy itself is a random variable depending

on the locations of the nodes. Denoting the PDF of γxy by fγxy
(γ), we have the

unconditional PDF of γxy, given by fγxy(γ|γxy)fγxy
(γ).

5.1.2 Mobility model and Poisson point process

We refer to all the nodes in O(o,Ro) except s and d as candidates which form set

Q with size Q. All the helper candidates are assumed subject to random direction

(RD) mobility [110]. For the RD mobility model, a helper is uniformly placed at an

initial position in O(o,Ro) at time t = 0 and then chooses a direction and a speed

that are uniformly distributed, with a wrapping around assumption when it hits the

boundary. According to [110], at any following time instant t > 0, the position of the

helper preserves a uniform distribution. Thus, the location of a helper candidate z in
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a polar coordination system, denoted by (roz, θz), follows the PDF expressed as

froz(r) =
2r

R2
o

, 0 ≤ r ≤ Ro (5.3)

fθz(θ) =
1

2π
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. (5.4)

We further assume that the number of helper candidates in O(o,Ro), Q, follows a

Poisson distribution with a probability mass function (PMF):

Pr
[
Q = n

]
=
ηo

n

n!
e−ηo , n = 0, 1, . . . (5.5)

where the intensity measure ηo = ηπR2
o and η is a constant. Combining the location

distribution in (5.3)-(5.4) and the distribution of the number of helper candidates in

(5.5), we see that the mobile helper candidates can be modeled by a homogeneous

Poisson point process (PPP), denoted by Ψo.

5.1.3 Distributed cooperative transmission

We consider a distributed cooperative transmission strategy, which means that when-

ever the source s has a packet to transmit, it first sends a ready-to-send (RTS ) message

with its location information and waits for a clear-to-send (CTS ) response from the

destination d with the location information of d. Based on the overheard RTS and

CTS packets, a relay z can estimate the SNR between itself and s and d, denoted

by γsz and γzd, respectively. Node z is automatically activated as a helper as long

as γsz ≥ Γs and γzd ≥ Γd. Here, Γs and Γd are thresholds pre-defined according to

the QoS requirement. They can be the same constants for all helper candidates or

vary with the actual locations of the helper candidates. For example, the candidates

relatively far from s and d can use low thresholds to allow more nodes to participate
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in cooperative transmission.

Based on the above distributed helper selection, all helpers selected from Ψo constitute

a new point process defined by

ΨH =
{
z|z ∈ Ψo, γsz ≥ Γs, γzd ≥ Γd

}
. (5.6)

The selected helpers form set H of size H. While the number of candidates in Ψo

and their locations are random as specified in Section 5.1.2, the resulting ΨH for

active helpers thus contains a random number of selected helpers (H) that stay at

random locations. On receiving CTS, s transmits its data packet and the helpers that

overhear the data packet successfully also relay the packet to d. Since multiple helpers

may contribute to the relaying, we consider certain coordination schemes specified

in Section 5.1.4 to minimize collisions among the helpers. Finally, d combines all

the received signals based on MRC (to be discussed in Section 5.1.5). If the total

SNR is above a decoding threshold γ0, an ACK message is returned. Otherwise,

the data transmission fails and s retransmits the packet after timeout or a negative

acknowledgement (NACK ) message is received.

5.1.4 MAC for multi-helper coordination

Due to the opportunistic behavior of the distributed helper selection described in Sec-

tion 5.1.3, it is possible that multiple helpers are eligible for cooperative transmission.

Thus, multiple helpers need to be properly coordinated with an effective MAC scheme

to minimize collisions among their cooperative transmissions. We assume that the

transmission channel is time-slotted and each packet takes one time slot to transmit.

An error-free broadcast feedback channel exists between d and all helpers, so that d

returns an ACK or NACK message after each transmission to indicate whether the
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relayed signal is successfully received or not. Based on the feedback, the helpers who

have experienced collisions can schedule retransmission attempts according to certain

MAC schemes. The above assumptions are typical for the analysis of cooperative

MAC protocols [101, 113] and can be supported by simple techniques such as busy

tone [114].

First, we consider an Aloha-like MAC scheme for comparison purposes. If a packet

from s is overheard by a candidate z that satisfies γsz ≥ Γs and γzd ≥ Γd in one time

slot, it becomes a helper and accesses the channel in the next slot with a probability

p to forward this packet. If more than one helper transmits at the same time slot, a

collision happens and the collided helpers re-access the channel with the probability p

in the next slot. A helper will remain silent once it has successfully occupied the chan-

nel for a transmission until all the helpers have made their cooperative contributions

without collisions. After that, s starts to transmit a new packet.

In practice, the Aloha scheme is not realistic since the delay increases exponentially

with the number of participating helpers. Hence, we further propose a timer-based

random backoff scheme, which adopts distributed coordination and perfectly comple-

ments the distributed cooperative transmission procedure in Section 5.1.3. As shown

later in Section 5.2.4, the timer-based backoff scheme exhibits a good delay property.

Consider the circle area O(o,Ro) in Fig. 5.1. We divide this area into NT rings as

illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Each region Mi, i = 1, ..., NT , is associated with a timer of

a length Ωi = iω, where ω is a timer constant. Take the example in Fig. 5.2. The

helpers h1 and h2 in M2 will relay their overheard signals after a backoff time 2ω,

while the helper h3 inM3 will start its forwarding after a backoff time 3ω. Apparently,

a collision will occur since there are two valid helpers inM2 that transmit at the same

time. When a collision happens, an NACK message is broadcast, so that not only

the collided helpers but also the helpers who expect to transmit after their backoff
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Figure 5.2: Timer-based random backoff scheme.

time are informed of the failed transmission. Similar to IEEE 802.11, the timer space

of the region where the collided helpers are located is doubled, while the timers of

the regions farther from the origin are deferred accordingly.

5.1.5 MRC and upper bound of total SNR

Based on the distributed helper selection in Section 5.1.3, some candidates become

active helpers and they are coordinated with the MAC schemes in Section 5.1.4 and

relay their overheard signals using an AF scheme [34, 115]. At the destination node

d, all the received signals are combined with MRC and the total SNR is given by [34]

γtot = γsd +
H∑
i=1

γshi
γhid

γshi
+ γhid + 1

(5.7)

where the number of helpers H, the SNR between s, d, and each helper hi (γsd,

γshi
, and γhid), are all random variables, which depend on the topology defined in
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Section 5.1.1.

In practice, because (5.7) is often not tractable, the upper bound of (5.7) can be used

instead. An upper bound of γtot is proposed in [116,117], given by

γub = γsd +
H∑
i=1

γi (5.8)

where γi = min(γshi
, γhid). It is worth mentioning that a lower bound can be formu-

lated if we redefine γi =
1
2
min(γshi

, γhid) [116]. According to (5.1), it is easy to show

that γi also follows an exponential distribution with a PDF

fγi(γ|τi) =
1

τi
e
− γ

τi , γ ≥ 0 (5.9)

where

τi =
γshi

γhid

γshi
+ γhid

. (5.10)

In [115], the non-i.i.d. PDF of γub conditional on τ1, . . . , τH is obtained as

fγub(γ|τ1, τ2, . . . , τH) =
β0
γsd

e
− γ

γsd +
H∑
i=1

βi
τi
e
− γ

τi (5.11)

where

β0 =
H∏
i=1

(
1− τi

γsd

)−1

(5.12)

βi =
(
1− γsd

τi

)−1
H∏

k=1,k ̸=i

(
1− τk

τi

)−1

, i = 1, . . . , H. (5.13)
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5.2 Unconditional success probability and delay

In this section, we first derive the distribution of the number of helpers (H) in the

random set defined in (5.6). Then, we obtain the PDF of the locations of the ran-

dom helpers. After that, the unconditional counterpart of (5.11) is obtained for a

given number of helpers. Two simplified approximations are also proposed for the

unconditional PDF of the SNR upper bound. Based on these preparation steps, we

eventually provide the analysis for the unconditional success probability, which is the

complement of the unconditional outage probability. At the end, we analyse the delay

involved with different MAC schemes and evaluate the outage-delay tradeoff.

5.2.1 Exact form of unconditional PDF of SNR upper bound

For any helper candidate z in Ψo, its SNR over the channel from s to z and the SNR

over the channel from z to d (i.e., γsz and γzd) are independent. According to (5.1),

(5.2) and (5.6), the probability that a helper candidate z is an eligible helper can be

written as

Pe = Pr
[
γsz ≥ Γs, γzd ≥ Γd

]
=

∫ ∞

Γs

∫ ∞

Γd

fγsz(γ1|γsz)fγzd(γ2|γzd) dγ1 dγ2

= exp
(−Γs∥s− z∥α − Γd∥z − d∥α

K0

)
. (5.14)

As seen in (5.14), whether a node is an eligible helper or not is related to its loca-

tion. Thus, the helper set ΨH can be generated from Ψo by retaining z in Ψo with

a probability Pe and deleting it with a probability (1 − Pe). The resulting point

process of remaining nodes forms ΨH . This is actually the result of an independent

“p(x)-thinning operation” to Ψo. The “p(x)-thinning operation” defines a retention
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probability p(x) for each point x of a PPP and yields a thinned point process by

deleting the point x with a probability 1− p(x) [118]. According to Prekopa’s Theo-

rem [118], the number of eligible helpers is still Poisson distributed with a parameter

ηH , given by

ηH =

∫ Ro

0

∫ 2π

0

exp
(−Γs∥s− z∥α − Γd∥z − d∥α

K0

) ηo
πR2

o

r dr dθ. (5.15)

In this study, we consider the following location-dependent thresholds for helper se-

lection:

Γs = Γd =
K0 ln(2roz)

2(r2oz +R2)
(5.16)

where roz is the distance between a helper candidate z and the origin and ln(·) is the

natural logarithm. As such, when α = 2, we have

ηH =
ηo
Ro

. (5.17)

Thus, the number of helpers in ΨH is Poisson distributed with the PMF

Pr
[
H = n

]
=
ηH

n

n!
e−ηH , n = 0, 1, . . . (5.18)

Proposition 5.1. For a given H = n, when the selection thresholds are defined in

(5.16) and α = 2, the distance between a helper in ΨH and the origin (denoted by

roh) follows a uniform distribution with the normalized PDF:

froh(r) =
1

Ro

, 0 ≤ r ≤ Ro. (5.19)

Proof. Here, roz denotes the distance between a helper candidate z and the origin o,

while roh is the distance between an eligible helper h and the origin. Based on the
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relationship of roz and roh, we can obtain

Pr[roh ≤ r] = Pr
[
roz ≤ r and n is selected as h|roz

]
=

∫ r

0

froz(x)Pe(x) dx. (5.20)

Substituting froz and Pe in (5.20) by (5.3) and (5.14), respectively, we can easily prove

(5.19).

Proposition 5.2. When α = 2 and the thresholds of helper selection are defined as

(5.16), any random variable τi in (5.10) has a PDF given by

fτ (t) =
K0

4Rot2

(K0

2t
−R2

)− 1
2
,

K0

2(R2
o +R2)

< t <
K0

2R2
. (5.21)

Proof. According to Apollonius’ theorem, we combine (5.2) and (5.10) and have

1

τi
=
∥ s− h ∥2 + ∥ h− d ∥2

K0

= 2(r2oh +R2)/K0 (5.22)

where roh is the distance of any helper h in ΨH to the origin o. From Proposition 5.1,

we know that roh follows a uniform distribution. Based on (5.19) and (5.22), it is

straightforward to obtain (5.21) for the PDF of any τi.

Applying the PDF of τi, we can remove the conditions of τ1, . . . , τH in (5.11). The

unconditional PDF of the upper bound of total SNR when H = n can be expressed

as

fγub(γ) =

∫
· · ·
∫

︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

fγub(γ|t1, t2, · · · , tn) · fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn) dt1 · · · dtn. (5.23)
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Lemma 5.1. For a given H = n, the exact form of the unconditional PDF of γub is

expressed as

fγub(γ) =
Cn

γsd
e
− γ

γsd︸ ︷︷ ︸
F1

+n

∫
I
W (γ, t)U(t)n−1 dt︸ ︷︷ ︸

F2

(5.24)

where I is the interval
(

K0

2(R2
o+R2)

, K0

2R2

)
and

C = 1 +
R

Ro

ln

(
R0 −R
Ro +R

)
W (γ, t) =

e−
γ
t

t− γsd
fτ (t)

U(t) = 1 +
K0

4Ro

√
tY

ln

(
Rot−

√
tY

Rot+
√
tY

)
, Y =

K0

2
−R2t.

Proof. The proof of Lemma 5.1 is given in Appendix A.1.

5.2.2 Two approximation forms of unconditional PDF of SNR

upper bound

In (5.24), F2 is very complicated and a closed-form expression is not tractable. Be-

sides, the exact form does not shed much insight on deriving the success or outage

probability. Hence, we propose to use the Newton-Cotes formula [119] of the open type

to approximate (5.24). Specifically, redefining the integral interval I =
(

K0

2(R2
o+R2)

, K0

2R2

)
as (Ǐ , Î), we have the ith Newton-Cotes sampling point of degreem as xmi = Ǐ+ i(Î−Ǐ)

m
.

Then, (5.24) can be approximated by

fγub(γ) ≈
Cn

γsd
e
− γ

γsd + n

m−1∑
i=1

AmiW (γ, xmi)U(xmi)
n−1 (5.25)

where Ami is the ith coefficient of the Newton-Cotes formula of degree m. When

Ro ≫ R, it is obvious that C ≈ 1 and U(t) ≈ 1. As a result, (5.25) can be further
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simplified as

fγub(γ) ≈
1

γsd
e
− γ

γsd + n
m−1∑
i=1

AmiW (γ, xmi). (5.26)

5.2.3 Approximation of unconditional success probability

The success probability, which is the complement of the outage probability, is defined

as the probability that γub is above a certain threshold γ0 when H = n, which can be

expressed as

Ps(n) =

∫ ∞

γ0

fγub(γ) dγ. (5.27)

Lemma 5.2. For a given H = n, the success probability of the cooperative wireless

system as described in Section 5.1.1 can be approximated by

Ps(n) ≈ Cne
− γ0

γsd + n
m−1∑
i=1

xmiAmiW (γ0, xmi)U(xmi)
n−1 (5.28)

where xmi and Ami are the ith Newton-Cotes sampling point and coefficient of degree

m, respectively. If Ro ≫ R, (5.28) can be further simplified as

Ps(n) ≈ E1 + nE2 (5.29)

where E1 and E2 are constants given by

E1 = e
− γ0

γsd (5.30)

E2 =
m−1∑
i=1

xmiAmiW (γ0, xmi). (5.31)

Proof. It can be easily proved that W (γ, t) satisfies the following property

∫ ∞

γ0

W (γ, t)dγ = tW (γ0, t). (5.32)
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Applying this property to (5.25) and (5.27), we have

Ps(n) ≈
∫ ∞

γ0

Cn

γsd
e
− γ

γsd dγ + n
m−1∑
i=1

AmiU(xmi)
n−1

∫ ∞

γ0

W (γ, xmi) dγ

= Cne
− γ0

γsd + n

m−1∑
i=1

AmiU(xmi)
n−1 · xmiW (γ0, xmi)

= Cne
− γ0

γsd + n

m−1∑
i=1

xmiAmiW (γ0, xmi)U(xmi)
n−1.

(5.33)

Thus, (5.28) is proved. Similarly, (5.29) can be derived by using the property in (5.32)

to (5.26) and (5.27).

Theorem 5.1. The unconditional success probability of the wireless diversity system

that uses the distributed cooperative transmission with spatially random helpers as

described in Section 5.1.1 is given by

Ps =
∞∑
i=1

ηH
n

n!
e−ηHPs(n). (5.34)

When α = 2 and Ro ≫ R, (5.34) can be approximated by

Ps ≈ E1 + ηHE2 (5.35)

where ηH is the intensity measure of ΨH given in (5.15), and E1 and E2 are constants

given in (5.30) and (5.31), respectively.

Proof. Eq. (5.34) provides the unconditional expectation of the success probability.

It can be easily obtained by averaging Ps(n) with the PMF of H, which follows the

Poisson distribution in (5.18). Eq. (5.35) is a straightforward result of (5.29) and

(5.34), since the mean of H is equal to the intensity ηH .
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5.2.4 Delay analysis of MAC coordination schemes

As discussed in Section 5.1.4, we consider both an Aloha-like MAC scheme and a

timer-based random backoff scheme to coordinate multiple available helpers. These

MAC schemes may introduce different levels of collisions, which have a direct impact

on the cooperative transmission. In this section, we analyse the delay of the two MAC

schemes, which is another important performance metric in addition to the success

probability evaluated in Section 5.2.3.

In the Aloha-like MAC scheme, an eligible helper accesses the channel with a prob-

ability pa to forward the overheard packet. Given n eligible helpers in total, if i

(1 ≤ i ≤ n) helpers have not made their relaying contributions, the probability that

the channel is successfully occupied by only one of these helpers is given by

Pa(i) =

(
i

1

)
pa(1− pa)i−1, i = 1, . . . , n. (5.36)

Let L denote the number of wasted time slots before a slot is successfully occupied by

one of the i helpers. Obviously, L follows a geometric distribution with the parameter

Pa(i) and has a PMF

Pr
[
L = l|i

]
=
[
1− Pa(i)

]l−1
Pa(i), l = 1, 2, . . . (5.37)

Thus, the average number of time slots before one of the i helpers successfully captures

the channel and relays the packet is given by

L(i) =
1

Pa(i)
. (5.38)

The same contention process repeats until each of the n helpers has successfully

occupied the channel and relayed the packet. Therefore, we can obtain the total
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delay as

DA(n) =
n∑

i=1

Tp
ipa(1− pa)i−1

(5.39)

where Tp is the time duration for a packet transmission.

As shown later in Section 5.3, DA(n) increases exponentially with n. To simplify the

calculation in (5.39), we can approximate the delay by

D̃A(n) = ϕϱn (5.40)

where the coefficients ϕ and ϱ can be determined by fitting two sample values DA(1)

and DA(ñ) with (5.40). Thus, we have

ϕ = DA(1), ϱ =

[
DA(ñ)

DA(1)

] 1
ñ

. (5.41)

Combining (5.18) and (5.39), we further obtain the average delay with the Aloha

scheme as

DA =
∞∑
i=1

ηH
n

n!
e−ηHD̃A(n) = ϕeηH(ϱ−1). (5.42)

For the timer-based backoff scheme, it is intractable to derive a closed-form expression

for the delay. Therefore, we provide a numerical approximation based on the obser-

vation of the simulation results. In particular, the delay of the timer-based backoff

scheme is approximated by

D̃T (n) = ν2n
2 + ν1n+ ν0 (5.43)

where the coefficients ν2, ν1, and ν0 can be obtained by using three delay sample

values when the number of helpers is 1, ñ
2
, and ñ, which are denoted by DT (1),

DT (
ñ
2
), and DT (ñ), respectively. Then, based on the Lagrange numerical analytical
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expression [120], we have

ν2 =
DT (1)

(1− ñ/2)(1− ñ)
−

DT (
ñ
2
)

(ñ/2− 1)ñ/2
+

DT (ñ)

(ñ− 1)ñ/2
(5.44)

ν1 = −
(3ñ/2)DT (1)

(1− ñ/2)(1− ñ)
+

(1 + ñ)DT (
ñ
2
)

(ñ/2− 1)ñ/2
− (1 + ñ/2)DT (ñ)

(ñ− 1)ñ/2
(5.45)

ν0 =
ñ2DT (1)

2(1− ñ/2)(1− ñ)
−

ñDT (
ñ
2
)

(ñ/2− 1)ñ/2
+

ñDT (ñ)

2(ñ− 1)ñ/2
. (5.46)

We further combine (5.18) and (5.43) to evaluate the average delay of the timer-based

backoff scheme by

DT =
∞∑
i=1

ηH
n

n!
e−ηHD̃T (n) = ν2η

2
H + (ν2 + ν1)ηH + ν0. (5.47)

5.2.5 Outage-delay tradeoff

As the complement of success probability, the outage probability, denoted by Po, is

the probability that the total SNR at d falls below the decoding threshold γ0, which

means that a data transmission fails. When the direct channel between s and d

is poor, more helpers should be involved for a higher diversity gain. On the other

hand, a larger overhead of coordination delay may also be introduced due to collisions

among more helpers. As seen, there is a tradeoff between the outage probability and

the delay.

In Section 5.2.3, the success probability Ps is derived and given in (5.35). Hence,

the outage probability can be written as Po = 1− Ps. The delay of the two MAC

schemes is analysed in Section 5.2.4 and given in (5.42) and (5.47). For the Aloha-like

scheme, we can relate the delay to the outage probability as follows:

DA = ϕ exp
(1− E1 − Po

E2

(ϱ− 1)
)
. (5.48)
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According to (5.35), we have ηH = 1−E1−Po

E2
, which can be applied to (5.42) to obtain

(5.48). Similarly, the outage-delay tradeoff for the timer-based backoff scheme can be

expressed as

DT = ν2

(1− E1 − Po

E2

)2
+ (ν2 + ν1)

(1− E1 − Po

E2

)
+ ν0. (5.49)

Considering the overall system performance, we are interested in the ratio of the

success probability to the delay, defined by

B =
Ps

D
(5.50)

in which the delay D can be interpreted as the price paid to achieve certain success

probability Ps. When the Aloha scheme is used, based on (5.35) and (5.42), the

success/delay ratio is written as

BA =
E1 + ηHE2

ϕeηH(ϱ−1)
. (5.51)

Taking the first-order derivative of (5.51) with respect to ηH , we can find that the

success/delay ratio is maximized when

ηH = η̂A =
1

ϱ− 1
− E1

E2

. (5.52)

Likewise, for the timer-based backoff scheme, the success/delay ratio can be obtained

from (5.35) and (5.47) as

BT =
E1 + ηHE2

ν2η2H + (ν2 + ν1)ηH + ν0
. (5.53)
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Table 5.1: System parameters.
Definition Symbol Value

Intensity measure of Ψo ηo 500
Location parameter of nodes s and d R 5
Circle area radius Ro 40
Transmit SNR K0 14.7 dB
Decoding SNR threshold γ0 2γsd
Path loss exponent α 2
Aloha channel access probability pa 0.4
Number of contention regions NT 10
Time slot length ω 1

Similarly, the success/delay ratio is maximized when

ηH = η̂T =
−ν2E1 +

√
(ν2E1)2 + ν2ν0E2

2 − ν2(ν1 + ν2)E1E2

ν2E2

. (5.54)

5.3 Numerical and simulation results

In this section, we first validate the accuracy of the linear approximation of Lemma 5.2.

Then, we compare the numerical results and simulation results for the unconditional

success probability Ps derived in Theorem 5.1 and the delay of the Aloha scheme and

the backoff timer-based scheme, DA and DT , given in (5.42) and (5.47). Finally, we

present numerical results demonstrating the outage-delay tradeoff. The main system

parameters are given in Table 5.1.

5.3.1 Analysis validation

Fig. 5.3(a) shows how the success probability Ps(n) varies with the number of helpers

n. As seen, the simulation results exhibit an apparent linear tendency and our analysis

results have good approximation accuracy. Fig. 5.3(a) further shows the analysis error

versus the approximation degree m. As expected, the higher the degree m, the closer
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Figure 5.3: Success probability.
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the approximation. For example, when m = 6, the relative error is as low as 4%.

Fig. 5.3(b) compares the numerical results and simulation results to verify the con-

clusion in Theorem 5.1. If the nodes are located according to the system model in

Section 5.1.2 and the helpers are selected by the distributed algorithm in Section 5.1.3,

the number of helpers follows a Poisson distribution of a parameter ηH . It is clearly

shown in Fig. 5.3(b) that the unconditional success probability varies linearly with

ηH , which confirms Eq. (5.35).

Fig. 5.4(a) shows the numerical and simulation results of delay with the Aloha scheme

and the timer-based backoff scheme. As seen, the simulation results match well the

numerical approximations in (5.40) and (5.43). Here, the coefficients of the delay

approximation for the Aloha scheme are ϕ = 2.50 and ϱ = 1.44, given that the

access probability pa = 0.4. In this case, the delay increases exponentially with the

number of helpers due to collisions. On the other hand, for the timer-based backoff

scheme, we choose the parameter ñ = 15 and determine the coefficients of the delay

approximation as ν2 = 0.075, ν1 = 1.46, and ν0 = 3.98. Apparently, the timer-based

backoff scheme performs much better in terms of delay when the number of helpers

is potentially large. This observation is also verified by Fig. 5.4(b), which shows

the numerical results of (5.42) and (5.47). It is seen that when the nodes are densely

deployed with a large ηH , the timer-based backoff scheme is more effective in handling

collisions and mitigating the delay overhead.

5.3.2 Outage-delay tradeoff

While the success probability presents a linear increase with the number of helpers,

the delay also increases fast due to the multi-helper coordination. Fig. 5.5 shows the

numerical results of (5.48) and (5.49), which demonstrates the tradeoff between the

outage probability and the delay. As observed in Fig. 5.5, when the QoS requirement
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Figure 5.4: Delay performance.
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Figure 5.5: Outage-delay tradeoff (m = 6).

of the outage probability is very low, there is a much larger delay overhead with the

Aloha scheme compared to the timer-based backoff scheme. As the outage require-

ment is further relaxed, the difference between these two MAC schemes diminishes.

Fig. 5.6 shows the variation of the success/delay ratio defined in (5.51) and (5.53)

with the intensity measure ηH . This success/delay ratio can be interpreted as the

price paid in terms of delay to achieve certain required success probability. As seen,

the success/delay ratio of the Aloha scheme drops dramatically after the ratio reaches

the maximum when the helper intensity measure ηH = η̂A = 0.69, which is obtained

from (5.52). In contrast, the timer-based backoff scheme experiences much smaller

fluctuation. The success/delay ratio is maximal when ηH = η̂T = 2.8 as calculated

by (5.54). It means that the timer-based backoff scheme also performs well in a

dense network. Since the intensity measure of helpers ηH is related to that of helper

candidates ηo according to (5.17), we can use pre-selection to adapt ηH so that the

success/delay ratio is maximized.
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5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered a wireless diversity system with multiple mobile helpers

using a distributed cooperation strategy. As the helpers are assumed to be randomly

deployed in a certain area, the number of helpers and their spatial locations are not

deterministic or known in advance. Taking into account of the spatial random char-

acteristics of helpers, we analysed the cooperative transmission success probability.

We found that the success probability is linear with the number of helpers when the

system covers a sufficiently large area. Further, because the number of eligible helpers

is random itself, the unconditional success probability is only related to the intensity

measure of the point process of helpers. Considering an Aloha-like MAC scheme and

a timer-based random backoff scheme, we quantified the tradeoff between the success

probability and delay, and defined the performance metric, success/delay ratio. The

ratio can be maximized by adapting the helper intensity ηH which is linearly related

to the overall node intensity ηo.

The conclusions and analysis results of this study are not only mathematically proved
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but also validated by simulations. The approximations of the success probability sim-

plify the performance evaluation and exhibit a high accuracy. This work also builds

a basic framework to analyse wireless diversity systems with distributed cooperation.

Exploiting the mobility models defined with stochastic geometry, we can naturally

involve more mobility patterns of nodes in the analysis. The analytical approach

can be extended to consider a node topology other than a Poisson point process.

Moreover, different helper selection strategies can be investigated by adjusting the

thinning process accordingly to generate the helper set.
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Chapter 6

Incentive Design with One

Cooperative Pair

Cooperative communications offer appealing potentials as discussed in the previous

chapters. Although there have been extensive studies on cooperative communications

at the physical layer and MAC layer, many works often assume that participation in

cooperative relaying is unconditional. In practice, however, due to consumption of

energy and communication resources in cooperative relaying, it is vital to provide

incentives for cooperating peer nodes, who seek to maximize their own benefit when

relaying data for each other. In the following Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we aim

to design and analyse the cooperative MAC protocol from the selfish helper point

of view and try to provide incentives in order to stimulate cooperation willingness.

Various methodologies can be involved in the incentive design, such as game theory

and auction theory. Besides, the forms of incentives are also diverse, such as priority

to access channel and monetary payment.

Specifically, in this chapter, we consider incentive design problem with one coopera-

tive pair where the nodes in the pair are peers, which means they can relay packets for
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each other and the roles of requester and helper are exchangeable. With a game theo-

retical approach, our analysis addresses two important questions: 1) Can cooperating

agreement be reached between the peer nodes? and 2) can cooperating lead to higher

utility than not-cooperating? Taking into account the half-duplex constraint, we first

formulate a one-stage game for the slotted Aloha-based cooperative MAC protocol.

It is found that cooperating is not a Nash equilibrium (NE) strategy, whereas not-

cooperating is an NE strategy if the access cost is low enough. To exploit cooperation

gain, we further extend the one-stage game to a repeated two-stage game by incorpo-

rating an incentive mechanism that adapts channel access probabilities with tuning

factors. The evolution of the system states of the repeated two-stage game can be

modeled by a Markov chain. Based on the Markov chain analysis, we determine the

valid tuning factors guaranteeing that the cooperating strategy attains an NE and

provides the expected utility not less than that of the not-cooperating NE strategy.

In addition, we investigate a special case with saturated and symmetric assumptions

and derive closed-form criteria for the tuning factors. Last, we compare the derived

tuning factors for individual nodes with an optimal choice that is selected from the

system perspective to maximize the overall system utility. The numerical results

confirm our analytical conclusions and demonstrate that the tuning factors selected

according to our derived criteria can achieve high utility that is slightly lower than

that of the optimal choice.

It is worth noting two major differences between [84] and our work. Firstly, [84]

focuses on the physical layer and leverages power allocation as reward/cost assuming

full duplex among cooperative nodes. We take into account the more realistic half-

duplex constraint, and exploit channel access probability at the MAC layer as an

incentive lever. Secondly, in [84], a static one-shot cooperative game is extended to a

repeated case with a discount factor. In contrast, ours involves different game types
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Figure 6.1: Paired cooperating nodes.

depending on the system state, and the stochastic transitions among feasible states

are modeled by a Markov chain.

6.1 System model

Consider a cooperative communication scenario in Fig. 6.1 where there are two source

nodes in set {A,B} and two destination nodes dA and dB and we assume A transmits

to dA and B transmits to dB. Also, A can relay data from B to dB, while B can

relay data from A to dA. In other words, A and B are peer nodes that can relay

data for each other, and none is a dedicated helper to the other. This bidirectional

cooperative communication scenario involves two pairs of source-destination (s-d)

nodes. Effective relay selection algorithms [121, 122] can be used to match two s-d

pairs that can mutually benefit from the cooperative relaying of each other. A variety

of metrics can be taken into account in the relay selection algorithms, such as nodes’

spatial locations, link conditions, traffic loads, and battery levels. Here, we consider
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two cooperation pairs mainly based on the concern that employing more relays will

incur larger coordination overhead although there can be a higher diversity gain [26].

Besides, this model is widely accepted in game theoretic analysis on cooperative

communications [84, 123]. It can lead to tractable game formulations that clearly

demonstrate the cooperation negotiation between two player sides, i.e., the benefactor

and beneficiary. More details of the system setup are given as below.

• Slotted Aloha and channel access probability. Time is slotted and all

nodes are subject to the half-duplex constraint, which means that a node cannot

transmit and receive simultaneously during one time slot. Assuming channel

access with slotted Aloha, when the packet transmit buffer of node x (x ∈

{A,B}) is not empty, node x accesses channel and sends the head packet in the

buffer with probability px, where 0 < pmin ≤ px ≤ pmax < 1. Here, the lower

and upper bounds of access probability, pmin and pmax, can be adapted with

traffic demands. The channel is successfully accessed in a time slot if only one

node transmits in that slot, while a collision happens if more than one node

transmits. If none transmits, the slot is skipped.

• Packet arrivals. For analysis simplicity, we assume that node x has a new

packet arrival with probability λx (0 < λx ≤ 1) at the beginning of a time

slot only if the transmit buffer is empty. If the buffer is not empty, node x

sends the head packet of the buffer following the channel access procedure. The

time sequence of packet arrival and channel access in each time slot is shown in

Fig. 6.2.

• Transmission success probability. Let ξx denote the probability that a

packet from source node x is successfully decoded at the destination over the

direct link, and ξ̃x denote the success probability over the indirect link with
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Figure 6.2: Sequence of packet arrival and channel access in each time slot.

cooperative relaying. Here, we assume that ξ̃x > ξx for any x ∈ {A,B}.

6.2 One-stage game formulation and its equilib-

rium analysis

In this section, we first formulate a one-stage game with different game states for

the cooperative communication scenario specified in Section 6.1. Then we prove that

the cooperating strategy cannot attain an NE for any game state, while the not-

cooperating strategy can reach an NE if the access cost is small enough.

6.2.1 One-stage game formulation

The basic elements of the one-stage game are defined as follows.

• Player set. Naturally, the set of source nodes, {A,B}, is the player set. We

use s to represent the source (requester) of cooperation and h for the helper

node, where s, h ∈ {A,B}, s ̸= h.

• Action set. Each node in set {A,B} can choose “cooperating” (C) or “not-

cooperating” (NC) as its action. Thus, the action set is {C,NC}. The actions of

nodes A and B are respectively denoted by aA and aB, where aA, aB ∈ {C,NC}.

• Utility and access cost. Utility is a mathematical abstraction of a node’s

overall payoff. We consider a non-negative monotonically increasing function
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v(·) to quantify a node’s gain with a transmission success probability ξ, where

v(ξ) ≥ 0 and v(0) = 0. In other words, v(·) is the valuation function on success

probability ξ. Further taking into account an access cost c > 0 for transmitting

a packet [77], we evaluate the overall utility by v(ξ)− c.

Due to the half-duplex constraint, cooperation decisions cannot be made at s and

h simultaneously within one time slot. Hence, we consider two time slots t1 and t2,

where in each slot there can be a packet arrival event followed by a channel access

event as shown in Fig. 6.2. Then, we can depict the one-stage game process in

Fig. 6.3. Take the scenario that both s and h choose to cooperate as an example. In

t1, s must have a packet in its transmit buffer and has captured the channel in that

slot. Since s chooses cooperating action C, it piggybacks cooperation information

in the packet header and deliberately gives up access in t2. Because h also chooses

cooperating action C, if h correctly overhears the packet of s in t1, h transmits that

packet without contention in t2.
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Table 6.1: States of the one-stage game.
Game state g Requester s Buffer state

G1 A ⟨0, 0⟩
G2 A ⟨1, 0⟩
G3 A ⟨0, 1⟩
G4 A ⟨1, 1⟩
G5 B ⟨0, 0⟩
G6 B ⟨0, 1⟩
G7 B ⟨1, 0⟩
G8 B ⟨1, 1⟩

UA(C, C; g; pA, pB) =
{
v(ξ̃A)− c, g = G1, G2, G3, G4

−c, g = G5, G6, G7, G8
(6.1)

UA(C,NC; g; pA, pB) =
{
v(ξA)− c, g = G1, G2, G3, G4

−cpA, g = G5, G6, G7, G8
(6.2)

As seen in the above game formulation, the utility of a node with a chosen action is

related to two aspects, i.e., the identity of the requester in t1 and the buffer state in

t2 after the packet arrival event. Specifically, we can use a two-element tuple ⟨yA, yB⟩

to represent the buffer state of A and B, where yA, yB = 0 or 1 indicate that there

is or is not a packet to transmit, respectively. Depending on whether A or B is the

cooperation requester and their buffer state, we define eight game states in Table 6.1,

where a game state g ∈ G = {Gi : i = 1, . . . , 8}. Then, letting Ux(aA, aB; g; pA, pB) be

node x’s utility in game state g, with strategy (aA, aB) and channel access probability

pA and pB for A and B, respectively, we express the utilities of A and B with different

strategies as (6.1) to (6.8).

Next, we use some examples to demonstrate how a node’s utility varies with game

states. Firstly, we assume that both nodes choose C and the buffer state is ⟨0, 0⟩.

In this case, the utilities of A and B are given by (6.1) and (6.5), respectively. If A

requests cooperation, i.e., s = A, the game state will be G1. According to Fig. 6.3,
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UA(NC, C; g; pA, pB) =



[v(ξA)− c](1− pB)
+[v(ξ̃A)− c]pB, g = G1, G3

[v(ξA)− c](1− pA)(1− pB)
+[v(ξ̃A)− c](1− pA)pB
+[2v(ξA)− 2c]pA(1− pB)
+[v(ξA)− 2c]pApB, g = G2, G4

0, g = G5, G6

[v(ξA)− c]pA, g = G7, G8

(6.3)

UA(NC,NC; g; pA, pB) =



v(ξA)− c, g = G1, G3

v(ξA)− c+ [v(ξA)− c]pA, g = G2

v(ξA)− c− cpApB
+[v(ξA)− c]pA(1− pB), g = G4

0, g = G5, G6

[v(ξA)− c]pA, g = G7

−cpApB
+[v(ξA)− c]pA(1− pB), g = G8

(6.4)

UB(C, C; g; pA, pB) =
{
−c, g = G1, G2, G3, G4

v(ξ̃B)− c, g = G5, G6, G7, G8

(6.5)

UB(C,NC; g; pA, pB) =



0, g = G1, G2

[v(ξB)− c]pB, g = G3, G4

[v(ξ̃B)− c]pA
+[v(ξB)− c](1− pA), g = G5, G7

[v(ξB)− c](1− pA)(1− pB)
+[v(ξ̃B)− c](1− pB)pA
+[2v(ξB)− 2c]pB(1− pA)
+[v(ξB)− 2c]pApB, g = G6, G8

(6.6)

UB(NC, C; g; pA, pB) =
{
−cpB, g = G1, G2, G3, G4

v(ξB)− c, g = G5, G6, G7, G8
(6.7)

UB(NC,NC; g; pA, pB) =



0, g = G1, G2

[v(ξB)− c]pB, g = G3

−cpApB
+[v(ξB)− c]pB(1− pA), g = G4

v(ξB)− c, g = G5, G7

v(ξB)− c+ [v(ξB)− c]pB, g = G6

v(ξB)− c− cpApB
+[v(ξB)− c]pB(1− pA), g = G8.

(6.8)
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A gives up t2 so that B can relay for A if the packet from A is correctly overheard.

Thus, A’s utility in state G1 with strategy (C, C) is v(ξ̃A) − c. On the other hand,

if B requests cooperation from A, the game state will be G5. Since A relays B’s

packet, A achieves utility −c. Secondly, let us see another example that both nodes

choose NC and s = A. In this case, the utilities of A and B are given by (6.4) and

(6.8), respectively. For instance, if the buffer state is ⟨0, 0⟩, the game state will be

G1, which means that A has transmitted its packet in t1 and has no packet to send

in t2. Thus, A’s utility is v(ξA) − c. If the buffer state is ⟨1, 0⟩, the game state will

be G2. Then, A’s utility is [v(ξA)− c] + [(v(ξA)− c)pA], which consists of the utilities

gained in both t1 and t2.

6.2.2 Nash equilibrium of one-stage game

Proposition 6.1. ∀g ∈ G, (C, C) is not an NE strategy for the one-stage game.

Proof. According to the definition of NE, ∀g ∈ G, (C, C) must satisfy the following

constraints to be an NE strategy for the one-stage game:

UA(C, C; g; pA, pB) ≥ UA(NC, C; g; pA, pB) (6.9)

UB(C, C; g; pA, pB) ≥ UB(C,NC; g; pA, pB). (6.10)

From (6.1) and (6.3), it is obvious that UA(C, C; g; pA, pB) < UA(NC, C; g; pA, pB),

when g = G5, G6, since −c < 0. When g = G7, G8, UA(NC, C; g; pA, pB) > −cpA >

−c, since 0 < pA < 1. As a result, UA(C, C; g; pA, pB) < UA(NC, C; g; pA, pB), when

g = G7, G8. Therefore, when g = G5, G6, G7, G8, (6.9) cannot be satisfied. Similarly,

when g = G1, G2, G3, G4, (6.10) does not hold according to (6.5) and (6.6). Thus, (6.9)

and (6.10) cannot be satisfied simultaneously for any game state and Proposition 6.1

is proved.
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Proposition 6.2. Given an upper bound pmax for channel access probability, (NC,NC)

is an NE strategy for the one-stage game in any game state g ∈ G if

c ≤ min
x∈{A,B}

[
(1− pmax)v(ξx)

]
. (6.11)

Proof. For (NC,NC) to be an NE strategy, the following constraints must be satisfied

for any g ∈ G:

UA(NC,NC; g; pA, pB) ≥ UA(C,NC; g; pA, pB) (6.12)

UB(NC,NC; g; pA, pB) ≥ UB(NC, C; g; pA, pB). (6.13)

According to (6.2) and (6.4), it is easily found that (6.12) holds when g = G1, G3, G5, G6.

For other game states, satisfaction of (6.12) requires

[
v(ξA)− c

]
pA ≥ 0, when g = G2, G7 (6.14)[

(1− pB)v(ξA)− c
]
pA ≥ 0, when g = G4, G8. (6.15)

If (6.11) holds, since 0 ≤ pB ≤ pmax, we have c ≤ (1− pmax)v(ξA) ≤ (1− pB)v(ξA) ≤

v(ξA). Thus, both (6.14) and (6.15) are satisfied. Thus, (6.12) is true when (6.11)

holds. Likewise, (6.13) can be proved based on (6.7), (6.8), and (6.11). Thus,

(NC,NC) is an NE strategy for the one-stage game under the condition in (6.11).
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6.3 Two-stage game formulation andMarkov chain

analysis for repeated game

Since (C, C) is not an NE strategy for the one-stage game, we further form a two-

stage game with two adjacent one-stage games and explore the possibility of reaching

cooperation agreement in an NE. An incentive mechanism is designed to charge the

requester and reward the helper. Specifically, we tune up the access probability of the

helper as reward, while the cooperation requester is charged by reducing its access

probability. The main reason for considering two stages is to provide incentive to the

helper as soon as possible. Otherwise, an impatient helper is more likely to abandon

cooperation if it has to contribute for a long period before collecting reward. The

two-stage game can be played repeatedly, while the system state evolves according

to a Markov chain. With the extended game formulation, we need to determine

the criteria for the tuning factors in the incentive mechanism, so that the cooperating

strategy can attain an NE that offers higher utility than the not-cooperating strategy.

6.3.1 Two-stage game formulation and its incentive design

The results of Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 seem disappointing in that cooperation agree-

ment cannot be reached in an NE. We observe in (6.1)-(6.8) that the helper always

obtains negative utility when it chooses to cooperate, since the helper is never re-

warded even after it offered help. The requester becomes a free rider who enjoys

cooperation benefit without any charge. Thus, an incentive mechanism should be in

place to prevent the requester from abusing free resources and to stimulate the helper

to cooperate.

To fulfill incentive for the helper, we consider two adjacent one-stage games and

model that as a two-stage game. The action for the two-stage game is denoted by
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(aA1− aA2, aB1− aB2), where (aA1, aB1) are the actions of A and B in the first stage,

while (aA2, aB2) are actions in the second stage. We are particularly interested in

the cooperating strategy (C − NC, C − NC). In this strategy, (C, C) are taken in the

first stage, which can be viewed as investment of the helper by offering cooperative

relaying. In the subsequent stage, the NE strategy (NC,NC) of the one-stage game

is chosen by both nodes, so that the helper can collect its reward by not-cooperating.

In the two-stage game, we define two tuning factors, µ and ε, which adapt the channel

access probabilities of the requester (s) and the helper (h) to incorporate cost and

reward, respectively. With µ and ε, the basic slotted Aloha protocol in Section 6.1

is extended as follows. If both s and h choose action C in the first stage, the channel

access probability ps of the requester is reduced to µps in the second stage, and

the access probability ph of the helper is increased to εph, where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and

1 ≤ ε ≤ pmax

ph
. If s and h take other actions, ps and ph keep unchanged. In this

manner, s reduces its contention privilege as cost to exchange for cooperative relaying

of h, while h is rewarded with a higher channel access probability for its cooperative

relaying in the first stage.

The two-stage game can be played repeatedly so that the nodes are more likely to

utilize the cooperating strategies that cannot attain an NE in the one-stage game.

As the repeated two-stage game provides cooperation incentives, it is possible that

strategy (C − NC, C − NC) reaches an NE. We still need to address two important

questions for the repeated game: 1) Under what conditions is (C − NC, C − NC) an

NE strategy ? and 2) can (C −NC, C −NC) offer higher utility than another obvious

NE strategy (NC − NC,NC − NC)? For (C − NC, C − NC) to be an NE strategy

better than (NC − NC,NC − NC), we should determine the tuning factors (µ and

ε) appropriately. First, we need to characterize the system state evolution with the

repeating of the two-stage game.
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Table 6.2: Relationships between Temporary/Intermediate states and buffer states.
Temporary state Buffer state Intermediate state Buffer state

T j
1 ⟨0, 0⟩ Ij1 ⟨0, 0⟩
T j
2 ⟨1, 0⟩ Ij2 ⟨1, 0⟩
T j
3 ⟨0, 1⟩ Ij3 ⟨0, 1⟩
T j
4 ⟨1, 1⟩ Ij4 ⟨1, 1⟩

6.3.2 System states of repeated two-stage game

To analyse the repeated two-stage game, we redefine the system states according to

three aspects: 1) Packet arrival or channel access event, 2) buffer state after an event,

and 3) whether a game is started. Accordingly, the system states are categorized into

three groups for each stage j (j = 1, 2).

• Temporary states: The buffer state after a channel access event is marked

as a temporary state. Similar to the one-stage formulation in Section 6.2.1, we

use 0 or 1 to indicate that there is or is not a packet in the transmit buffer,

respectively. Considering the buffer state of A and B, the set of temporary

states, denoted by Tj = {T j
l : l = 1, . . . , 4}, contains 4 possible states.

• Game states: When a game is started after a channel access event in time slot

t1 and the system reaches a temporary state, this temporary state further goes

through a packet arrival event and reaches a game state in time slot t2. Table 6.1

has shown all definitions of game states in set Gj = {Gj
i : i = 1, . . . , 8}.

• Intermediate states: When a game is not started after a channel access event

in t1, the system reaches a temporary state, which further experiences a packet

arrival event in t2 but reaches an intermediate state. The set of intermediate

states is denoted by Ij = {Ijk : k = 1, . . . , 4}. The temporary states and

intermediate states are related to the buffer states as given in Table 6.2.
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6.3.3 Markov chain analysis of the repeated two-stage game

To design an effective incentive mechanism with the tuning factors for channel access

probabilities, we need to answer the two questions at the end of Section 6.3.1, i.e., de-

riving the conditions for (C − NC, C − NC) to be an NE strategy that offers higher

utility than (NC − NC,NC − NC). Thus, we need to compare the utilities with

eight related strategies, which are divided into two classes, namely, cooperation set

Sc and non-cooperation set Snc. Here, Sc = {(C −NC, C −NC), (C −C, C −NC), (C −

NC, C − C)}, where both nodes take C in the first stage in each strategy of Sc. The

rest of related strategies are grouped into Snc = {(NC−NC,NC−NC), (NC−C, C−

NC), (NC −NC, C − NC), (C − NC,NC − C), (C − NC,NC −NC)}.

The state transitions between Ij, Gj, and Tj, with the strategies in non-cooperation

set Snc, are analysed in Appendix B.1. It is worth mentioning that each transition

from Ij to Gj or from Ij to itself needs to pass through Tj. Since we are interested

in the states that the system converges to a game, we can hide the transitory Tj and

derive an aggregate transition probability matrix with strategy (aA1−aA2, aB1−aB2),

denoted by PSnc(aA1−aA2, aB1−aB2), as shown in Table B.1 of Appendix B.1. Then,

the limiting probability matrix, denoted by Πnc = {πnc(ϑ) : ϑ ∈ I1
∪
I2
∪
G1
∪

G2},

can be obtained by solving the following balance equations:

Πnc = Πnc PSnc(aA1 − aA2, aB1 − aB2) (6.16)∑
∀ϑ∈I1

∪
I2

∪
G1

∪
G2 πnc(ϑ) = 1. (6.17)

Focusing on feasible games in Gj, we have the normalized limiting probability for a
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game state Gj
i as follows:

ρnc(G
j
i ) =

πnc(G
j
i )∑

∀ϑ∈G1
∪

G2 πnc(ϑ)
, Gj

i ∈ Gj. (6.18)

On the other hand, when a cooperating strategy in Sc is used, the system evolves

in a different manner. Because both nodes choose C in the first stage, the incentive

mechanism is activated and the access probabilities of both nodes are updated in

the second stage depending on their roles in the first stage. Therefore, we need to

distinguish the state notations for the second stage based on the requester’s identity in

the first stage. Here, we use I2A = {I2Ak : k = 1, . . . , 4} andG2A = {G2A
i : i = 1, . . . , 8}

to represent the states when A started a game, but use I2B = {I2Bk : k = 1, . . . , 4}

and G2B = {G2B
i : i = 1, . . . , 8} for the states when B started a game.

Appendix B.2 presents the analysis of state transitions with the cooperating strategies

in Sc. The corresponding aggregate transition probability matrix PSc(aA1−aA2, aB1−

aB2) is given in Table B.2 of Appendix B.2. Similarly, we can obtain the limiting

probability matrix of the states by solving the following balance equations:

Πc = Πc PSc(aA1 − aA2, aB1 − aB2) (6.19)∑
∀ϑ∈I1

∪
I2A

∪
I2B

∪
G1

∪
G2A

∪
G2B πc(ϑ) = 1. (6.20)

The normalized limiting probability of a game state in G1, G2A, and G2B is then

given by

ρc(G
1
i ) =

πc(G
1
i )∑

∀ϑ∈G1
∪

G2A
∪

G2B πc(ϑ)
, G1

i ∈ G1 (6.21)

ρc(G
2n
i ) =

πc(G
2n
i )∑

∀ϑ∈G1
∪

G2A
∪

G2B πc(ϑ)
, G2n

i ∈ G2n, x ∈ {A,B}. (6.22)
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6.3.4 Tuning factors for cooperative incentives

Based on the normalized limiting probability, we can evaluate the expected utility for

node x. Specifically, the expected utility of node x with a strategy (aA1 − aA2, aB1 −

aB2) in Snc and Sc are respectively given by

Ux(aA1 − aA2, aB1 − aB2) (6.23)

=



∑8
i=1

[
ρnc(G

1
i )Ux(aA1, aB1;G

1
i ; pA, pB)

+ρnc(G
2
i )Ux(aA2, aB2;G

2
i ; pA, pB)

]
, if aA1 − aA2, aB1 − aB2) ∈ Snc∑8

i=1

[
ρc(G

1
i )Ux(aA1, aB1;G

1
i ; pA, pB)

+ρc(G
2A
i )Ux(aA2, aB2;G

2A
i ;µpA, εpB)

+ρc(G
2B
i )Ux(aA2, aB2;G

2B
i ; εpA, µpB)

]
, if (aA1 − aA2, aB1 − aB2) ∈ Sc

For (C−NC, C−NC) to reach an NE, (C−NC) should maximize the expected utility

of A given that B takes the same strategy, and vice versa. This requirement can be

translated into the following constraints:

UA(C − NC, C − NC) ≥ UA(C − C, C − NC) (6.24)

UA(C − NC, C − NC) ≥ UA(NC − C, C − NC) (6.25)

UA(C − NC, C − NC) ≥ UA(NC −NC, C − NC) (6.26)

UB(C − NC, C − NC) ≥ UB(C − NC, C − C) (6.27)

UB(C − NC, C − NC) ≥ UB(C − NC,NC − C) (6.28)

UB(C − NC, C − NC) ≥ UB(C − NC,NC −NC). (6.29)

In addition, if (C−NC, C−NC) achieves higher expected utility than (NC−NC,NC−
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NC), it is required that

UA(C − NC, C − NC) ≥ UA(NC −NC,NC −NC) (6.30)

UB(C − NC, C − NC) ≥ UB(NC −NC,NC −NC). (6.31)

Thus, we can determine the tuning factors µ and ε to satisfy the constraints in (6.24)-

(6.31), so that (C −NC, C −NC) is an NE strategy better than the not-cooperating

NE strategy (NC − NC,NC − NC). In a general case, we can numerically evaluate

the related utilities with µ and ε in the feasible range (0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, 1 ≤ ε ≤ pmax

ph
) to

find valid values that meet the above constraints. Also, we can derive closed-form

criteria for µ and ε for a special case with:

• Saturated traffic, where A and B are always busy with a packet arrival prob-

ability λA = λB = 1; and

• Symmetric parameters for A and B, including channel access probability

pA = pB = p, transmission gain over direct link v(ξA) = v(ξB) = v ≥ 0, and

transmission gain over indirect link v(ξ̃A) = v(ξ̃B) = δv, δ > 1. The relationship

between v and c can be expressed as v − c = ζv, 0 < ζ < 1.

For this special case, we have the following conclusion regarding the tuning factors,

which is proved in Appendix B.3.

Theorem 6.1. Given the saturated and symmetric assumptions, (C − NC, C − NC)

is an NE strategy of the repeated two-stage game and achieves higher expected utility

than (NC −NC,NC −NC) for both nodes, if and only if the tuning factors µ and ε
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satisfy

µ = 0 (6.32)

ε ≥ εmin = max(X1, X2, X3, 1) (6.33)

where X1, X2, X3 are given by

X1 =
2− δ − ζ + (3ζ + δ − 2)p− δp2

ζp
(6.34)

X2 =
2− δ − ζ + (3ζ − 1)p− 2p2

ζp
(6.35)

X3 =
2− δ − ζ + 4ζp− 4p2

ζp
. (6.36)

6.4 Numerical results and discussions

In this section, we provide numerical results to validate our analysis in Section 6.3 for

the general case and the special case with saturated traffic and symmetric settings.

We show that a set of valid tuning factors can be found for the incentive mechanism

in the repeated two-stage game. With such valid tuning factors, the cooperating

strategy (C − NC, C − NC) can attain an NE and achieve higher utility than the

not-cooperating NE strategy (NC − NC,NC − NC). Further, we define an overall

system utility and determine an optimal choice of tuning factors that maximize the

system utility. It is shown that the tuning factors selected according to the criteria

in Theorem 6.1 can closely approach the optimal choice in the achieved utility.

6.4.1 The general case

In the general case, the system parameters for the paired cooperative nodes can be

any reasonable values and not necessary to be symmetric. Fig. 6.4 shows a set of valid
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Figure 6.4: Set of valid tuning factors (ε, µ) in the general case, where λA = 0.1,

λB = 0.2, pA = pB = 0.2, ξA = 0.1, ξ̃A = 0.9, ξB = 0.3, ξ̃B = 0.7, and c = 0.01.

tuning factors (in the blue shaded area) based on the constraints in (6.24)-(6.31) to

guarantee that the cooperating strategy (C−NC, C−NC) reaches an NE and achieves

higher utility than the not-cooperating strategy (NC −NC,NC −NC).

To demonstrate the utility performance of the cooperating NE strategy, Fig. 6.5 shows

the expected utilities of A and B with varying packet arrival probability λA = λB = λ.

The other system parameters are the same as those for Fig. 6.4. Here, we assume that

the requester chooses the highest µ that satisfies the constraints in (6.24)-(6.31) for

the minimum decrease of access probability (least charge), while the helper chooses

the highest ε for the maximum increase of access probability (largest reward). As

seen in Fig. 6.5(a), the cooperating strategy (C − NC, C − NC) attains the highest

utility for A, while the utility also increases with λ. A similar trend is observed in

Fig. 6.5(b). Therefore, the cooperating strategy (C − NC, C − NC) achieves an NE,

since neither node will deviate to play other strategies assuming that each node knows

that its partner is playing (C − NC). Another interesting observation is that, when

the packet arrival probability is low (e.g., less than 0.3), the strategy (C −C, C −NC)

also results in high utility for A, while the strategy (C − NC, C − C) achieves high
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Figure 6.5: Expected utilities of A and B vs. packet arrival probability λA = λB = λ
with different strategies, where pA = pB = 0.4, ξA = 0.5, ξ̃A = 0.9, ξB = 0.3, ξ̃B = 0.7,
and c = 0.01.
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utility for B. However, A and B choose different actions in these two strategies. Thus,

an agreement cannot be reached simultaneously at both nodes, and they cannot be

viewed as NE strategies.

As derived in the analysis in Section 6.3, the tuning factors should satisfy certain

constraints to ensure that the cooperating strategy (C −NC, C −NC) attains an NE.

Fig. 6.6 presents the ratio of such valid tuning factors over the entire set of available

values in the feasible range (0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, 1 ≤ ε ≤ pmax

ph
). Fig. 6.6(a) shows how the ratio

varies with packet arrival rate λA = λB = λ. As λ goes from 0.1 to 0.35, the ratio

increases, because it is easier to find valid tuning factors when there is busier incoming

traffic but still at a low level. When λ exceeds 0.35, the ratio drops, which means that

the set of valid tuning factors shrinks gradually. Finally, when the traffic is almost

saturated with the arrival probability approaching 1, the ratio goes to the lowest.

In addition, Fig. 6.6(b) shows how the ratio varies with channel access probability

pA = pB = p. As seen, when p goes up, both nodes try to access the channel more

aggressively, which leads to more collisions. Consequently, it becomes harder to find

valid tuning factors for a stable cooperating strategy.

6.4.2 Saturated and symmetric case

In this section, we show numerical results to validate Theorem 6.1 for the selection

of tuning factors in the saturated and symmetric case. Theorem 6.1 proves that the

requester must be forbidden from accessing the channel in the second stage, but it is

still possible to reach cooperation agreement as long as the reward to the helper is

high enough. In other words, Theorem 6.1 gives a lower bound εmin for the tuning

factor ε to adapt the access probability of the helper, while the upper bound is

naturally 1
p
since we limit 1 ≤ ε ≤ pmax

p
to ensure p ≤ εp ≤ pmax. Fig. 6.7 shows the

dependence of the lower bound εmin on channel access probability p. For the cases in
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Figure 6.6: (a) Ratio of valid tuning factors vs. λ, with λA = λB = λ and pA = pB =
0.4. (b) Ratio of valid tuning factors vs. p, with pA = pB = p and λA = λB = 0.2.

For both cases, ξA = 0.1, ξ̃A = 0.9, ξB = 0.3, ξ̃B = 0.7, and c = 0.01.
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Figure 6.7: Lower bound of valid ε vs. channel access probability p with δ = 1.5 and
ζ = 0.35, where v(ξA) = v(ξB) = v, v(ξ̃A) = v(ξ̃B) = δv, and v − c = ζv.

Fig. 6.7, any ε higher than the lower bound together with µ = 0 form a valid pair

of tuning factors to attain an NE with the cooperating strategy and provide higher

utility than not-cooperating. As seen, the theoretical lower bound determined by

Theorem 6.1 accurately matches the real lower bound that is numerically located.

Closer examination shows that εmin > 1 when p < 0.4, which means that the helper

requires to tune up its access probability as incentive to help. In contrast, when

p > 0.4, we see that εmin = 1, which implies that the helper may choose to help even

without a reward.

6.4.3 Optimal choice vs. selfish choice

As shown in the theoretical analysis in Section 6.3 and the above numerical results,

multiple pairs of valid tuning factors can be used with the cooperating strategy to

attain an NE with higher utility than not-cooperating. From the perspective of

individual nodes, any pair of such tuning factors are good since they guarantee to

reach an NE with the highest utility for each node, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Nonetheless,
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Figure 6.8: System utility with optimal choice and selfish choice of tuning factors,
with λA = 0.1, λB = 0.3, ξA = 0.1, ξ̃A = 0.9, ξB = 0.3, ξ̃B = 0.7, and c = 0.01.

such choices of individual nodes may not be the best concerning the entire system.

To evaluate the overall system benefit, we define a new system-level utility as

Usys(µ, ε) = min

(
UA(µ, ε)

maxUA(µ, ε)
,

UB(µ, ε)

maxUB(µ, ε)

)
(6.37)

where Ux(µ, ε) is used to simplify the notation Ux(aA1 − aA2, aB1 − aB2) in (6.23)

for the expected utility of node x with strategy (aA1 − aA2, aB1 − aB2). As seen,

this overall system utility is actually the minimum normalized utility achieved by

the cooperating nodes. Since multiple pairs of valid tuning factors are available, a

best pair can be selected by solving the multi-object optimization problem in (6.37).

Using MATLAB Optimization ToolBox [124], we can find the optimal choice that

maximizes the system utility.

Fig. 6.8 compares the system utility with the optimal choice to that of a selfish choice.

The selfish choice means the highest µ and the highest ε that satisfy constraints (6.24)-

(6.31). That is, among all valid tuning factors, the selfish choice tends to reward the

helper the most while charging the requester the least. It is observed in Fig. 6.8 that
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the optimal choice achieves slightly higher system utility but shows a more stable

trend. In contrast, there are minor utility fluctuations with the selfish choice. This

is mainly because the selfish choice selects the tuning factors from the perspective of

individual nodes. On the other hand, the optimal choice aims to maximize the overall

system utility when determining the tuning factors. Nonetheless, it is not always

necessary or cost-effective to employ the optimal choice since a central controller

needs to collect system information, which is less favourable especially when there is

no significant utility improvement.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we used a game theoretical approach to study cooperative MAC pro-

tocols for wireless networks. We aim to find out: 1) whether cooperation agreement

can be reached on both sides of the paired cooperative nodes given that each node

only seeks to maximize its own utility; 2) whether cooperation can attain higher util-

ity than non-cooperation; and 3) how to incorporate an incentive mechanism into the

MAC protocol so that higher utility is provided by a cooperating NE strategy.

Specifically, we consider a bidirectional cooperative communication scenario with two

half-duplex peer nodes that are matched to relay data for each other using slotted

Aloha for channel access. A one-stage game is formulated and shown that cooperating

is not an NE strategy, while not-cooperating is an NE strategy if the access cost is low

enough. To further explore cooperation gain, the one-stage game is extended to a two-

stage game with an incentive mechanism, in which the channel access probabilities of

cooperating nodes are adapted by tuning factors to charge the cooperation requester

and reward the helper. When the two-stage game is repeated, we formulated a Markov

chain to characterize the system state evolution with different strategies. Valid tuning
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factors are determined to ensure that the cooperating strategy (C − NC, C − NC)

reaches an NE and achieves higher utility than the not-cooperating NE strategy

(NC − NC,NC − NC). In addition to the general case, we further examined a

saturated and symmetric case, for which closed-form lower bound is derived for the

tuning factor to reward to helper.

The theoretical analysis is verified by numerical results, which demonstrate that with

valid tuning factors the cooperating strategy (C−NC, C−NC) indeed reaches an NE

and provides the highest utility for each individual node. The valid tuning factors

selected according to the derived criteria are also compared with an optimal choice

that aims to maximize the overall system utility. It is shown that the optimal choice

results in less fluctuation in system utility, while the tuning factors satisfying our

derived criteria can achieve reasonably high utility though slightly lower than that of

the optimal choice.
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Chapter 7

Incentive Design with Multiple

Helpers

In Chapter 6, we focus on the case where two wireless nodes form a cooperative pair

and try to relay packets for each other. A more realistic scenario is that when there

exist multiple helpers, how to incentivize these helpers to relay the source node’s

packets and receive incentive reward for their help. In this chapter, we formulate the

multi-helper cooperative scenario as a one-sided budget constrained auction, where

the source device decides the allocation of its packets among the helpers and charges

reserve payments to the helpers according to their bids. The winning helpers collect

rewards from the source’s deposit at the base station when the assigned packets are

successfully relayed.

Based on this model, we propose three auction mechanisms targeting economic prop-

erties such as individual rationality, efficiency, and truthfulness. An enhanced Martello

& Toth (EMT) algorithm is first developed for the VCG-based auction to determine

packet allocation that optimizes the source’s QoS. The probabilistic entrance auction

(PEA) mechanism uses sequential second price auction to achieve a low computa-
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tional cost. The randomized (RND) mechanism involves a randomization over the

above two mechanisms to satisfy certain requirement for social welfare while mini-

mizing the computational time. We also conduct extensive simulations to examine

the performance of the proposed mechanisms.

7.1 System topology and problem formulation

7.1.1 Relaying topology and channel model

Consider the topology in Fig. 7.1. Source device s is out of the service coverage range

of its base station d. To maintain a seamless connection with the d, s can form a

cooperative community with a set of helper devices who are within the transmission

range of both s and d and denoted by a helper device set H = {hi|i = 1, ..., H}.

Thus, s can assign a sequence of its packets among the helpers to be forwarded to d,

e.g., by using decode-and-forward. Assume that there are totallyK packets, which are

transmitted sequentially at time tk, k = 1, ..., K. The set of regular users who are not

helpers and outside the cooperative community is denoted by C = {cj|j = 1, ..., C}.

Adopting the cross-tier interference model as in [100], we characterize the signal to

interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at helper hi by

γshi
=

Psρ
2
shi

Ihi
+N0

(7.1)

where Ps is the transmit power of s, ρshi
is the channel coefficient between s and hi,

N0 is AWGN noise thermal noise at receiver hi, and Ihi
is the cross-tier interference

experienced by hi, given by

Ihi
=

C∑
j=1

ϖcjhi
Pcjρ

2
cjhi

. (7.2)
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Figure 7.1: Topology for multiple helper incentive.

Here, ϖcjhi
is 1 if the cooperative relaying link between s and hi shares the same

spectrum as regular user cj, and it is 0 if orthogonal channels are used for the relaying

link and the cellular link. Similarly, Pcj denotes the transmit power of regular user

cj, and ρcjhi
is the channel coefficient between cj and hi. On the other hand, we

assume that the co-channel interference is negligible at BS d when helper hi relays

the assigned packets using regular cellular links. Thus, the SNR at receiver BS d is

given by

γhid =
Phi

ρ2hid

N0

(7.3)

Phi
is the transmit power of hi and ρhid is the channel coefficient between hi and d.

Considering Rayleigh fading, ρ2shi
and ρ2hid

are exponentially distributed with mean

∥s− hi∥−α and ∥hi − d∥−α, respectively, where α is the path loss exponent, ∥s− hi∥

is the distance between s and hi, and ∥hi − d∥ is the distance between hi and d.

Assume that each helper knows its own location, which can be obtained from a

locating technique or through a GPS receiver. Also, the locations of s and d can be
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piggybacked in the transmitted packets for the helper to acquire such information.

Then, helper hi can estimate its success probability for the lth packet by

ξik = Pr
[
γshi

> γ0
]
· Pr
[
γhid > γ0

]
= exp

(
−γ0

Ihi
+N0

Ps∥s− hi∥−α

)
exp

(
− γ0N0

Phi
∥hi − d∥−α

)
(7.4)

where γ0 is the decoding threshold.

7.1.2 Auction formulation

In the auction models of most previous works [97], the source devices are often mod-

eled as buyers who compete to acquire the relaying service of the helpers (sellers).

That is, the source devices submit their bids for the helpers depending on their valu-

ations towards the service quality of the helpers, e.g., in terms of throughput, delay,

and connection stability. This is reasonable in the cases where the rare resources

at the helpers need to be allocated to serve a large number of source devices. On

the contrary, in the coverage extension scenario as in Fig. 7.1, there can be much

fewer out-of-coverage source devices than potential helpers. Thus, the source device

can assign its packets to the best selected helpers depending on its available rewards

(incentives). Thus, the helpers can be viewed as competitors to relay packets for

the source to win the rewards. From this unique perspective, we model a one-sided

auction, in which source s is the seller who administers the allocation of its packets

among a set of helpers as buyers to be transmitted to destination d.

Private Valuation and Budget. First of all, let source s deposit certain reward

∆ at d for each packet in advance. The helper that successfully relays the assigned

packets for the source can claim the corresponding deposits. Therefore, the incentive
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for a helper to bid a packet from the source is to earn the reward. Let H = {hi|i =

1, . . . , H} denote the set of helpers in the cooperative community formed for source

s and K = {xk|k = 1, . . . , K} denotes the set of packets of s to be forwarded by the

helpers. For any hi ∈ H, since whether hi can successfully relay a packet for s depends

on the transmission success probability in (7.4), we model the private valuation of hi

towards packet xk by

vik = lg(∆ · ξik) (7.5)

where lg(·) is the logarithm function with base 10. Thus, the private valuation vector

of helper hi is defined as Vi = {vik|hi ∈ H, ∀xk ∈ K}. The corresponding bid vector

of helper hi is denoted by Bi = {bik|hi ∈ H,∀xk ∈ K}, where bik is the bid of helper

hi on packet xk. Including the valuation vectors of all helpers, we define the valuation

matrix V = (V1;V2; . . . ;VH). Similarly, the bid matrix of all helpers is denoted by

B = (B1;B2; . . . ;BH). We further assume that the helpers are budget constrained,

which restricts the total amount of reserve payment that a helper is willing to invest

in the bidding phase. The budget constraint characterizes the amount of resources

(e.g., energy and bandwidth) that a helper would devote into relaying the source’s

packets. As a helper can only collect the rewards after it successfully relays the

assigned packets for the source, the budget constraint is also related to the helper’s

confidence on its possibility of winning the rewards and the risk that the helper is

willing to take. Here, we define the budget constraints of all helpers by a budget

vector, G = {gi|∀hi ∈ H,∀gi ∈ Z+}, where Z+ is the set of positive integers. The

budget gi of helper hi specifies the number of packets that hi is capable of forwarding.

Allocation and Payment Based on the biding matrix of helpers, B, the source

needs to determine an allocation that specifies how to allocate its packets in K to the
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helpers in H. Let φik be a binary indicator defined by

φik =

 1, if packet xk is assigned to helper hi

0, otherwise.
(7.6)

Then, an allocation for all the packets of s is given by a matrix Φ = {φik|hi ∈ H, xk ∈

K}. A valid allocation should assign a packet to only one helper without violating

the budget constraints of the helpers, i.e.,

∑
hi∈H

φik ≤ 1, ∀xk ∈ K (7.7)

∑
xk∈K

φik ≤ gi, ∀hi ∈ H. (7.8)

For presentation convenience, we further define a mapping function that describes a

given allocation Φ as follows:

a(xk|Φ) = {hi|hi ∈ H, φik = 1}. (7.9)

As seen, a(xk|Φ) returns the indices of the helpers that packet xk is assigned to in

the allocation Φ. The inverse function a−1(hi|Φ) gives the list of packets that helper

hi wins in the allocation. To determine an allocation, each winning helper needs to

submit a reserve payment as promise to relay the assigned packets successfully to the

destination. This prior payment of helper hi is given by

p(hi|Φ) =
∑

xk∈a−1(hi|Φ)

phi
(xk|Φ) (7.10)

where phi
(xk|Φ) is the specific reserve payment for packet xk.
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Utility and Social Welfare. Once the allocation and clearing payment of the

auction are determined, we can quantify the utility of helper hi by

u(hi|Φ) =


∑

xk∈a−1(hi|Φ)

vik − p(hi|Φ), if a−1(hi|Φ) ̸= ∅

0, otherwise.

(7.11)

Here, the utility of helper hi depends on the final reward that it receives by success-

fully relaying the assigned packets, minus the reserve payment that the helper prepaid

to win the relaying service contracts from the source. Thus, the utility in (7.11) can

be interpreted as an indicator of the net profit of the helper. When a randomized

mechanism is used to determine the allocation and clearing payment, we also use the

expected utility u(hi|Φ) to evaluate the helper’s payoff. From the system’s perspec-

tive, the social welfare, i.e., total valuation of winning helpers with a given allocation,

is defined as

W (Φ) =
∑
hi∈H

w(hi|Φ) =
∑
hi∈H

( ∑
xk∈K

vikφik

)
=
∑
hi∈H

( ∑
xk∈a−1(hi|Φ)

vik

)
(7.12)

where w(hi|Φ) can be interpreted as the individual welfare of helper hi.

7.1.3 Design objectives

Based on the auction model introduced in Section 7.1.2, the source device s needs

to follow an appropriate auction mechanism to determine the allocation of packets

among the winning helpers and the corresponding reserve payments. There are several

important economic properties that the auction mechanism needs to satisfy.

• Individual Rationality : The auction mechanism is individually rational if its

allocation rule and payment rule guarantee that the utility of any helper hi is
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non-negative. That is, the auction mechanism needs to satisfy u(hi|Φ) ≥ 0,

∀hi ∈ H.

• Efficiency : There are various definitions of efficiency in economics from different

perspectives, such as maximizing social welfare (total valuation of the buyers

who receive their desired commodities), maximizing revenue (total charge to

winning buyers), and maximizing the profit of the auctioneer in double auction,

i.e., the surplus between the total charge to buyers and the total reward to

sellers. In this chapter, we focus on maximizing social welfare and define an

efficient allocation Φ∗ as

Φ∗ ∈ argmax
Φ

W (Φ). (7.13)

As seen in (7.12), the social welfare depends on the valuations of the helpers

towards the assigned packets to relay. These valuations in turn rely on the

probabilities that the helpers successfully transmit the packets from the source

to the destination. Therefore, the maximization of social welfare also implies

best QoS provided to the source.

• Truthfulness : An auction mechanism is truthful if bidding truthfully is a weakly

dominant strategy for each helper. In other words, no helper can improve its

utility by submitting a bid different from its true valuation given others are

bidding their true values. Specifically for our auction model, it implies that

∀hi ∈ H, u(hi|Φ) is maximized when Bi = Vi. If truth-telling is a weakly

dominant strategy for every helper hi, truth-telling can attain a symmetric

equilibrium and the auction mechanism is called strongly truthful.

Nonetheless, strong truthfulness is very restrictive for a randomized mechanism
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due to the uncertainty of the actual outcome. A weaker truthfulness notion is

truthfulness in expectation, which guarantees that each helper’s expected util-

ity for truthful bidding is at least its expected utility for bidding any other

value. Then, truth-telling is a weakly dominant strategy in expectation for

every helper hi, while the auction with truth-telling converges to a Bayesian

symmetric equilibrium.

7.2 Truthful budget constrained auction mecha-

nisms for packet allocation

In this section, we design three auction mechanisms for the relaying packet alloca-

tion among the helpers. First, we propose an enhanced algorithm to determine an

efficient packet allocation for a VCG-based auction. Due to the budget constraints

of helpers, this involves solving an NP-hard optimization problem. Thus, heuristic

algorithms are developed to improve the time complexity of computing the auction

outcome. Second, we relax the efficiency objective and use second price auction to

reduce the computational cost. Furthermore, probabilistic entrance is considered in

the auction mechanism to limit the compromise to efficiency. Finally, a randomized

mechanism is proposed to balance efficiency and complexity in which the packets

are randomly divided into two groups to use VCG-based auction and second price

auction, respectively.

7.2.1 EMT for VCG-based efficient packet allocation

VCG auction is one well-known multi-item auction that is individually rational, ef-

ficient, and truthful. VCG-based auction must meet two criteria regarding the allo-
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cation rule and payment rule [87]. First, the resulting allocation should be efficient,

i.e., offering maximum social welfare. Second, the payment charged to each bidder is

the difference between the social welfare with and without the bidder’s participation.

That is, a VCG-based auction with an efficient allocation Φ charges bidder hi a price

p(hi|Φ), given by

p(hi|Φ) =
∑

z∈H\{hi}

[
w(z|Φ−hi

)− w(z|Φ)
]

(7.14)

where Φ−hi
is the allocation when helper hi does not submit its bid.

The strong truthfulness and individual rationality of VCG auction can be easily in-

ferred from the allocation rule and payment rule. Let Φt and Φf denote the allocation

when hi is telling the truth (i.e., submitting its valuations as bids) and lying, respec-

tively. Then, the difference of the utility that hi obtains in the two allocations is

given by

u(hi|Φt)− u(hi|Φf )

=
( ∑

xk∈K

vikφ
t
ik − p(hi|Φt)

)
−
( ∑

xk∈K

vikφ
f
ik − p(hi|Φ

f )
)

=

[ ∑
xk∈K

vikφ
t
ik −

∑
z∈H\{hi}

(
w(z|Φ−hi

)− w(z|Φt)
)]

−
[ ∑

xk∈K

vikφ
f
ik −

∑
z∈H\{hi}

(
w(z|Φ−hi

)− w(z|Φf )
)]

=

[ ∑
hj∈H

∑
xk∈K

vjkφ
t
jk −

∑
z∈H\{hi}

w(z|Φ−hi
)

]
−
[ ∑

hj∈H

∑
xk∈K

vjkφ
f
jk −

∑
z∈H\{hi}

w(z|Φ−hi
)

]
=
∑
hj∈H

∑
xk∈K

vjkφ
t
jk −

∑
hj∈H

∑
xk∈K

vjkφ
f
jk

=W (Φt)−W (Φf ) ≥ 0. (7.15)

Because VCG-based auction is efficient with truth-telling, we haveW (Φt)−W (Φf ) ≥
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0. Thus, u(hi|Φt) ≥ u(hi|Φf ), which means that truth-telling is a weakly dominant

strategy of hi. Therefore, VCG-based auction is strongly truthful. Similarly, we can

see that VCG-based auction is individually rational by showing non-negative utility

of helper hi as follows:

u(hi|Φt) =
∑
xk∈K

vikφ
t
ik − p(hi|Φt)

=
∑
xk∈K

vikφ
t
ik −

∑
z∈H\{hi}

(
w(z|Φ−hi

)− w(z|Φt)
)

=
∑
hj∈H

∑
xk∈K

vjkφ
t
jk −

∑
z∈H\{hi}

w(z|Φ−hi
)

= W (Φt)−W (Φ−hi
) ≥ 0. (7.16)

As seen, the efficiency property of VCG auction is essential to maintain truthfulness

and individual rationality. For the auction model in Section 7.1.2, finding an efficient

allocation can be formulated as the following problem:

max
Φ

W (Φ) =
∑
hi∈H

∑
xk∈K

vikφik (7.17)

s. t.
∑
hi∈H

φik ≤ 1, ∀xk ∈ K

∑
xk∈K

φik ≤ gi, ∀hi ∈ H

φik ∈ {0, 1}.

Note that the first two constraints have been defined in (7.7) and (7.8). This is

actually a generalized assignment problem (GAP), which is NP-hard [125]. The

Martello & Toth (MT) algorithm [126] is a classic algorithm that is often used to

solve GAP. Briefly speaking, MT relaxes the first constraint in problem (7.17), so
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that it results in a 0-1 knapsack (KP) subproblem for each hi ∈ H. There are a

variety of algorithms for knapsack problems, e.g., based on dynamic programming.

Solving all 0-1 KP subproblems thus yields an upper bound of the objective value in

problem (7.17).

The MT algorithm solves problem (7.17) using the branch and bound approach. To

speed up the MT algorithm, we use an enhanced MT (EMT) algorithm. As seen in

Algorithm 7.1, EMT also incorporates a lower bound of the objective value, which

can be determined by the heuristic algorithms in the following Section 7.2.2.

Algorithm 7.1 EMT(H, K, B, G, Φ, Φ∗)

Input: H, K, B, G, Φ, Φ∗

Output: Φ∗

// Obtain upper bound by solving 0-1 KP subproblems with relaxed constraints

1: (Φ̂, Ŵ ) ← UB-01KP(H, K, B, G, Φ)

2: if Φ̂ is valid then
3: Φ∗ ← Φ̂
4: return Φ∗

5: end if
6: if W (Φ) ≥ Ŵ then
7: Φ∗ ← Φ
8: return Φ∗

9: end if

// Obtain lower bound by using the heuristic algorithms in Section 7.2.2
10: (Φ,W ) ← LB(H, K, B, G, Φ)
11: if W ≥ W (Φ) then
12: Φ← Φ
13: end if
14: Get branching packet xk and its branch set Hk as in [126]
15: for each hi ∈ Hk do
16: φik ← 1 and φjk ← 0, ∀hj ∈ H \ {hi}
17: Φ∗ ← EMT(H, K, B, G, Φ, Φ∗)
18: end for
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7.2.2 Algorithms to determine lower bound for EMT

We present three heuristic algorithms which can always produce a valid allocation to

find a lower bound of problem (7.17) to improve the time complexity of the original

MT algorithm. First, a greedy algorithm based on 0-1 knapsack subproblems (LB-

GKP) is given in Algorithm 7.2.

Algorithm 7.2 LB-GKP(H, K, B, G, Φ)

Input: H, K, B, G, Φ
Output: Φ
1: Kd ← ∅
2: for each xk ∈ K do

// Find packets assigned to multiple helpers in current allocation
3: if

∑
hi∈H φik ≥ 2 then

4: Kd ← Kd

∪
xk

5: end if
6: end for
7: for each xk ∈ Kd do

// Find the helper with the highest bid for packet xk
8: hj ← arg max

hi∈a(xk|Φ)
bik

9: φjk ← 1 and φik ← 0, ∀hi ∈ a(xk|Φ) \ {hj}
10: end for
11: if Φ is not valid then
12: Φ← LB-GKP(H, K, B, G, Φ)
13: else
14: return Φ
15: end if

The basic idea is that, for any initial allocation Φ, we keep the packets that have

already been allocated to only one helper, while selecting the helpers with the highest

bids for the packets that are assigned to multiple helpers. This procedure continues

until a valid allocation is found. Second, Algorithm 7.3 is based on tabu search

with short-term memory (LB-TSSM). Here, the total number of search iterations is

bounded by Nm and Πm keeps the list of examined allocations. The basic rational

behind this algorithm is to search the neighbours of a given valid allocation to see if a
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better allocation is available. As seen in Line 20 of Algorithm 7.3, a random swapping

operation is taken to explore close allocations. The third algorithm (LB-GSS) is also

a greedy algorithm that shuffles the sequence of the packets and then allocates them

in a greedy manner. That is, each packet is sequentially allocated to the helper with

the highest bid when budget permits. The random shuffling of the packets enables

searching for a valid allocation in a scope wider than the neighbouring allocations in

LB-TSSM.

7.2.3 Low-complexity second price auction with probabilistic

entrance

Even though the VCG-based auction mechanism offers good properties, especially, the

maximization of social welfare in an efficient packet allocation to provide best QoS

for the source device, its computational cost may not be affordable when there are a

large number of packets to be relayed by the helper devices. Therefore, low-complexity

auction mechanisms are also necessary and need to be carefully designed with minimal

compromising of important properties such as efficiency and truthfulness. In this

section, we introduce a probabilistic entrance auction (PEA) mechanism based on

second price auction. PEA can significantly reduce the time complexity, although

the packet allocation is not guaranteed to be efficient. The details of PEA is given

in Algorithm 7.5. To screen the contending helpers for each packet, PEA uses an

entrance probability which is proportional to the helper’s available budget:

θi =


gi
K
, if gi ≤ K

1, if gi > K.
(7.18)

It is intuitive to allow a helper with a larger budget to enter the auction with a higher
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Algorithm 7.3 LB-TSSM(H, K, B, G, Φ)

Input: H, K, B, G, Φ
Output: Φ

// Exclude successfully assigned packets from K
1: for each xk ∈ K do
2: if

∑
hi∈H φik = 1 then

3: K← K \ {xk}
4: end if
5: gi ← gi − 1, ∀hi ∈ a(xk|Φ)
6: end for

// Exclude helpers who run out of budget from H
7: for each hi ∈ H do
8: if gi ≤ 0 then
9: H← H \ {hi}
10: end if
11: end for
12: while K ̸= ∅ do
13: Choose packet xk from K

// Assign the packet to the helper of highest bid
14: hj ← argmax

hi∈H
bik

15: φjk ← 1 and φik ← 0, ∀hi ∈ H \ {hj}
16: K← K \ {xk}
17: end while
18: Πm ← Φ
19: while Nm > 0 do

// Swap assignment of two randomly chosen

// packets and update memory list Πm

20: {Φ′,Πm}← SWAP(Φ, Πm)
21: if W (Φ′) > W (Φ) then
22: Φ← Φ′

23: end if
24: Nm ← Nm − 1
25: end while
26: return Φ
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Algorithm 7.4 LB-GSS(H, K, B, G, Φ)

Input: H, K, B, G, Φ
Output: Φ

// Exclude successfully assigned packets from K
1: for each xk ∈ K do
2: if

∑
hi∈H φik = 1 then

3: K← K \ {xk}
4: end if
5: gi ← gi − 1, ∀hi ∈ a(xk|Φ)
6: end for

// Exclude helpers who run out of budget from H
7: for each hi ∈ H do
8: if gi ≤ 0 then
9: H← H \ {hi}
10: end if
11: end for
12: K′ ← K, H′ ← H, G′ ← G, Φ′ ← Φ
13: while Nm > 0 do
14: K← K′, H← H′, G← G′

15: while K ̸= ∅ do
16: Randomly choose a packet xk from K
17: hj ← argmax

hi∈H
bik

18: φjk ← 1 and φik ← 0, ∀hi ∈ H \ {hi}
19: K← K \ {xk}, gj = gj − 1
20: if gj = 0 then
21: H← H \ {hj}
22: end if
23: end while
24: if W (Φ) > W (Φ′) then
25: Φ′ ← Φ
26: end if
27: Nm ← Nm − 1
28: end while
29: Φ← Φ′, return Φ
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Algorithm 7.5 PEA(H, K, B, G)

Input: H, K, B, G
Output: Φ
1: Obtain entrance probability θi for each helper hi ∈ H
2: while H ̸= ∅ or K ̸= ∅ do
3: Choose packet xk from K
4: Hin ← ∅
5: for each hi ∈ H do
6: Generate a uniform random number κ in [0, 1]

// Screen helpers according to entrance probabilities
7: if κ ≤ θi then
8: Hin ← Hin

∪
{hi}

9: end if
10: end for

// Assign the packet to the helper in Hin with the highest bid
11: hj ← arg max

hi∈Hin

bik

12: φjk ← 1 and φik ← 0, ∀hi ∈ H \ {hj}
13: gj = gj − 1
14: if gj = 0 then
15: H← H \ {hj}
16: end if

// Charge winning helper a price equal to the second highest bid
17: phj

(xk|Φ)← max
hi∈Hin\{hj}

bik

18: K← K \ {xk}
19: end while
20: return Φ
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probability. Then, among the helpers that successfully enter the auction according

to the entrance probabilities, PEA uses second price auction to allocate the packet

to the helper that submits the highest bid and charges a price equal to the second

highest bid. As seen, when a packet xk ∈ K is assigned to an eligible helper, in the

worst case that all helpers in H successfully enter the auction, the computation takes

O(H logH) time to determine the highest and second highest bids. Thus, the overall

time complexity for the allocation of all packets is O(KH logH).

Although PEA cannot ensure efficient allocation with the low computation complex-

ity, we can easily show that PEA is truthful in expectation and individually rational.

According to the entrance probability in (7.18), we can write the expected utility of

helper hi as

u(hi|Φ) =
∑
xk∈K

gi
K
uhi

(xk|Φ) =
∑
xk∈K

gi
K

(
vik − phi

(xk|Φ)
)

(7.19)

where uhi
(xk|Φ) denotes the utility of helper hi w.r.t. packet xk. In a second price

sealed-bid auction, it is a weakly dominant strategy for each bidder to choose a bid

equal to its private valuation. Therefore, we have

uhi
(xk|Φt)− uhi

(xk|Φf ) ≥ 0 (7.20)

where Φt and Φf are the allocations resulting from truthful and untruthful bidding,

respectively. Therefore, PEA is truthful in expectation because

u
(
hi|Φt)

)
− u
(
hi|Φf )

)
=
gi
K

∑
xk∈K

[
uhi

(xk|Φt)− uhi
(xk|Φf )

]
≥ 0. (7.21)
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Similarly, since second price auction is used in PEA to determine the charging price,

the helper’s utility w.r.t. each packet is always non-negative, i.e.,

uhi
(xk|Φ) =


vik − max

hj∈H\{hi}
vjk ≥ 0, if hi wins packet xk

0. otherwise.

(7.22)

7.2.4 Randomized auction to tradeoff efficiency and com-

plexity

The PEA mechanism based on second price auction has a polynomial-time complex-

ity, while the resulting packet allocation may not be efficient. On the other hand,

the EMT algorithm based on VCG auction can produce an efficient allocation that

maximizes the social welfare. As an NP-hard GAP problem is involved, the EMT

algorithm is subject to a high computational cost although it improves the original

MT algorithm by including a lower bound. In this section, we further introduce

a randomized mechanism (RND) to tradeoff efficiency and complexity. A random-

ized mechanism can be viewed as choosing over a collection of alterative mechanisms

based on coin flips. Considering the VCG-based auction and second price auction,

we can decide the auction mechanism for each packet based on a split probability.

The packets are thus divided into two groups and use VCG-based auction and second

price auction respectively for the assignment to helpers. The split probability needs

to be determined properly to satisfy certain requirement on the social welfare while

minimizing the computational time. As seen in Algorithm 7.6, binary search can be

used to determine the split probability η and the corresponding packet allocation Φ

that provides a social welfare no less than a target W̃ .

Since the VCG-based auction and second price auction are both individually ratio-

nal, the randomized mechanism also guarantees individual rationality. Regarding
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Algorithm 7.6 RND(H, K, B, G)

Input: H, K, B, G, W̃
Output: Φ, η
1: ηl ← 0, ηu ← 1, η ← (ηl + ηu)/2
2: do
3: KV ← ∅
4: for each xk ∈ K do
5: Generate a uniform random number κ in [0, 1]
6: if κ ≤ η then
7: KV ← KV

∪
{xk}

8: end if
9: end for
10: KS ← K \KV

11: ΦV ← EMT(H, KV , B, G, ΦV , Φ
∗
V )

12: ΦS ← PEA(H, KS, B, G)
13: Φ← ΦV

∪
ΦS

14: if W (Φ) ≤ W̃ then
15: ηl ← η
16: else
17: ηu ← η
18: end if
19: η ← (ηl + ηu)/2

20: while | W (Φ)− W̃ |≥ ϵ // ϵ is a small positive value
21: return Φ, η
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Table 7.1: Valuation matrix of helpers in the illustration example.
HHHHHHH

K
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9

h1 5 5 5 3 5 5 2 0 4
h2 3 3 5 2 3 1 5 5 5
h3 4 4 4 5 4 1 3 5 4

the truthfulness property, the VCG-based mechanism is strongly truthful, while the

PEA algorithm with probabilistic entrance satisfies a weaker truthfulness notion,

i.e., truthfulness in expectation. As a result, the randomized mechanism is truthful

in expectation. The overall time complexity of the randomized mechanism depends

on the social welfare target. Intuitively, a higher social welfare requires more packets

to be allocated by the VCG-based auction and thus consumes more computational

time.

7.2.5 An illustration example

In this section, we present an example to illustrate the different allocations resulting

from the proposed mechanisms. For presentation clarity, we consider assigning a small

set of packets of the source among three potential helpers, i.e., K = {x1, x2, x3, ..., x9}

and H = {h1, h2, h3}. Depending on the channel conditions of the helpers, we assume

that their valuation matrix is given in Table 7.1 and each helper bids truthfully,

i.e., V = B. If EMT, PEA and RND are used to determine the packet assignment

among the helpers, we have the allocation results in Table 7.2. The EMT algorithm

can find an optimal allocation that achieves the maximum social welfare, which is 44

in this example. To reduce the time complexity, PEA sacrifices efficiency and achieves

a social welfare of 35. If we set a target social welfare of 40, the RND mechanism can

find the allocation in Table 7.2(c) that satisfies this objective.
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Table 7.2: An illustrative example.

(a) EMT.
HHHHHHH

K
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9

h1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
h2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
h3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

(b) PEA.
HHHHHHH

K
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9

h1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
h2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
h3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

(c) RND.
HHHHHHH

K
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9

h1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
h2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
h3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
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Table 7.3: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value Parameter Value

∥ s− d ∥ 400 m γ0 15 dBm
rs 200 m Ps, Pcj , Phi

20 dBm
rd 350 m N0 -100 dBm
α 4 ∆ 100

7.3 Simulation results

Following the topology in Fig. 7.1 and the system model in Section 7.1, we conduct

simulations to validate the economic properties and the performance of the proposed

auction mechanisms for packet allocation. The main simulation parameters are given

in Table 7.3. The helpers in the cooperative community are assumed to be randomly

moving in the overlapping area of the transmission range of the source device s and

that of the destination BS d. The regular users are assumed fixed and uniformly

distributed within the circular area centered at d. During the relay transmission of

each packet, the assigned helper is subject to cross-tier interference from randomly

chosen regular users that are supposed to be active and using the same spectrum. In

the following, we first show simulation results regarding truthfulness and individual

rationality of the EMT, PEA, and RND mechanisms. Then, the results on social

welfare and computational time are presented to demonstrate their tradeoff. Last,

we illustrate the effect of budget constraints on the achieved social welfare.

7.3.1 Truthfulness and individual rationality

One important benefit of the truthfulness property is to ensure stability in the relay-

ing system. As there may be an infinite strategy space for a helper in the cooperative

community, the corresponding equilibriums can be difficult to find. Truth-telling ac-

tually provides a strategy to reach an equilibrium and can be easily implemented in
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practice. In such an equilibrium, the behaviour of every helper in the community

becomes observable. Therefore, we first evaluate the proposed mechanisms with re-

spect to truthfulness in Fig. 7.2. Here, we compare the utility of the truth-telling

strategy with those of two lying strategies. In the first lying strategy, helper hi sub-

mits a random bid bik towards packet xk according to an exponential distribution of

a mean equal to its private value vik. The other strategy is referred to as uniform

lying, in which the untruthful bid bik follows a uniform distribution within the interval

[0.5vik, 2vik].

Fig. 7.2(a) shows the utility of a randomly chosen helper in EMT when it takes

different bidding strategies while other helpers bid truthfully. As seen, compared to

the exponential and uniform lying strategies, the truth-telling strategy always yields

the highest utility. Fig. 7.2(b) and Fig. 7.2(c) show the expected utility of a random

helper with the PEA and RND mechanisms, respectively. Similar observation can be

found in Fig. 7.2(b) and Fig. 7.2(c), which confirms that PEA and RND are truthful

in expectation. In addition, it can be seen that the helper’s utility is always positive

with the truth-telling strategy. This validates our previous conclusion that all three

mechanisms ensure individual rationality.

7.3.2 Social welfare and computational time

As seen in the definition in (7.12), social welfare reflects the probability of successfully

relaying the set of packets for the source device. Hence, it is a key performance

indicator of the auction-based packet allocation mechanisms. Fig. 7.3 compares the

social welfare achieved by the proposed mechanisms. As expected, the EMT algorithm

based on VCG auction attains the highest social welfare. This implies that the

packet allocation resulting from EMT is efficient and guarantees optimal relaying

success probability for the set of packets. On the other hand, the packet allocation of
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(b) PEA.
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(c) RND.

Figure 7.2: Utility/Expected utility of EMT, PEA, and RND with different bidding
strategies (K = 50, H = 5).
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PEA achieves the lowest social welfare due to the probabilistic entrance and greedy

assignment with sequential second price auction. The randomized mechanism RND

lies between EMT and PEA in terms of social welfare since RND aims to strike a

balance between efficiency and computational cost. We also observe in Fig. 7.3 that,

although EMT can incorporate different heuristic algorithms for the lower bound to

speed up the computation, the three algorithms, LB-GKP, LB-TSSM, and LB-GSS,

all enable EMT to eventually converge to the efficient (optimal) packet allocation.

However, the quality of the located lower bound contributes differently to reducing

the computational time.

Fig. 7.4 shows the average computational time of the original MT algorithm, EMT

with different lower bound algorithms, PEA, and RND. As seen, the computational

time of MT grows exponentially when the number of packets increases. The EMT

algorithm presents a slower growth rate by including a lower bound for the branch and

bound approach. Among the three heuristic algorithms for the lower bound, LB-GSS

provides the most significant enhancement to the time complexity of EMT, while LB-

GKP and LB-TSSM perform closely. In contrast, PEA takes the least computational

time at the expense of a lower efficiency in social welfare, which has been observed in

Fig. 7.3. The randomized mechanism RND shows a reasonable time complexity while

providing certain guarantee on social welfare. In other words, RND relaxes the strict

requirement for maximum social welfare to trade for reduced computational cost. The

social welfare and time complexity shown in Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4 clearly demonstrate

the conflicting objectives between QoS and computational overhead. The selection

of an appropriate mechanism also depends on the service that the source device is

running. The EMT algorithm for VCG-based auction can be a good option for delay-

tolerant applications, while PEA is preferable for real-time or bandwidth-intensive

applications such as voice messaging and video streaming.
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7.3.3 Effect of budget constraint

As discussed in Section 7.1.2, we take into account the budget constraints of the

helpers in the auction model. The budget constraint can capture the limited resources

that a helper would devote into relaying the packets of the source device. Fig. 7.5

shows the effect of the budget constraints on the achievable social welfare of different

mechanisms. Here, we assume that all helpers bid truthfully and vary one helper’s

budget constraint while fixing those of other helpers. It can be seen that the social

welfare of all mechanisms increases as the budget grows. This is intuitive since a

larger budget implies more available resources to relay packets. When the budget

is sufficiently large, the available resources become exceeding the requirement for

relaying the packets of the source device. Thus, the social welfare of each mechanism

eventually approaches a saturation level. In particular, the EMT algorithm converges

to the maximum social welfare when there is no budget constraint. The converging

level of the RND mechanism lies between those of EMT and PEA. Thus, RND can

flexibly tradeoff between optimal social welfare and computational time depending

on the overhead affordable by the source device.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we aim to take advantage of a cooperative community to relay packets

for an out-of-coverage source device. To achieve the best QoS, a group of packets

from the source need to be properly assigned over the helpers inside a cooperative

community that is formed to extend the source’s coverage. In particular, we formulate

a one-sided auction model, in which the helpers as buyers submit their bids to the

source device, who acts as the seller to decide the allocation of its packets using certain

auction mechanism. This auction formulation is different from many existing works
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Figure 7.5: Effect of the budget constraint of helper hj on social welfare (K = 20, H =
3, gi = 10,∀hi ∈ H \ {hj}).

that often model the helpers as sellers and the sources as buyers. Our auction model

is more suitable for the target scenario where a set of helpers form a cooperative

community to serve one out-of-coverage source device. To accommodate the new

model, we further take into account the budget constraints of the helpers, which

limit the resources dedicated to relaying packets and the risk levels that the helpers

are willing to take. It is also assumed that the winning helpers can collect rewards

deposited by the source once the assigned packets are successfully relayed.

Based on this auction model, we developed three auction mechanisms to determine

the packet allocation. The first VCG-based mechanism is efficient, individually ra-

tional, and truthful, but suffers from a high computational cost to find an optimal

solution to the involved generalized assignment problem (GAP). The EMT algorithm

is proposed to improve the time complexity of the classic MT algorithm for GAP by

incorporating a valid lower bound. To reduce the computational overhead, we fur-

ther designed a probabilistic entrance auction (PEA) mechanism based on sequential
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second price auction. An entrance probability based on the helper’s budget is used

to screen the helpers that participate in the auction for each packet. PEA satisfies

individual rationality and truthfulness in expectation, but sacrifices social welfare for

the low time complexity. The randomized (RND) mechanism randomly splits the set

of packets into two groups and respectively uses EMT and PEA to determine the

packet allocation. Thus, it can strike a balance between efficiency and computational

cost by properly setting the split probability to meet a social welfare requirement.

The simulation results confirm that the proposed mechanisms satisfy the desirable

economic properties and demonstrate the effect of budget constraints.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and future work

8.1 Conclusions

MAC protocols in cooperative networks not only need to fulfill the function of a regu-

lar MAC protocol which is to coordinate multiple nodes sharing the wireless medium

and alleviate the effect of hidden and exposed terminals, but also need to address

several fundamental problems, such as when to cooperate, whom to cooperate with

and how to stimulate cooperation. The problems when to cooperate and whom to

cooperate with concern relay selection, while how to stimulate cooperation requires

incorporation of incentive design. In this thesis, we aim to design and analyse relay

selection with mobile helpers, and provide cooperation incentive of different forms un-

der various cooperative scenarios. The main results are summarized and highlighted

in the following.

• Relay selection in the single helper non-diversity mobile scenario.

We proposed PTCoopMAC to alleviate the negative impact of node mobility

on throughput. The out-of-date CoopTable entries are processed by perceptron

training to derive history statistics of helper nodes. By making use of history
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data on the signal strength of overheard packets, PTCoopMAC can obtain a

weight vector to examine the stability of the helpers and intelligently select the

optimal helper depending on the achievable data rate as well as the prediction

on whether a helper is reliable.

Simulation results demonstrated the significant throughput improvement and

high tolerance to helper mobility: 1) under both high mobility and low mobility

conditions, the saturated throughput of PTCoopMAC outperforms CoopMAC

as the arrival rate increases; 2) under various mobility conditions, the saturated

throughput of PTCoopMAC is more stable and drops slower than that of Coop-

MAC; and 3) the higher mobility of the helpers, the more history data needed

to select a reliable helper.

• Relay selection in the multiple-helper diversity mobile scenario. We

focused on a wireless diversity system with multiple helpers and distributed

cooperation. Each node independently decides to cooperate as a helper or not

based on its local estimates of SNR. Moreover, considering random direction

mobility, we obtained the unconditional success probability of multi-helper di-

versity cooperation, which is proven to be approximately linear with the number

of helpers and the helper intensity under certain conditions. To further evalu-

ate the tradeoff between the success probability and delay, we investigated an

Aloha-like scheme and a timer-based random backoff scheme. It was shown

that the delay of the Aloha scheme increases exponentially with the number

of helpers, whereas the delay of the timer-based scheme increases more slowly.

Based on our analysis, we are able to adapt the intensity measure of the selected

helpers to optimize the success/delay ratio.

• Moneyless incentive design in the single helper non-diversity sce-
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nario. We considered the cooperation interaction between cooperative pair

and modelled the cooperation procedure as a game. Specifically, a one-stage

game was first formulated for the single-round cooperative transmission, where

we proved that not-cooperating is the only NE strategy and cooperation is never

attained at both player sides.

To achieve higher benefits with cooperation and stimulate engagement in coop-

eration, an incentive mechanism was further incorporated into the MAC pro-

tocol to adapt channel access probabilities by tuning factors. Accordingly, the

one-stage game was extended to a two-stage game, which can be played in a

repeated fashion between the peer nodes. Based on rigorous analysis of the

Markov chain and the achievable utilities with underlying strategies, we ob-

tained valid tuning factors to adapt channel access probabilities so that a co-

operating strategy is ensured to attain an NE and offer higher expected utility

than a not-cooperating NE strategy. Furthermore, we investigated a special

case, where nodes have saturated traffic and symmetric settings. Closed-form

criteria were derived for valid tuning factors to guarantee that the repeated

two-stage game converges to an NE with higher utility.

• Monetary incentive design in the multiple-helper non-diversity sce-

nario. Considering a multi-helper cooperative community, we formulated a

one-sided auction at the source to determine how to assign a group of packets

among the available helper devices in the community. The source device as the

seller is also the auctioneer while the helper devices are buyers who have budget

constraints due to limited resource blocks and/or energy.

A VCG-based mechanism was investigated to determine the assignment of

source packets. To reduce computational complexity, we proposed EMT for
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GAP by adding a lower bound that can be located by different heuristic algo-

rithms. Besides, we developed a probabilistic entrance auction (PEA) mecha-

nism to further improve the computational time by relaxing the constraints in

efficiency and truthfulness. At last, we used a randomized mechanism (RND)

which combines EMT and PEA to tradeoff between efficiency and time com-

plexity. The optimal balance point can be easily located to satisfy a target QoS

requirement.

Extensive simulations were conducted to evaluate the economic properties and

computational complexity of our proposed mechanisms. The results showed that

the proposed mechanisms not only hold the desired economic properties but also

substantially reduce the computational time. The randomized mechanism can

achieve a good balance between high system efficiency and low time complexity.

8.2 Future work

As discussed in Section 8.1, we explored several typical scenarios in the cooperative

network focusing on MAC layer. Problems related to relay selection and incentive de-

sign in such scenarios were modeled and addressed by various methodologies including

data mining, probability theory, game theory, auction theory, and optimization. The

cooperative wireless networks as a very large area keep posing new problems when

cooperation becomes more deeply involved. On one hand, many possible extensions

are worth investigating for the scenarios studied in this thesis. On the other hand,

many new cooperation scenarios are arising and bring up interesting new problems.

Advanced data processing techniques and link prediction

Finding a reliable helper is always the main task on forming the relaying link in the
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non-diversity scenarios. Our work in Chapter 4 is an attempt to take advantage of

the methods in artificial intelligence to identify a reliable helper. The data processing

of perceptron training may not be sufficient to deal with more complicated wireless

environments in real life where multipath fading and interference often happen. It

is worth devoting more efforts to explore more advanced data processing techniques,

so that high accuracy can be guaranteed. It is good to see that such trend has

already begun. For example, in mobile ad hoc networks or wireless sensor networks

where relaying is essential, the importance of history data has been realized and taken

into account in link prediction [127, 128]. Moreover, data science [129] has become a

globally hot topic, from which we believe the research on cooperative wireless networks

will surely benefit.

Advanced mobility models and analysis

Spatial diversity is related to the location of helpers nodes. Mobility is also an essen-

tial aspect of wireless nodes that cannot be neglected. In the literature, many works

that involve mobility models are based on simulations, mainly because mobility in

the real world is too complex to have good mathematical models that are capable

of characterizing the diverse properties. To enable theoretical analysis, however, a

tractable mobility model is vital. How to provide a good interface between simula-

tion engineering and mathematical analysis for mobility models is a very challenging

problem. Besides, a mobility model itself is very dependent on actual scenarios. For

indoor WLAN environments, a random mobility model may be more suitable. For

vehicular networks, there may be complex mobility trace patterns with low speed in

urban environment. In contrast, mobility in the suburban environment can be sim-

pler but with higher speed. Under those different scenarios, the design of cooperative

MAC protocols should be adjusted.
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Deep involvement of economic theories

The cooperative interaction among the wireless nodes in our works is relatively simple.

In reality, the interaction can take on various forms, especially if the cooperation

decision is not automatically controlled by the MAC protocols but involves human

intervention. For example, there may be negotiation among the peer nodes where

bargaining theory [130] can be applied. Besides, when monetary incentive is used,

wireless resource is no longer a given product and becomes some tradable good.

Thus, how a helper prices its resource may involve pricing theory [131]. Moreover,

cooperation may not only happen between the source and the helpers. Even within

helpers, some coalition can be formed to benefit each member within a group [73].

Also, the source may break down big tasks into pieces and assign contracts to the

helpers to finish them cooperatively [88].

Incentive design in the diversity scenario

In the diversity scenario, multiple copies of one packet can be transmitted to several

helpers. This is a common scene in the wireless network because of the broadcast

nature of wireless medium, but this can violate a basic assumption for auction where

goods cannot be duplicately assigned. Therefore, how to allocate packets in a way

that takes advantage of diversity and also maintains the incentive is a promising

direction. It is worth noticing that there are some works in auction theory that

explore duplicate goods distribution, known as the digital auction [132]. However,

how to design a digital auction in the cooperative wireless network to allocate the

relaying packets is still a fairly new problem and a promising future research direction.

Full duplexity consideration

Half-duplexity is a fundamental assumption for the studies on cooperative commu-

nications in the literature. In recent years, full-duplex wireless communications be-
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come a hot topic as the hardware and signal processing techniques are improving.

Full-duplexity will have a deep impact on both relay selection and incentive design.

For relay selection, the handshaking and data transmission procedure will be fairly

different. Since the nodes can retrieve information from the packets in a timely man-

ner, the metadata of the packets would be more accurate. For incentive design, the

game formulation under full-duplexity will no longer be Bayesian, where the actions

can be taken simultaneously at both the source and helper nodes.
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Appendix A

Chapter 5 Appendix

A.1 Proof of Lemma 5.1

Proof. The original expression of the unconditional PDF of γub is given in (5.23).

Based on (5.11), (5.23) can be divided into the following two parts:

F1 =

∫
I
· · ·
∫
I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

β0
γsd

e
− γ

γsd fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn) dt1 · · · dtn (A.1)

F2 =

∫
I
· · ·
∫
I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

n∑
i=1

βi
ti
e
− γ

ti fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn) dt1 · · · dtn. (A.2)

For F1, since τi (i = 1, · · · , n) are independent of each other, and e
− γ

γsd is separable

from β0 and fτ (ti), we rewrite (A.1) as

F1 =
1

γsd
e
− γ

γsd

[∫
I

(
1− t

γsd

)−1

fτ (t) dt

]n
=
Cn

γsd
e
− γ

γsd (A.3)
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where

C =

∫
I

(
1− t

γsd

)−1

fτ (t) dt = 1 +
R

Ro

ln

(
Ro −R
Ro +R

)
. (A.4)

Since t1 · · · tn are symmetric for the integral in (A.2), the following equation holds for

any i ̸= j:

∫
I
· · ·
∫
I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

βi
ti
e
− γ

ti fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn)dt1 · · · dtn =

∫
I
· · ·
∫
I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

βj
tj
e
− γ

tj fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn)dt1 · · · dtn.

(A.5)

Thus, (A.2) can be derived as follows:

F2 =

∫
I
· · ·
∫
I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

n∑
i=1

βi
ti
e
− γ

ti fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn) dt1 · · · dtn

=
n∑

i=1

∫
I
· · ·
∫
I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

βi
ti
e
− γ

ti fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn) dt1 · · · dtn

= n

∫
I
· · ·
∫
I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

β1
t1
e
− γ

t1 fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn) dt1 · · · dtn.

(A.6)

It is further noticed that, the above integral has two separate parts which depend on

either t1 or ti (i = 2, . . . , n). Therefore, replacing t1 by t and ti (i = 2, . . . , n) by s

and considering τi (i = 2, . . . , n) are independent of each other, we can simplify (A.6)
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as follows:

F2 = n

∫
I
· · ·
∫
I︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

β1
t1
e
− γ

t1 fτ1(t1) · · · fτn(tn) dt1 · · · dtn

= n

∫
I

e−
γ
t

t− γsd
fτ (t)

[∫
I

(
1− s

t

)−1

fτ (s)ds

]n−1

dt

= n

∫
I
W (γ, t)U(t)n−1 dt

(A.7)

where we define

W (γ, t) , e−
γ
t

t− γsd
fτ (t)

U(t) ,
∫
I

(
1− u

t

)−1

fτ (u) du = 1 +
K0

4Ro

√
tY

ln

(
Rot−

√
tY

Rot+
√
tY

) (A.8)

and Y , K0

2
−R2t. Thus, Lemma 5.1 is proved.
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Appendix B

Chapter 6 Appendix

B.1 Analysis of state transitions for non-cooperation

set

As defined in Section 6.3.2, the system states of the two-stage game are classified into

three groups for stage j (j = 1, 2), namely, temporary states Tj, game states Gj, and

intermediate states Ij. Also, since we are particularly interested in the cooperating

strategy (C−NC, C−NC), the eight related strategies are classified in into two groups

in Section 6.3.3, namely, non-cooperation set Snc and cooperation set Sc. According

to the system model in Section 6.1, we can obtain the transitions among Ij, Gj and

Tj in Fig. B.1.

Here, we denote the transition probability matrix between Ij and Tj by PIT = {pkl :

k = 1, . . . , 4, l = 1, . . . , 4}, where pkl is the transition probability from state Ijk to T j
l .

Note that the superscript j for the stage is skipped because PIT is actually the same

for the two stages. It is also the case for the other transition probability matrices

among Ij, Gj and Tj with the strategies in Snc. Then, according to Fig. B.1, we can
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Channel access event Packet arrival event

A game

is started

No game

is started

No game

is started

A game

is started

Figure B.1: State transitions among Ij, Gj and Tj.

write PIT as

PIT =



1 0 0 0

pA 1− pA 0 0

pB 0 1− pB 0

pApB pB(1− pA) pA(1− pB) (1− pA)(1− pB)


. (B.1)

Denoting the transition probability matrix between Tj and Gj by PTG = {pli : l =

1, . . . , 4, i = 1, . . . , 8}, where pli is the transition probability from state T j
l to Gj

i , we

have

PTG =



(1− λA)(1− λB) 0 0 0

λA(1− λB) 0 0 0

(1− λA)λB 0 1− λA 0

λAλB 0 λA 0

(1− λA)(1− λB) 0 0 0

(1− λA)λB 0 0 0

λA(1− λB) (1− λB) 0 0

λAλB λB 0 0



T

. (B.2)

Similarly, the transition probability matrix between Tj and Ij is denoted by PTI =
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(a) Reduced state transitions for Snc.

r=A

r=B

(b) Reduced state transitions for Sc.

Figure B.2: Reduced state transitions with strategies in Snc and Sc.

{plk : l = 1, . . . , 4, k = 1, . . . , 4}, where plk is the transition probability from state T j
l

to Ijk, given by

PTI =



(1− λA)(1− λB) (1− λB)λA λB(1− λA) λAλB

0 1− λB 0 λB

0 0 1− λA λA

0 0 0 1


. (B.3)

The transition probability matrix between Gj and Tj with action (aA, aB) is denoted

by PGT (aA, aB) = {pil(aA, aB) : i = 1, . . . , 8, l = 1, . . . , 4}, where pil(aA, aB) is the

transition probability from state Gj
i to T

j
l with action (aA, aB). As mentioned earlier,

the transition probability matrices are the same in the two stages. Hence, (aA, aB) can

be action (aA1, aB1) in the first stage, or (aA2, aB2) in the second stage. We can easily

obtain PGT (aA, aB) for three feasible actions in the strategies of Snc, i.e., (NC,NC),

(C,NC), and (NC, C), as given in equations (B.4), (B.5) and (B.6).

It is noted in Fig. B.1 that each transition from Ij to Gj or from Ij to itself passes

through Tj. Since we are interested in the system states that eventually converge to

a game, we can reduce Fig. B.1 to Fig. B.2(a) by hiding states in Tj. Then, we obtain
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PGT (NC,NC) =



1 0 0 0
pA 1− pA 0 0
pB 0 1− pB 0
pApB (1− pA)pB pA(1− pB) (1− pA)(1− pB)
1 0 0 0
pB 0 1− pB 0
pA 1− pA 0 0
pApB (1− pA)pB pA(1− pB) (1− pA)(1− pB)


(B.4)

PGT (C,NC) =



1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
pB 0 1− pB 0
0 pB 0 1− pB
1 0 0 0
pB 0 1− pB 0
0 1 0 0
0 pB 0 1− pB


(B.5)

PGT (NC, C) =



1 0 0 0
pA 1− pA 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 pA 1− pA
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
pA 1− pA 0 0
0 0 pA 1− pA


. (B.6)
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Table B.1: Aggregate transition probability matrix for strategies in Snc.

I11 ∼ I14 G1
1 ∼ G1

8 I21 ∼ I24 G2
1 ∼ G2

8

I11 ∼ I14 PITPTI PITPTG 0 0
G1

1 ∼ G1
8 0 0 PGT (aA1, AB1)PTI 0

I21 ∼ I24 0 0 PITPTI PITPTG

G2
1 ∼ G2

8 PGT (aA2, AB2)PTI 0 0 0

the aggregate transition probability matrix PSnc(aA1− aA2, aB1− aB2) in Table B.1.

B.2 Analysis of state transitions for cooperative

set

For all the strategies in Sc, both nodes take action C in the first stage. To respond

to their cooperation actions, the channel access probabilities of the requester and the

helper are adapted in the second stage by the tuning factors, µ and ε. Depending on

whether A or B requests cooperation in the first stage, PIT in (B.1) is modified to

PA
IT and PB

IT , respectively:

PA
IT =



1 0 0 0

µpA 1− µpA 0 0

εpB 0 1− εpB 0

µpAεpB εpB(1− µpA) µpA(1− εpB) (1− µpA)(1− εpB)



PB
IT =



1 0 0 0

εpA 1− εpA 0 0

µpB 0 1− µpB 0

µpAεpB µpB(1− εpA) εpA(1− µpB) (1− εpA)(1− µpB)


.

Comparing all the strategies in Snc, we can see that the cooperative nodes can take
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three feasible actions, i.e., (NC,NC), (C,NC), and (NC, C), in the first or second

stage. Accordingly, we have obtained (B.4) (B.5) and PGT (aA, aB) for Snc with

(aA, aB) among these three actions. On the other hand, any strategy in Sc has action

(C, C) in the first stage and an action among {(NC,NC), (C,NC), (NC, C)} in the

second stage. Thus, when deriving PGT for the strategies in Sc, we need to distin-

guish action (aA1, aB1) in the first stage and action (aA2, aB2) in the second stage. In

particular, PGT (aA1, aB1) with only (aA1, aB1) = (C, C) is given by

PGT (C, C) =



1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1



T

. (B.7)

Further, PGT (aA2, aB2) for action (aA2, aB2) in the second stage depends on whether

node A or B requests cooperation in the first stage. For (aA2, aB2) = (NC,NC),

(C,NC), and (NC, C), PA
GT (aA2, aB2) and PB

GT (aA2, aB2) are obtained as (B.8) to

(B.13).

As seen above, because PIT and PGT (aA, aB) vary with different strategies in Snc and

Sc, we have updated PIT and PGT (aA, aB) according to the identity of the cooperation

requester in the first stage. On the contrary, PTG and PTI are insensitive to the

strategies in Snc and Sc and remain the same as given in (B.2) and (B.3). Then,

similar to Fig. B.2(a), we can reduce the state transition diagram in Fig. B.1 to

Fig. B.2(b) with the strategies in Sc. The aggregate transition probability matrix for

Sc can be obtained as in Table B.2. As the transition matrix is too large to fit within

the page width, we split the matrix along the columns into two parts as presented in

Table B.2.
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PA
GT (NC,NC) =


1 0 0 0
µpA 1− µpA 0 0
εpB 0 1− εpB 0

µpAεpB (1− µpA)εpB µpA(1− εpB) (1− µpA)(1− εpB)


(B.8)

PB
GT (NC,NC) =


1 0 0 0
µpB 0 1− µpB 0
εpA 1− εpA 0 0

µpAεpB (1− εpA)µpB εpA(1− µpB) (1− εpA)(1− µpB)


(B.9)

PA
GT (C,NC) =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
εpB 0 1− εpB 0
0 εpB 0 1− εpB

 (B.10)

PB
GT (C,NC) =


1 0 0 0
µpB 0 1− µpB 0
0 1 0 0
0 µpB 0 1− µpB

 (B.11)

PA
GT (NC, C) =


1 0 0 0
µpA 1− µpA 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 pA 1− pA

 (B.12)

PB
GT (NC, C) =


1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
εpA 1− εpA 0 0
0 0 εpA 1− εpA

 . (B.13)
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Table B.2: Aggregate transition probability matrix for strategies in Sc.

I11 ∼ I14 G1
1 ∼ G1

4 G1
5 ∼ G1

8

I11 ∼ I14 PITPTI PITPTG PITPTG

G1
1 ∼ G1

4 0 0 0
G1

5 ∼ G1
8 0 0 0

I2A1 ∼ I2A4 0 0 0
I2B1 ∼ I2B4 0 0 0
G2A

1 ∼ G2A
8 PA

GT (aA2, aB2)PTI 0 0
G2B

1 ∼ G2B
8 PB

GT (aA2, aB2)PTI 0 0

I2A1 ∼ I2A4 I2B1 ∼ I2B4 G2A
1 ∼ G2A

8 G2B
1 ∼ G2B

8

I11 ∼ I14 0 0 0 0
G1

1 ∼ G1
4 PGT (aA1, aB1)PTI 0 0 0

G1
5 ∼ G1

8 0 PGT (aA1, aB1)PTI 0 0
I2A1 ∼ I2A4 PA

ITPTI 0 PA
ITPTG 0

I2B1 ∼ I2B4 0 PB
ITPTI 0 PB

ITPTG

G2A
1 ∼ G2A

8 0 0 0 0
G2B

1 ∼ G2B
8 0 0 0 0

B.3 Proof of Theorem 6.1

From the Markov chain analysis in Section 6.3.3, we can symbolically evaluate the

limiting probability of the system states in the saturated and symmetric case, e.g., by

using MATLAB Symbolic Math Toolbox [124]. The normalized limiting probabilities
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with the strategies in Snc and Sc are respectively derived by

ρnc(g) =


1

4
, g = G1

4, G
1
8, G

2
4, G

2
8

0, otherwise
(B.14)

ρc(g) =



1

4
, g = G1

4, G
1
8

µ(εp− 1)

4(2µεp− ε− µ)
, φ, g = G2A

4 , G2A
8

ε(µp− 1)

4(2µεp− ε− µ)
, ψ, g = G2B

4 , G2B
8

0, otherwise.

(B.15)

Then, based on the expected utility defined in (6.23) in Section 6.3.4, we obtain the

following proposition.

Proposition B.1. Given the saturated and symmetric assumptions, the expected util-

ity with the strategies in Snc and Sc for nodes A and B satisfy

UB(C − NC, C − C) = UA(C − C, C − NC) (B.16)

UB(C − NC,NC − C) = UA(NC − C, C − NC) (B.17)

UB(C − NC,NC −NC) = UA(NC −NC, C − NC) (B.18)

UB(C − NC, C − NC) = UA(C − NC, C − NC) (B.19)

UB(NC −NC,NC −NC) = UA(NC −NC,NC −NC). (B.20)

Proof. Take UB(C − NC, C − C) and UA(C − C, C − NC) in (B.16) as an example.

Applying the normalized limiting probability in (B.15) to the definition of expected
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utility in (6.23), we have

UB(C − NC, C − C) (B.21)

=
1

4
UB(C, C;G1

4; pA, pB) +
1

4
UB(C, C;G1

8; pA, pB)

+ φUB(NC, C;G2A
4 ;µpA, εpB) + φUB(NC, C;G2A

8 ;µpA, εpB)

+ ψUB(NC, C;G2B
4 ; εpA, µpB) + ψUB(NC, C;G2B

8 ; εpA, µpB)

UA(C − C, C − NC) (B.22)

=
1

4
UA(C, C;G1

4; pA, pB) +
1

4
UA(C, C;G1

8; pA, pB)

+ φUA(C,NC;G2A
4 ;µpA, εpB) + φUA(C,NC;G2A

8 ;µpA, εpB)

+ ψUA(C,NC;G2B
4 ; εpA, µpB) + ψUA(C,NC;G2B

8 ; εpA, µpB).

As seen, (B.21) and (B.22) involve the utility functions defined in (6.1), (6.2), (6.5),

and (6.7). Given the saturated and symmetric assumptions, we can easily infer that

UB(C, C;G1
4; pA, pB) = UA(C, C;G1

8; pA, pB)

UB(C, C;G1
8; pA, pB) = UA(C, C;G1

4; pA, pB)

UB(NC, C;G2A
4 ;µpA, εpB) = UA(C,NC;G2B

8 ; εpA, µpB)

UB(NC, C;G2A
8 ;µpA, εpB) = UA(C,NC;G2B

4 ; εpA, µpB)

UB(NC, C;G2B
4 ; εpA, µpB) = UA(C,NC;G2A

8 ;µpA, εpB)

UB(NC, C;G2B
8 ; εpA, µpB) = UA(C,NC;G2A

4 ;µpA, εpB)

(B.23)

Applying the equalities in (B.23) to (B.21) and (B.22), we conclude that (B.16) holds.

Likewise, (B.17)-(B.19) can be proved.

According to Proposition B.1, the tuning factors µ and ε only need to satisfy (6.24)-

(6.26) and (6.30) to guarantee that (C − NC, C − NC) is an NE strategy that offers

utility not less than the not-cooperating NE strategy (NC −NC,NC −NC).
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The constraint in (6.24) requires that

UA(C − NC, C − NC)− UA(C − C, C − NC)

=
−εµpv[2(1− δ) + (2δ − 3)(ε+ µ)p+ 2(2− δ)εµp2]

4(2εµp− µ− ε)

≥ 0. (B.24)

Because 0 < εp < 1 and 0 < µp < 1, we see that the denominator in (B.24) satisfy

4(2εµp− µ− ε) < 0. (B.25)

Moreover, according to Second Derivatives Test Lemma in [133], it can be proved

that, when 1 ≤ ε ≤ 1
p
and 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, the term inside the square brackets in the

numerator of (B.24) satisfy

2(1− δ) + (2δ − 3)(ε+ µ)p+ 2(2− δ)εµp2 < 0. (B.26)

Therefore, based on (B.25) and (B.26), we also have

UA(C − NC, C − NC)− UA(C − C, C − NC) ≤ 0. (B.27)

Then, we conclude from (B.24) and (B.27) that

UA(C − NC, C − NC)− UA(C − C, C − NC) = 0

⇔ µ = 0. (B.28)
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To satisfy (6.25), it is required that

UA(C − NC, C − NC)− UA(NC − C, C − NC)

= v[δ − 1− (δ + 1)p+ (µ+ ε)pζ + (3p− 1)(1− ζ) + (δ − 2εµ)p2] ≥ 0

⇔ ε ≥ 2− δ − ζ + (3ζ + δ − 2)p− δp2

ζp
, X1. (B.29)

Similarly, the constraints in (6.26) and (6.30) are equivalent to

UA(C − NC, C − NC)− UA(NC −NC, C − NC)

= v[δ − 1− 2p+ (µ+ ε)pζ + (3p− 1)(1− ζ) + 2(1− εµ)p2] ≥ 0

⇔ ε ≥ X2 (B.30)

UA(C − NC, C − NC)− UA(NC −NC,NC −NC)

= v[δ − 2 + ζ − 4ζp+ (µ+ ε)pζ + 2(2− εµ)p2] ≥ 0

⇔ ε ≥ X3. (B.31)

Therefore, we can prove Theorem 6.1 from (B.28)-(B.31) and the constraint 1 ≤ ε ≤ 1/p.
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